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AN ANALYSIS OF THE CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES OF OKLAHOMA 
PRIMARY TEACHERS FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1951-1952
CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
An examination of existing literature pertaining to classroom 
activities of teachers in Grades One^ Two* and Three reveals very little 
data dealing with the problems of this study. Most* if not all* of the 
contributions reviewed in the professional literature could be subsumed 
under educational theory* educational practice* and history of teaching# 
Only a few of these contributions reviewed are related to this study* 
Extracts from these few contributions will be incorporated later in this 
chapter#
A general survey of the activities of the personnel of the 
modem public school systems appears to be the most logical procedure to 
obtain an accurate account of all of the activities performed by the 
classroom teachers. Therefore* the literature which pertains to class­
room instructional activities that the personnel of a school system have 
a duty or responsibility for performing was examined. The survey in­
cludes studies of school personnel whose duties differ but whose fonc­
tions are interrelated in the performance of their voik with students# 
The selection of literature to be reviewed was based upon the pertinence
1
2
of the literature to the specific positions to which staff members of 
public schools are usually assigned* The staff members of public schools 




U* Classroom teacher 
$* Instructional supervisor
A study of teacher traits and activities made by Charters and 
Waples is the most nearly related to the present investigation of any 
reviewed* These authors used the word "duly" many times; however, they 
make no distinction between teachers* duties and methods and students* 
classroom activities, extracurricular activities, and personal activi-
I
I
ties* Their study, furthermore, incorporates those activities that ^
I
twenty-five professors of education believed should be performed* The | 
authors state, "It (the master list) is siq)posed to reveal all type 
activities and so he^s to define the elements needed in preparing prac­
tical units of instruction*"^
So far as the writer can determine. Charters and Waples com­
piled the master list of activities ipon which their study is based from 
their collective experiences, their review of related literature, and 
their interviews with school personnel* This list included the type 
activities performed by teachers in the four levels of public schools*
The authors mailed two hundred copies of the blanks to one hundred ten
^ *  W* Charters and Douglas Waples, The Commonwealth Teacher- 
Training Study (Chicago: Universily of Chicago Press, 1929), 23*
3
colleges to be filled out by ea^rienced teachers enrolled in the sumnerj 
sessions* Eighty-four colleges in forty-two states returned 27 per cent 
of the questionnaires* Charters and Wgqales groiqaed the returns into 
twelve classes; one of the classes was designated the Kindergarten-PxintLry
i
group* The questionnaire answered by this group has seven divisions^ the
first two of which are somewhat similar to the ones in the present study.
The titles of Divisions I and II with their sub-divisions are as follows:
I. Teachers* Activities Involved in Classroom Instruction
A* Teaching Subject Matter
B* Teaching Piçils to Study
II* Teachers* Activities Involved in School and Class Manage­
ment
A* Activities Involved in Recording and Reporting Facts 
Concerning Pig)ils
B* Activities Involving Contacts with Pig)ils 
Regarding these two divisions the authors state, "The writers | 
believe üiat the analysis has been carried far enough for practical pur- 
poses, except, possibly, the case of Divisions I and II*"
By Charters and Waples own admission their research was limited 
in regard to the entire educational program for the kindergarten-primaiy 
grades* Therefore, one can readily see that a more detailed specific 
study is needed to determine the nature of the duties and responsibili­
ties of primary teachers* By limiting the scope of the present study to 




ttpon this area of work*
The study of Charters and Waples reports their findings on 
teacher activities in senior h i ^  school^ junior high school* intenœd» 
iate grades* and kindergarten-priioaxy grades* but the activities of the
teachers in each grade are not discussed separately* In this study the '
writer presents the classroom activities by grades for conçîarison*
McKovn^s coi^ilation of activities of elementary teachers was
made as a result of reviewing literature and studies* He discusses ele- ;
mentary teachers* duties and responsibilities* He believes that the 
duties of elementary teachers are those of originating* developing* ex­
perimenting* adjusting* and adeqoting the school program to the needs of 
the pupils* In considering the responsibilities of the elementaxy
I
teacher* McKown uses a selected group of principles and objectives to
infer teacher responsibilities* These educational objectives of school ,
activities* as assembled by McKown* are stated thus: I
1* To Help the Pupil to Understand and Practice Desirable 
Social Relationships*
2* To Train the Pupil for Democratic Participation*
3* To Discover* Sxploze* and Develop Desirable Individual 
Interests and Aptitudes*
U* To Motivate and Capitalize Pupil Interest in the School*
5* To Iiqprove School Spirit and Morale*^
According to McKown* the following general princ^les should
be basic to all school activities:
1* The Program Must Provide Democratic Settings*
^arxy C* McKown* Activities in the Elementary School (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co** 1938)*^-!^*
5
2* Opportunities for Participation Should be'Ührëstîdjctèd* |
3* Participation in School Activities Should Be Liiaited to 
Regular Members of the School*
L# The Teachers Should Recognize That Educating the Doers Is 
More Important Than Getting the Job Done*
5* Activities Should Nomally Be Included in the Regular 
School Scliedule*
6. Coo^etent and Syaq^athetlc Guidance Should Be Provided.
7# The Sponsor Should Be Definitely but Reasonably Charged 
With the Responsibility for Her Activity*
8. The Program Should Fit the Local School and Community 
Setting*
9* Activities Should, Wherever Possible, Be Integrated with 
the Curriculum*
10* The Necessary Facilities Should Be Made Available*
11* The School Should Assume Entire Responsibility for the 
Program of Activities*
12* The Financial Matters of the Activity Program Should Be j 
Well Organized and Closely Supervised* |
13* A Healthy Community Siçport of the Activity Program Should 
Be Developed*
111* Serious Atteints Should Be Made to Evaluate Activities*^
Each principle and objective ne has used points to direct action 
on the part of the classroom teacher. Such terms as "to help," "to dis­
cover," "to train," "must provide," and "should recognize" are frequently 
used. It is obvious that he has used these principles and objectives to 
show specific teacher responsibilities.
When activities of the elei»ntaiy school are mentioned, t h ^  
are usually discussed as "music activities," "dramatics," a terminology
3n>id., H*-21.
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which is very broad in meaning#^ This stu<3̂ y treats activities that re- jI
late to classroom instruction*
Two other authors, Oould and Toakam, have made a report con­
cerning the instructional activities of a classrotm teacher* They writes
He Æhe teacbe^ must manage personnel, time, and materials of 
instruct&n. . . . The teacher, like the doctor, must constantly be 
concerned with the appraisal of the results of his efforts*^
The guidance duties of the classroom teacher are discussed in 
an article by Thomas, a teacher in a large school system where there was 
a staff of counselors* In his report he states:
Teachers, then, have an informational service responsibility 
in preparing themselves to evaluate students in their classes and 
to counsel with then* . * Just as a large part of the work of the
counseling staff is directed finally toward some sort of individual 
counseling, the work of the teacher is largely toward group guid­
ance* • * * Host teachers have tine to engage in only a minimum of 
personal guidance of their students and must seek to achieve their 
greatest value through the medium of grotp work* 3
In discussing this professional problem Thomas continues with :
I
the following observation:
When student difficulties arise for which the teacher has 
neither time nor preparation to handle, obviously he should give 
such data as he has to the counseling staff and call on them for 
help, not only to assist the student to some sort of solution, but 
to further his own understanding as well* * • * But the field of 
student eaqperience, although kinds that are desirable may be sug­
gested by the guidance staff, is largely the responsibility of the 
classroom teachers, student govemnent faculty participants, and 
the club and organization sponsors*
Last, both teachers and counseling staffs, each within their 
own areas, have the joint responsibility of seeing that students
libid*. 75-12U.
^George Gould and Gerald Alan loakaa. The Teacher and His Work 
(New York: The Bonald Press Co*, 19U7), 102-103*
3w* Craig Thomas, "Guidance Duties of a Teacher," California 
Journal of Secondary Education, JLXIV (April, 19U9), 238*
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have as nmch opportunity as possible for self-determination#^
Thusj a classroom teacher points out the duties and responsi­
bilities of classroom teachers for certain phases of the guidance program 
He indicates that specialised assistance is available for help, it is 
true, but the responsibility for the operation of the guidance program 
in the classroom rests upon the classroom teacher#
The fact that the older conceptions of the teacher's duties 
and administrative responsibilities are not adequate today is recognized ̂ 
by two other authorities in the educational world. Reavis and Judd, who : 
say;
It is very generally agreed that the most inçortant duty of 
the teacher is classroom instruction# The numerous other duties 
which the teacher performs, such as managing the pupils, looking 
after instructional supplies, directing the out-of-class activities, 
of the pupils, caring for school facilities, participating in -Uie 
planniiig of eaqpenditures, keeping records, making reports, and cul-1 
tivating wholesome relations with the community, are usually re­
garded as entirely incidental to the major responsibility of j
instruction# True enough, these numerous duties are subordinate 
to instruction but they also condition instruction and to a con­
siderable extent determine its success# Teachers are evaluated on 
the efficiency with which these non-teaching instructional duties 
are performed# More teachers probably fail to secure reappointment 
to positions because of inability to perform their non-instructional 
duties acceptably than from mediocrity or even incompetency in 
instruction# The explanation for this anomalous situation is the 
fact that parents and boards of education can evaluate the character 
of performance of the less technical, non-teaching or administrative 
duties more easily than they can evaluate the more technical duty 
of instruction#^
Reavis and Judd further state that the modem conception of the 
duties of the teacher is broad and comprehensive# This conception
^ I d . .  2liO.
2 William C# Reavis and Charles H# Judd, The Teacher and Edu­
cational Administration (Cambridge; The ,Riyersidej»re8s,_ 1?U2) >
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includes administrative duties/duty to increase^ personal training^ 
duties influenced by board rules and regulations^ managerial duties^ 
personal and professional duties* routine and clerical duties* and duties 
of the teacher Influenced by changes in school organization*
Another report concerned with the performance of classroom 
activities and duties is presented by Porter#^ In the treatment of her 
professional experiences* she discusses many points* such as the teacher's 
attitudes and her methods of executing her activities* The chief ques­
tion discussed in Porter’s study is that of Üie role of the teacher in 
educating the child* Miss Porter thinks that the teacher should initiate 
most of the classroom activities and let the children* as nearly as pos­
sible* couple te each activity* Her theory behind this practice is that
'  i
the regular classroom activity is rich in educational value when the 
student's thinking is directed by the teacher* The entire discussion 
deals with the technique in handling various learning e^qperiences and ' 
with conditions as they occurred in the classroom in which the writer 
worked.^
Another staff member who renders professional assistance to the 
classrocm teacher is the instructional supervisor* But until a study was 
made by Barr* little information* either specific or general* was known 
about the duties of the instructional si^ervisors. The purpose of Barr's 
study was to deteimine the supervisor's duties and examine them in detail* 
The supervisor is shown in his or her relationship to other teachers* the
^Martha Peck Porter* The Teacher in the New School (New York: 
World Book Conçany* 1937)* 299,
^Ibid** 6-22*
administrators, and the parents* Barr suggests:
The supervisor* s work includes a vide range of activities#
These may be summarized as follows: (1) The selection of instruc­
tional materials; (2) study of supplies, equipment, and buildings;
(3) assistance in the selection, appointment, assignment, and trans­
fer of teachers; (U) community activities and contact with outside ■ 
agencies; ($) field work; (6) training activities; (7) surveys, 
reports, records, and schedules; (8) preparation of instructional 
problems; (9) research; (10) professional activities; (11) news 
articles, educational exhibits, and publicity; (12) studying and 
reporting upon the general educational progress made in other cen­
ters of learning; and (13) general administration# '
As a corollary to the above statement, supervisors have maqy 
duties other than visiting the teacher at woxk* The notion that 
the chief function of supervision is inspection finds no support 
in the findings of this analysis of what supervisors do.
The activities of supervisors are, for the most part, in the 
nature of specialized seivice rather than administrative* VJhile 
supervisors are responsible for the general instxuctional condi­
tions within their several fields, they are not administrative 
officials* The functions are instructional and not administrative#^
Barr, furthermore, presents some suggestions in regard to the , 
duties of the supervisor of instruction* Several of his suggestions and; 
comments are not pertinent to this study, but mention might be made of { 
three parts of the supervisor*s work which are of interest and of concern* 
They are (1) training activities; (2) surveys, reports, records, and 
schedules; and (3) preparation of instructional problems*
In reviewing the professional literature pertaining to the 
classroom activities of primary teachers, the writer found that many 
authorities have mentioned the duties and the classroom activities of 
teachers; but no specific research has been conducted* The Charters and 
Waples study is somewhat related and suggests a need for such research#
^A. S* Barr, An Analysis of the Duties and Functions of Instruc­
tional Supervision (Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin, Bureau
Educational Research Bulletin, V, January, 1926), 79#
CHAPTER n  
THE PROBLEM
Backgrotind of the Problem 
Some phases of curricular and extracurricular activities have 
always been associated with children and the teaching of children. Just : 
how extensively activities were incorporated into the school before the 
twentieth century is not known; yet, according to Grizsell, the Greeks 
kept records of activities used in their school programs»^
Extracurricular activities are as old as organized education 
itself and seem to appear in varied but similar patterns in all educa- | 
tional plans of other countries. No definite chronological dates can be 
established as to the origin of these activities as they vary from com­
munity to community and from educational system to educational system#
In the literature of both Athens and Sparta, references are 
found to such activities as athletic competition, debating, clubs, music, 
and dramatics. Some references also mention student participation in 
government affairs of the schools#
Student activities appeared first in the secondary schools of 
foreign countries. Later they appeared at other school levels# Such
^E. D. Grizzell, "The Evaluation of Student Activities," Educa­
tional Outlook, I (November, 1926), 19-31*
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activities seem to have been permitted rather than fostered. These 
activities were designated as extracurricular because they came into the 
school program from outside the curriculum, Troteendorf^ became Rector 
of a Silesian School in 1$31 and shared a recognisable portion of his 
authority with student leaders by using instructional procedures of the 
monitorial type.
As early as the Elizabethan period the following statute was 
enacted affecting the Westminister School:
In order that young people xaj spend Christmas time more prof­
itably, and may gain a better familiarity with graceful gesture and 
pronounciation, we enact that every year, within twelve days after 
Christmas, or subsequently, at the Dean's discretion, the Headmaster 
and the under-master shall jointly see that one play in Latin be 
acted either privately or publicly; the master of choristers another, 
in English, either comedy or tragedy, by the scholars and choristers
in Hall,2
The substantial interest of the early American colleges in ac­
tivities soon had its effect on the academies and secondary schools.
The early colonial secondary schools of America provided little 
time or place for sports. Some of the physical activities in which 
the boys engaged were skating and coasting in winter and 'ball and 
bat* in suzmer, Franklin, in his 'Proposals Relating to the Educa­
tion of Youth in Pennsylvania' which was published in 17b9, recom­
mended such sports as running, leaping, wrestling, and swimming,^
St, Paul's School was founded in 1856 with one of its funda­
mental purposes: 'Gymnastic and manly exercises adopted to pre­
serve health and strengthen the physic al condition,' The English 
game of 'cricket' was introduced, and in maiy respects St, Paul's . 
and other schools of that type introduced English school practices,^
%arl von Raumer, "Valentine Friedland Trotzendorf, " The Amer­
ican Journal of Education, V (i860), 108,
oQuoted by W, T, Shore, Westminister (London: Pitman Pub­
lishers, 1911), 86.
''Grizzell, op. cit,, 23-37#
**Ibid., 2h.
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The development of oratory and debating was encouraged in the 
colonial colleges of America# With the rise of the academies* the 
influence of the colleges spread to the secondary schools# Exeter 
Academy established in 1812 what was probably the first literary 
society in any American secondary school# It was called the * Rhe­
torical Society' and existed until 1820#^
According to Lane, the curriculum of 191*0 augmented by extra*
curricular activities was a vastly coaqplex affair composed of twelve to
fifteen categories of subjects, while the contrasting curriculum of 181*0
was ungraded and concentrated upon thorough understanding of the three
R*s —  reading, writing, and arithmetic*^
John Dewey was one of the first advocates of an educational
program of activities and experiences for children# He influenced both
teachers and parents to accept and to put into practice his new theories|
of psychology# Confidence in the prevailing formal discipline and the
devotion to traditional curriculum were both affected by Dewey's new I
ieducational theories# Reorganization in terms of more kinds of service ! 
was brought about by these new aims in education and better facilities#
As this resulting e^qiansion took place in the curriculum, attention was 
focused on the activities which had greater ^peal to the entire range 
of the interest of school children*
Since the theory of mental discipline dominated the philosophy 
of education in the older school, the curriculum revolved about the text­
book and the teacher# In the practice of this theory, esphasis was 
placed tqpon memorization of factual data in the textbook# In contrast,
^Ibid#, 27.
Robert Hill Lane, The Teacter ^  the todem Elementary School, 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Conpany, I9UI), 356-387.
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the pupil in the newer or présent day school léanis not only through this 
medium but also through planned activities of living e^q^eriences* In the 
^plication of the present day theory of activities, many activities have 
moved from the peripheral area of mere tolerance into the core of a 
planned program, and textbooks and teachers have become guides.
The shifting from subject matter to pupil activity is one of 
the most noticeable changes brought about by John Dewey* s theories. Cur­
rently more ençhasis is being placed rq>on what the pupil does and rela­
tively less upon what he memorises. The curricular and extra-curricular 
activities are organized in terms of tasks to be performed and goals to 
be reached, rather than in terms of lessons to be learned. This new 
eiqphasis in education has caused the educational program of the school 
to provide supervision and instruction for the curricular and extra­
curricular activities. Instruction and supervision of curricular and
I
extra-curricular activities are being done more and more during a planned 
instructional class period. This tendency is more noticeable at the 
elementary school level than at any other level.
Historically, there is no clear-cut distinction of when an 
extra-curricular activity becomes curricular. One such example is sand 
tables. Originally sand tables were placed on the outside of some 
schools to be used during recess and later placed in the classrooms to 
become a part of student activities. Because of this fact, reviews of
extra-curricular activities have been included in this study.
What is taught, as well as the manner in which it is taught, 
may vary from area to area, from school to school, and even from room to 
room or teacher to teacher within the same school. It would seem.
Ui
therefore* that there should be some lack of agreement In regarti to the~j 
duties and responsibilities for the performance of classroom activities 
of the primary teachers. This lack of agreement is due, in many in­
stances, to a lack of explicit understanding concerning the duties and ; 
responsibilities of teachers in conducting their classroom work. This 
lack of agreement in regard to teachers’ duties and responsibilities as 
well as the lack of information concerning these duties and responsibil­
ities has had its effect upon the training and preparation of teachers* 
Most instructors in teacher-training institutions are aware of
i
the lack of agreement mentioned in the preceding paragraphs and are con­
stantly trying to discover the most adequate methods for the preparation 
of students who plan to teach* Realizing the need for the preparation 
of teachers to carry on the educational program, ttie teacher-training 
institutions are attempting to prepare their prospective teachers for 
the teaching profession utilizing the latest facilities and methods* I 
One exasple of interest on the part of teacher-training insti­
tutions in improving teacher education programs and facilities was evi­
denced at the Regional Conference on TEACHER EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL 
STANDARDS which was held in New Orleans, Louisiana, Januaiy L-5, 195U*
The following recommendations, agreements, and conclusions are 
the result of the discussion of the groip:
1* That teacher education institutions should provide facili­
ties for adequate laboratory experiences prior to student teaching* 
2* That professional laboratory experiences should be inte­
grated with professional education courses and should be a part of 
all such courses*
3* That college instruction should build upon the interest and 
experience which the student has acquired in the elementary and 
secondary schools*
IS
U« That teacher education institutions should provide progrants 
for the improvement of college teaching* |
That teacher education institutions be encouraged to engage 
in research designed to test the effectiveness of differentiated 
programs of teacher preparation*
6* That institutions offering graduate programs be encouraged 
to give enq)ha3i8 to the development of coiqpetencies essential to 
good college teaching*
7. That all staff menters of an institution preparing teachers 
be encouraged to participate in the development of the teacher edu­
cation programs*
8* That teacher education institutions look with favor upon 
the practice of integrated material rather than a large number of 
separate and over-lapping courses*
9* That teacher education institutions attempt to rescue 
superior teaching in all types of courses —  professional, general ; 
education, and teaching fields*
10* That, in order to attract desirable students into teacher ' 
education programs and to do a superior job of preparing teachers, 
it is necessary that the teacher education institution be provided 
with modern buildings, equipment, and facilities*
11* That, in order to do a good job in the preparation of 
teachers, it is necessary that teacher education institutions pay 
salaries necessary to attract college personnel of superior ability*'
Another statement regarding the deficiencies of the teachers i 
which reflects rpon teacher training institutions is that of William C* |
I
Tanner, Jr* who statesr
One needs only to reflect on his public school experience or 
to ask any of the millions of others who have passed through the 
educational system of America, to come to the conclusion that many 
teachers, at least in the minds of those tau^t, are inadequate for 
their great responsibility. In spite of the task which is to be 
theirs, teachers are selected, by those responsible, with little 
consideration of qualifications other t h ^  that of being able to 
understand and to Impart subject matter*^
^Amy Jean Greene, Chaiman, and W. J* Moore, Recorder, "Im­
proving Teacher Education Programs and Facilities," Competent Tethers 
for America*s Schools, The New Orleans Conference, National Commission 
on Teacher Education and Professional Standards, N* E» A., Washington, 
D* C*, January U-5, 195U, pp. U-5*
William C. Tanner, Jr., "Personality Bases in Teacher Selec­
tion," Phi Delta Kappan, XXXV, (April, 195U), 271*
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The review of related literature and the background of the pro* 
blem reveal the limited research in regard to the instructional program 
for the primary grades. It also makes known that the present writings 
are general and incon^rehensive. Because of these facts, a study of the 
instructional activities of the primary teachers sscms to be both desir­
able and in order.
Statement of the Problem
This study is an investigation of the classroom activities of 
the primary teachers who are presently employed in the public schools of 
Oklahoma. The purposes of this study are to determine the following;
1. The duties and responsibilities of teachers in Grades 
One, Two, and Three in performing their classroom activi­
ties for the school year 1951-1952.
2. The frequencies with which teachers of Grades One, Two and 
Three perform their classroom activities for the school 
year 1951-1952.
3. What differences, if any, exist in the frequency with 
which teachers in Grades One, Two, and Three perform 
their classroom activities for the school year 1951-1952. 
The importance attached to each classroom activity per­
formed by teachers in Grades One, Two, and Three for the 
school year 1951-1952.
Importance of the Study
As yet, there has been no research in Oklahoma which deals 
directly with the classroom duties and ,responsibilities^of_teachersLin_^
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the primary grades# The only related study know to the writer is that 
of Charters and Waples> The Oornnonwealth Teacher-Training Study# They 
state that their analysis was carried out far enough for practical pur­
poses with the exception of the portion of their research dealing with 
the kindergarten-primary group# This study should be of considerable 
is^ortance to teacher-training institutions, administrators, and public 
school teachers in the following ways:
)1# The data should provide information to prospective teachers 
concerning tasks they may be expected to perform in the 
primary grades#
2# The data should enable the prospective teacher to evaluate 
the classroom duties and responsibilities he will have to 
perform in terms of his interests#
3# The data should sx^ply information in the following areas ,
!
to those who plain the curriculum for teacher-training 
institutions:
a# The classroom activities that the teachers in each of 
the primary grades perform# 
b# The frequencies of perfoimauice of classroom activities 
by teachers of Grades One, Two and Three* 
c# Rating or importance attached to each classroom aicti- 
vity by Oklahoma teachers in Grades Oiie, Two and Three#
Limitations of the Study
This is a questionnaire study based upon responses of teachers 
who were teaching in the primary grades of Oklahoma school systems which
18
eaqployed four or more teachers* The activities listed in the question- | 
naire are limited to those activities obtained from (1) information 
gathering interviews with classroom teachers, (2) personal observations 
of classroom procedures in the primary grades, and (3) reviews of pro­
fessional literature#
The population of this study comprises all schools as listed 
in the Oklahoma Educational Directory for 1951-1952 with the exception 
of Negro, Parochial, and State-operated Schools# % e  questionnaire was 
mailed to a stratified random sampling of the population and this saisq)le. 
represents approximately 25 per cent of the population.
Definition of Terns in the Study 
Activity# Any process which the teacher directs for the stu­
dent* s participation by virtue of the student's being a member of the 
class# I
I
Duty* Duty is defined in this study as the teacher's conduct 
which is required by his position, his occupation, and his superiors# 
Extra-curricular Activity# Refers to those activities, such 
as debating, dramatics, and athletics, which form a part of the life of 
the students, but are not part of the regular courses of study#
Responsibility# Responsibility of a teacher is that for which 
he is likely to be called upon to answer and be accountable for in his 
conduct and obligations#
In this study, these definitions refer only to the classroom 
activities performed#
CHAPTER i n  
METHDDS OF INVESTIGATION AND TREATING DATA
Methods of Investigation 
The first step in this investigation was a careful examination 
of available related literature for material pertinent to the study* A 
summary and discussion of this literature is presented in Chuter I,
The next step in the investigation was the interviewing of thirty teachers 
of the primary grades during the spring and summer sessions of 1951* The 
information obtained frcm these interviews was used as a basis for the 
formation of a questionnaire to survey existing practices in regard to 
activities in elementary schools* Some of the teachers interviewed were 
attending the University of Oklahoma and others were connected with 
public schools near the University* Whenever possible they were inter­
viewed and observed during the school session* The information obtained 
from these thirty teachers was used only for the purpose of developing 
the questionnaire for the survey* The classroom activities in the ques­
tionnaire were selected from the coopiled data obtained from the infor­
mation-gathering interviews, review of related literature, and personal 
observations of classroom procedures#
A tentative list of classro<M activities was cospiled from a
review of related literature and arranged by the writer in what appeared
19
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to be the most eomoa order of occurrence* This tentative list of class­
room activities was used as a basis for the infonaation*gathering inter­
view. The tentative list was altered according to information obtained 
from each information-gathering interview and from each observation.
Each teacher interviewed was asked to report the classroom 
activities in the order in which he performed them. If the list showed 
classroom activities idiich the teacher had not reported, the tentative 
list was used as a basis for gathering additional information. Also, 
further question-. asked regarding additional activities which the 
classroom teacher thought he should, but did not, perform.
The classroom activities listed in the questionnaire (See 
Appendix: A) were arranged in their final order from data gathered through 
the following sources* review of related literature, information-gath­
ering interviews in which the classroom teachers reported those activi- ,
1
ties they performed and those activities which they thought they should, 
but did not perform, and personal observations of classroom procedures.
The questionnaire survey through postal service was the method 
of investigation eag>loyed to gather data regarding the work of prinaxy 
teachers.
The public schools as listed in the Oklahoma Educational Direc­
tory of 1951-1952, with the limitations set forth in Chapter II, consti­
tute the population upon which the study is based, ühe schools were 
divided into five groups as follows: AA, A, B, C, and D. Selection of 
the first four groups was based upon the same criteria as those used by 
the Oklahoma High School Athletic Association in establishing its con­
ferences. The size of enrollment was the chief criterion for placing
21
schools in each of the above conferences; thus/the AA Conference is | 
made up of the sixteen largest schools in the state and the 0 Conference 
of the six^-five smallest participating schools. These factors were 
the basis for establishing each of the first four groiqps in this study.
In addition^ the D group of Schools are those schools listed in the Okla­
homa Educational Directory of 195l-19$2 which are not included in the 
Athletic Association Conference Listings. The following table shows the 
class and the number of schools in each group.
TABLE 1
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SCHOOLS IN EACH 
OF THE FIVE GROUPS SAMPLED






Random sançling of each of the school groups was done in such 
a manner that each school had an equal chance of being chosen. This was 
acc<mq)lished by giving each school a weight based upon the number of 
primaiy teachers in that school system. The weighted numbers* repre­
senting each school in its respective group* were placed in a container*
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thoroughly shuffled^ and drawn by a disinterested person*
t
In order to show the random stratified sampling and percentage 
of returns^ Table 2 has been prepared# This table shows s (1) School 
gror^> (2) Estimated teacher population in each group, (3) Percentage of 
teachers in each group of estimated population, (U) Number of question­
naires mailed to teachers, ($) Ffcuaber of questionnaires returned,
TABLE 2
QUESTIONNAIRES MAILED TO AND RETURNED BY OKLAHOMA PRIMARY 
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AA 89$ 21*8 218 Uo 18*3 36 16.5
A 1015 2l**7 2li7 hh 17*8 U2 17.0
B 556 13.2 132 36 27.2 33 25.0
C 282 7.0 70 19 27.1 18 25.7
D 1372 33.3 333 52 15.6 51 15.3
Total U120 100*0 1000 191 19.1 180 18.0
^his was estimated because the exact number of primary 
teachers was not obtainable*
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(6) Percentages of questionnaires returned^ (7) Number of usable qaes- |
I
tionnaires returned, and (8) Percentage of usable questionnaires returned# 
Eleven questionnaires, or $*6 per cent of those returned, were 
not included in this study because of the failure of the respondents to 
report all the information requested in the questionnaire# The total 
number of questionnaires returned was 191$
Method of Treating Data 
The teacher responses to mailed questionnaires were cosqiiled 
and placed in tables# These tables. Numbers 3 through 17, are found in 
Chapter IV#
These tables show (1) the activities performed and not-performed 
by teachers of Grades One, Two, and Threej (2) the frequency with which 
the teachers of Oklahoma in Grades One, Two, and Three perform their 
classroom activities; (3) the differences that exist in performing the 
classroom activities; and (U) the teacher ratings attached to each class­
room activity#
To expedite the ooaputation of the results shown in the tables 
of Chapter IV, IBM cards (See Appendix D) were utilised# These IBM cards 
reflect how the teachers checked the items in the questionnaires in re­
gard to how frequently they performed each activity and the relative 
importance they attached to each#
Each item in the questionnaire was given a number according to a 
predetermined code to facilitate cosputation of responses# The number 
of items in the questionnaire and the coding method used made it neces­
sary to use four IBM cards to record the responses on each returned
2U
questionnaire# Each IBM card shows class of school reporting, classift^ 
cation of school district, grade taught by responding teacher, numerical 
order in which the questionnaire was received, ninber of the IBM card, 
frequency of perfomance of classroom activity, and teacher rating of 
each activity response# For the complete coding method see Appendix D# 
The frequency of performance of each classroom activity re­
ported was tabulated# The tabulations were changed to percentages and 
placed in the tables shown in Chcqpter IV# The responses of the teachers 
for the eight possible frequency of performance responses are recorded 
with respect to grades#
The purposes for tabulating the responses by grades was to 
determine the following:
1# The duties and responsibilities of the primary teachers of 
Oklahoma in Grades One, Two, and Three in performing class­
room activities# I
I
2# The frequency with which the primary teachers of OlQahoma 
perform these classroom activities; i# e#, daily, weekly, 
yearly, etc#
3# What differences, if apy, exist in the frequency with which 
teachers of the various primary grades perform these class­
room activities#
The purpose for reporting teacher ratings of the responses was 
to determine the importance attached to each classroom activity by the 
teachers of Grades One, Two, and Three, who returned questionnaires#
Naturally, the question arises as to which one of the measures 
of central tendency should be used in this particular study# In some
25
instances, it is desirable that extreme values of the variable directly 
affect the measure of central tendençy and in other instances this re­
sult is not desirable* Sometimes it is useful to have such a measure of 
central tendency that the product of it and the number of cases yield 
the sum* At other times the above condition is not useful* For ezaiqple, 
if a supervisor receives a salaiy of $5,000 and each of eight classroom 
teachers receives $3,000, the mean is $3,1*00 and the mode is $3,000* If 
one desires a measure of central tendency which will indicate the salary 
being received by the majority of the teachers, the mode should be used* | 
Should one wish an average which would show the total amount of salary 
expenditure, the mean should be chosen* Even though the mode is not as 
accurate as the mean or median, the node was selected as the measure of 
central tendency to be used in this study* The mode was used because it 
is the most often recurring response and may be expressed in arithmetical 
numbers or as a percentage of the total* Further, the mode was used be­
cause it is considered to be the most representative individual response 
of a group of this nature* And finally, the mode was used because it 
provides the most fair measure of central tendency to represent the re­
sponses for a group of entities which can not be combined because of 
their nature of distribution#
In order to determine if there were a significant difference 
between the responses of the teachers, a device called "Significance of 
Difference Between Proportions Nomograph,"^ was used# The Nomograph
"kkmunittee of Educationail Research, Significance of Difference 
Between Proportions Nomograph (Minneapolis: University oÈ Minnesota, 
1̂ 1*6) * Usea by peimission*
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(See Appendix C) for Determining the Significance of Difference Between { 
Proportions vas available for this study through the courtesy of Mr* 
Raymond Collier, Bureau of Educational Research, University of Minnesota. 
These coaparisons are shown in tables found in Qiapter IV, pages 29-183.
For clarity in showing the results of this study. Tables 3 
through 17 were designed to show (1) coaqparative results between the 
grades included in the study, (2) the ooag>osite findings concerning pri­
mary teacher responsej which were obtained through mailed questionnaires 
returned, (3) the most often occurring responses for items in the ques­
tionnaire, and (U) the significance of differences between the most often 
occurring responses by teachers in Grades One, Two and Three,
Reliability
The reliabili'fy of technique is of great inportance. Recog-
inising that th.'s stud^ uses the same technique as that of the Commonwealth 
Teacher-Training Study by Charters and Wiples and many other well-known 
authorities and realising that this technique is a recognised method of 
investigation, the writer is partially basing the reliability of the 
present study upon the technique enployed by Charters and Waqples. The 
reliability of the Charters and Waples Study^ is based upon four types 
of evidence: Coefficient of correlation between samples taken from the
same group of respondents, application of Spearmans' fonmla for the 
correlation between averages, empirical tests to detemine that the above 
formula applies to the specific data, and computation of the probable
hi» W. Charters and Douglas Vteples, Tto Commonwe^th % M h e r -  
Training Study (Chicago: University of CMcago P r e s s ^ , 2^29.
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errors of the ratings made by the respondents* One example follows: j
In fifteen cases the ratings computed for a random saisie of 
twenty-five returns taken from one professional groqp were corre­
lated with the ratings computed from another random sample of 
twenty-five taken from the same group* The mean coefficient of 
correlation between the fifteen samples of twenty-five each was 
•931 t «COU* That the ratings made by one set of twenty-five agree 
so completely with the ratings miade by any other set of twenty-five 
persons representing the same professional group is one highly im­
portant indicator of reliability*^
The present study, when judged by Garrett’s Criterion of Ran­
domness, is representative of its population. According to Garrett, the 
criterion of randomness in a saaple is "every person in the population 
from which the sample has been drawn has had an equal chance of being 
chosen*"^ in a study of this nature the mode is a natural point of ref­
erence and the population, when groupings of classes are arranged, will
!
yield a mode* If we can as sum* that the population has a mode, the sample 
mode is a parameter* This is substantiated by Kelley when he states:
j
A unimodial population will yield sample distributions, and 
the observed mode of a sample is more likely to have arisen if the 
sample is one drawn from a parent with this same mode than if drawn 
from any other parent. Thus, the saiple mode, defining with maxi­
mum liklihood the parent mode, is a maximum liklihood statistic*
This is true when the only assumption about the parent is that it 
has a muxle*3
To further establish the reliability of the present study, the 
writer is splitting the responses into two parts using the chance-half 
method* This is a frequently used way of splitting measures according
^Ibld*, 28*
^H* E* Garrett, Statistics ^  Psychology and Education (New 
York: Longmans, Green, and Go*, 19U7)» 190*
3t * L* Kelley# Fundamentals of Statütics (Cambridge, Massa­
chusetts: Harvard University Press, 2̂ 1:7}# 25U*
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to the authorities in Educational Statistics* One such authority, j 
T# L« Kelley, asserts:
This Æ<id»%hiaber and even-nmber halfin^ is frequently exw> 
tirely satisfactoiy, but thought should be given to the matter, for 
if a different splitting yields halves which, in the judgement of 
the esqperioenter, are more nearly cooçarable, then this different 
splitting should be esg)loyed#^
The dividing of the responses into two chance-half groups was 
accomplished by first separating the respondents according to grades and 
then dividing these respondents into two more smaller groups by drawing i 
numbers representing the questionnaires in groups A and B* Then the 
groups were combined so that nine^-five and ninety-six respondents were 
in the respective groups*
The *05 and *01 accuracy limits of "Table of t" may be used in
I!determining the reliability of the statistics of a sample* To facilitate 
computations, a device which shows the same results has been employed* 
This device is the Significance of Difference Between Proportions Nomo­
graph* (This device has been described earlier in this chapter*) The 
results of these manipulations revealed that one hundred twelve, or 9U*9 
per cent, of the one hundred ei^teen listed activities in the question­
naire are c(«parable fxtmi the chance-half splitting* Thus, using the 
above evidence, this study is reliable*
^Ibid*. Ii03.
CHAPTER 17
INVESTIGATION OF THE CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES OF OKLAHOMA 
TEACHERS IN GRADES ONE, TWO, AND THREE
As a means of expediting this study the cooperating teachers 
were requested to report the frequency with which each activi^ was per-1 
formed and the isg)ortance of each classroom activity as a contribution 
to piQ)il achievement* The teacher responses have been arranged in a 
series of tables to show the data this survey contributes to the problem 
stated in Chs^ter II# Ihe tables in Chapter IV have been arranged in
I
four series to show the findings of this study# For the purpose of showy 
ing the data bearing on each problem, the statements of the problem with 
the tables importing data on that particular problem are repeated in this 
chapter#
The statements of the problem and the series of tables showing
the findings are as followsi
1* The duties and responsibilities of the teachers
in Grades One, Two, and Three in perfoxuing their
classroom activities for the school year 19$1-
1952........................................Tables 3, k,
5i and 6*
2* The frequency with which the teachers in Grades 
One, Two, and Riree perfona these classroaa
29
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activities for the school year 1951-1952 Tables 7> 8/
9» and 10#
3# What differences, if any, exist in the fre« 
quency with which the teachers in Grades One,
Two, and Three perfom the classroom activi­
ties for the school year 1951-1952 • • • • Tables 11, 12,
and 13#
L# The i;:Q)ortance attached to each classroom
activity performed by teachers in Grades
One, Two, and Three for the school year
1951-1952 ................................Tables lli, 15,
16, and 17#
In order to insure uniformity in reporting the frequency of 
performance of classroom activities, teachers were requested to use the 
following symbols in marking the questionnaires# These symbols are used 
in reporting the results set forth in Tables 7 through 13# They are as |
i
follows%
Three or more performances every d«y (several daily) SD
One or two performances every day (daily) D
Less often than once every day (weekly) W
Less often than once every week (every six weeks) 6W
Less often than once every 6 weeks (semestral) S
Once every year (yearly) I
Do not perform (aero) Z
No answer MA
The importance of each of the classroom activities as reported 
by teachers* ratings as a contribution to pupil achievement as shown in
31







In the majority of the tables only one symbol or noaber spears 
for the teachers* response for each activity. Sometimes two or more 
symbols or numbers for the frequency of performance of classroom activi­
ties or for the rating of the importance of the classroom activity as a 
contribution to pupil achievement may be shown as the modes for the re­
sponse. When two symbols or numbers occur^ the symbols or numbers have 
an equal number of teacher responses.
The Duties and Responsibilities for Perfonoing Classroom
Actîvities"as Reported ^  bkl&oma TeacherFln
Grades One, Two, and Three for the Sckool 
 ------------
The first series of tables consists of Tables 3» 5» and 6.
The data in these tables show the duties and responsibilities of teachers 
in Grades One^ Two* and Three in performing their classroom activities. 
Fifty-eight teachers siq>plied the data for Table 3, thrity-five for 
Table U, thirty-eight for Table $, and one hundred eighty for Table 6. 
These tables show the number and per cent of teachers performing and not- 
performing each activity. For exauçle. Table 3* Division 1, Section A, 
Activity number 1* which deals with preparing displays using blackboards* 
fifty-eight teachers* or 100 per cent of the teachers-in Grade One*
32
table 3
THE NUMBER AND PER CENT OF FIFTY-EIGHT TEACHERS REPORTING CLASS- 
ROCM ACTIVITIES PERFORMED AND NOT-PERFORMED IN GRADE ONE 
FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1951-1952
Activity
I. Activities Involving Use of Physical 
Properties
A. Prepare displays of woric being done 
using:
1# Blackboards • • • • • • • • • • • •
2# Bulletin boards • • • • • • * • • •
3* Flannel boards • •  ..............
U* Sand tables • • • • • • • • • • • •
5# Work tables .  .........
B# Display work of all students . # # .
C. Make proper adjustments regarding heat, 
lights, seats, shades, and ventilation
II* Activities Involved in Planning and 
Assigning
A# Select for instructional purposes such 
aids as:
6# Collections of pictures • • • • » •
7* Films............................
S# Models and specimen • • • • • • • •
9* Work books 





























































119UO 69 11 19 !
UO 69 18 31 I
U9 8U 3 6|
53 92 2 U
53 92 1 2
55 9U 2 3
53 92 1 2
51 88 1 2
U8 83 8 13
51 88 3 6
52 90 0 0
U2 72 13 22
53 92 2 u26 U5 25 uu
B* Organize the instructional or illus­
trative materials for dealing with 
subject matter into:
11# Problems ..........  • • « • • # .
12# Projects » • • • •  ..............
13* Topics • • • # •  ................
Hi# U n i t s ..........................
C* Make instructional plans by selecting:
15* Time for planning . # # . . . *  
l6# Subject matter • • • # • # # • • •
17* Objectives ......................
18# Methods of instruction • * • • • •  
19* Class activities * . * . # *
D# Contact parents regarding:
20# Absence frcm school * # # • * * *  
21# Interpretation of instructional 
program to parents • # * * • • • •  
22# Pupil difficulties and needs * . *
E* Dividing the pupils into groups on 
basis of readiness for:
23* Arithmetic  ........ ..
2L# Reading * . * * * * * . . . #
2$. Spelling • • • • •  ..............
3U
TABLE 3—  Contlmed
Activity
I t













F# Arrange special activities for pupils
lAo finish their woric ahead of sched­
ule^ by such means as:
260 Adjusted instructional material • 58 100 0 0
27# Art materials (easel, paints.
and paper) ............ . 55 9h 1 2
26 p Individual play materials • • • • 50 87 h 7
29» Group play materials • • • • • • * U? 81 8 13
III* Activities That Facilitate Instruction
A# Provide equal opportunity for each
piq>il to aiake oral reports, prepare
written material, and make other
contributions in class woric U6 80 0 0
B« Utilise study period time for the
purpose of:
30. Correcting errors of study # . . . 51 88 1 231# Evaluating and appraising pupil
study efficiency . . . # . . 51 88 2 h32. Showing ways of iaproving study
habits 51 88 2 h
C. Provide a special period for the pupils
to show and tell:
33# New things they have seen • • • . 56 96 2 h
3U. What has happened to them • • • . 56 96 1 2












# * # # eU5# Administering tests 
U6. Diagnasing pupil difficulties 
U7» Setting up rensdial work , . 
U6* Evaluating of remedial work # 
U9* Follow-up of remedial woric • • 
Grading tests 








































15  I  
10 
10  i
D. Provide ways for pupils to assume 
leadership in carrying out:
36m Activities • • • • • • • • • • • •
37# Assignments (academic) • • • • • •
38# Objectives (class) . # # # # . .  
39* Objectives (individual) « • • • •
E# Instruct pij^ils regarding classroom 
conduct in such matters as:
Uo# Courtesies • • • • • • • • • • • #
Ul# Greeting visitors • • • • • • * •
U2# School customs • • • • • • • « • •
U3# School regulations ............  #
UU# School traditions • • • • • • • #
IV# Activities Involved in Measurement and 
Appraisal
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$2# Staodardised tests 39 67 16 27
$3* Teachernaade tests from file • • 36 62 16 27
C* Preparation of measuring devices:
Objective t e s t s .......... .. 37 6U 13 i23
55* Essay tests • * • • • • • • * • 8 lU 38 65
56* Promotional examinations (Six i
weeks tests, final examinations) 20 35 19 33 11
D# Use of measuring devices:
1
$7* Teacher-made objective tests • # 30 52 15 25
$6# Teacher-made essay tests • • • • 5 8 U5 77
$9» Teacher-made readiness tests # « 31 5U 20 35
60* Teacher check list • • • • • • • 30 52 21 37
61* Standardized readiness tests # * 39 67 15 25
62# Standardized ability tests • • • 27 U6 25 U3
63* Standardized achievement tests * Ul 71 11 19
6L* Personality tests • • • * • • • 9 16 Uo 69
65* Sociograms • • • • • • • • • • • 9 16 38 6i5
V* Activities Related to Records and Reports
A* Responsible for the making of the i
following: |
66* Case study reports • • • • • • • 22 38 2U Ul
67, Class records * * ............ 51 88 3 6
68* Cumulative records * * • • • • * U6 79 8 13

















70. Report cards 52 90 3 6
71. Statistical reports . . . . . . 30 51 17 30
72. Anecdotal records . . . . . . . 19 33 21 36
B. Responsible for maintaining for each
pupil a record of:
73. Evidence of aptitude or special
ability, such as speaking, tqs :
dancing, musical instruments • # 12 20 32 55 1
7U. General background data . . . . 27 U7 26 UU
75. General interests and activities 25 U3 28 U8
76. Health and physical data . . . » Ul 71 13 23
77. Home and family data . . . . . . 37 6U 15 25
78. Kind and nature of responsibili­
ties (assumed by the pijpil) • . 20 3U 28 U9
79. Likes and dislikes for school
subjects . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 28 3U 58
80. Personality traits . . . . . . . 28 U9 25 U3
81. Scholastic achievement . . . . . U5 77 9 15
82. Scholastic aptitude . . . . . . 31 53 17 30
83. School progress . . . . . . . . U2 73 11 19
8U. Social growth . . . . . . . . . 32 55 19 32
VI. Activities Other Than Instructional
A. Supervise the pupils' use of wrsqos:
85. On entering the classroom . . . 58 100 0 0
86. in preparation for leaving










B. Acquaint pupils with such features of 
the building as;
87. Auditorium * .................
86. Principal's office « . « « • • .
89. Library « • . • • * « • • • • •
90. Pupils' classrooms « • ........
91. Restrooms • • • • • • • • • • .
C. Provide rest periods totaling a min­
imum of 30 minutes for the pupils . .
D. Greet the pupils individually iq)on 
their arrival to the classroom . . .
E. Work and cooperate with principal in 
handling classroom discipline . . .
F. Promote the integration of the guid­
ance services of the school and the 
instructional program of the class­
room ..........  . . .  . . . .
Activities Regarding Pupils* Health 
Conditions
A. Check eveiy pupil regarding:
92. CleanlixkBss .  ........ ..
93# Cuts and abrasions • ..........
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95* Condition of hearing • • • • • • Uk 76 10 17
96# Skin disorders • • • • • • • • • U3 78 6 11
97* Condition of teeth • • • * • • * U2 72 12 21
98# Tençeratare.................. 30 51 21 36
99. Nose * * .................... 31 5U 20 35 i
100. Throat . * . * * . . . . * . 27 U7 22 38
B* Refer ptçils who are in need of medi­
cal attention:
a) To Parents
101. By conferences 30 51 20 3U
102* By letters * . ............ 27 U7 16 28
103* By phone calls . . . . . . 35 61 8 13
b) To Principal
lOU. By conferences . . . . . . . U2 73 6 11
103* By notes .............. .. 9 15 32 55
c) To School Doctor
106. By conferences . . . . . . . 9 15 ho 69
107. letters . . . . . . . . . 2 h U8 83
108. By phone calls 5 8 U6 79
d) To School Narse
109. By conferences . . . . . . . 25 U3 26 UU
110. By letters.......... .. 8 lii Ul 71111. By phone calls . . . . . . . 12 20 38 65
ko
report they perform this activity» All tables in this series and the j 
data and interpretation following each table should be read in a like 
manner# Table 6 summarizes the duties and responsibilities for all 
three grades#
When the per cent columns for an activity are totaled and their 
sum is less than 100 per cent, the amount lacking represents the per cent 
of teachers who did not record an answer for that item on the question­
naire# Also there are forty-nine returned questionnaires which are not 
included in the first three tables but are included in the summary table 
— Table 6# The teachers returning these questionnaires taught more than 
one grade or did not report the grade they tau^t# These facts account 
for the using of only one hundred thirty-one questionnaires in Tables 3, 
hi and 5* Table 3$ which follows, shows the classroom activities re­
ported by teachers in Grade One# j
Summary of the Duties and Responsibilities of Teachers 
in Grade One for the School Tear 19^1-19^2
According to the responses of the cooperating teachers in Grade 
One, not all of the activities listed are performed# Ninety-ei^t, or 
83 per cent, of the activities are performed by a majority of the teachers 
in Grade One who returned questionnaires*
All of the teachers in Grade One report the performance of six 
classroom activities# These activities with performance reported by 100 
per cent of these teachers are: preparing displays on blackboards, dis­
playing work of all students, making proper adjustments regarding heat, 
lights, seats, shades, and ventilation, arranging adjusted instructional 
material, and supervising the pupils* use of wraps on entering and______
la
leaving the classroom* j
Even though a majority of the activities are performed by- 
teachers in Grade One, some exceptions are notable* In the area of 
using physical properties, less than a majority report that they utilize 
flannel boards and sand tables* This non-usage of flannel boards and 
sand tables may be due to a lack of training in the use of audio-visual 
materials and equipment, or to a lack of such facilities in the school, 
or to the fact that they do not consider them worthwhile, or to a com­
bination of these factors. Also, in activities involved in measurement, 
less than a majority of the teachers in Grade One use personality tests 
and sociograms as techniques of evaluating pupils. The first activity 
mentioned involves writing and presents such a handicap to first grade 
pupils that its use should not necessarily be e^qpected. More information 
concerning the duties and responsibilities of the primary teachers is 
shown in the next table— Table U*
Summary of the Duties and Responsibilities of Teachers 
in Grade Two for the School Tear 19$1-19$2
The data in Table h indicates that ninety, or 76 per cent, of 
the classroom activities listed in the questionnaire are performed by 
a majority of the reporting teachers in Grade Two. The number of teachers 
in Grade Two reporting performance of these classroom activities varies 
considerably. These variations are shown in Table U, and the salient 
responses are noted in the following paragraphs#
There are nine of the classroom activities which show perform 
mance by all of the teachers in Grade Two. These activities are* pre­
paring displays on blackboards and bulletin boards, selecting picture___
U2
TABLE U
THE NUMBER AND PER CENT OF THIRTY-FIVE TEACHERS REPORTING CLASS­
ROOM ACTIVITIES PERFORMED AND NOT-PSIFORMED IN GRADE TWO 












I# Activities Involving Use of Physical 
Properties
A* Prepare displays of work being 
done using:
1# Blackboards • • • • • • • * • •
2* Bulletin boards . . . ..
3# Flannel boards . . . . . . . .
U. Sand t a b l e s ...........
5. Work tables . . . . . . . . . .
B# Display woik of all students . • • .
C. Make proper adjustments regarding 
heatf lightsf seats, shades, and 
ventilation  .................
II. Activities Involved in Planning and 
Assigning
A. Select for instructional purposes 
such aids as:
6. Collections of pictures 
7* Films
• • • • 
* # # # # # # # $
8. Models and specimen 













































in. Field trips • • • • • • • • • •
Organize the instructional or illus­
trative materials for dealing with 
subject matter into:
11# Problems • « • • • • • • • • •
12# Projects  ........  # *
13. T o p i c s ...........
lU# Units • • • • • • # • • • • • •
Make instructional plans by select­
ing:
IS# Time for planning # . 
16# Subject matter # * • •
17. Objectives * ........
18. Methods of instruction
19. Class activities # #  .
D# Contact parents regarding:
20. Absence from school . . . . . .
21. Interpretation of instructional 
program to parents . . . . . .
22# Piqpil difficulties and needs #
E# Dividing the pupils into groups on 
basis of readiness for:
23. Arithmetic 







































































F* Arrange special activities for 
pupils who finish their work ahead 
of schedulef by such means as:
26# Adjusted instructional material 
27# Art materials (easel, paints, 
and paper) • • • • • • • • • •
23# Individual play materials # # # 
29# Group play materials • • • • •
HI# Activities That Facilitate Instruction
A# Provide equal opportunity for each 
pupil to make oral reports, prepare 
written material, and make other 
contributions in class work # # #
B# Utilize study period time for the 
purpose of:
30# Correcting errors of study * #
31# Evaluating and appraising
pupil study efficiency # # #
32# Showing ways of iaproving
study habits . . # . # . # . .
C# Provide a ^ecial period for the 
pupils to show and tell:
33# New things they have seen # #
3U# What has happened to them . . #
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D» Provide vays for pupils to assume
leadership in carrying out;
36# Activities • • • • • • • • • • 3U 97 0 0
37# Assignments (academic) • • • • 29 83 U 10
38# Objectives (class) .......... 27 76 U 10
39# Objectives (individual) # # # 26 7U 5 13 !
E# Instruct pupils regarding classroom
conduct in such matters as;
UO# Courtesies................. 35 100 0 0
Ul# Greeting visitors • • • # # # # 3U 97 1 3
U2# School customs # • • # • # • # 32 90 0 0
U3# School regulations # # # # # , 3U 97 0 0
UU# School traditions # • # • # • # 29 83 U 10
IV# Activities Involved in Measurement and
jurais al
A# Being responsible for;
US# Administering tests • • # # # • 28 79 5 13
U6# . Diagnosing pî çil difficulties # 28 79 5 13
U7# Setting up remedial woric # # # 26 73 6 17
U8# Evaluating of remedial work $ # 26 73 6 17
U9# Follow-up of remedial work # # 26 73 6 17
^ #  Grading tests # • # # • # # • • 30 86 2 7
Recording test results # # • # 26 73 U 10





52* Standardized tests • • • • • •
53* Teacheiwasde tests from file •
C# Preparation of measuring devices;
Objective tests • • • • • • • •
^5* Essay tests  .......... .
$6# Promotional examinations (Six 
weeks tests, final examinations)
D# Use of measuring devices:
57* TeacherHBade objective tests # 
$8# Teacher-made essay tests • • • 
59* Teacher-made readiness tests • 
60« Teacher check list • • • • • •
6l* Standardized readiness tests » 
62* Standardised ability tests • • 
63. Standardised achievement tests 
6U. Personality tests . . . . . .
6$. Sociograms ..................
V. Activities Related to Records and Reports
A. Responsible for the making of the 
following:
66. Case study reports . . . . . .
67. Class records . . . . . . . . .
68. Cumulative records . . . . . .
69. Pocket records . . ..........
11 30 lU 39
U7
TABLE L— Contiimed













70# Report cards • • • • • • • • # 32 90 2 7
71# Statistical reports * ........ 19 55 11 31
72# Anecdotal records # • • • • • • $ 13 19 53
B. Responsible for maintaining for each
pupil a record of: ;
73# Evidence of aptitude or special ,
ability, such as speaking, tap
dancing, nusical instruments # 6 17 21 59 1
7U# General background data • • • # 18 52 10 28
7$# General interests and activities 13 38 16 U5
76# Health and physical data • • • 27 76 6 17
77# Home and family data • # • • • 18 52 12 35
78# Kind and nature of responsibil­
ities (assumed by the pupil) # 13 37 17 U9
79* Likes and dislikes for school
subjects # # • # • • • • • • • lU Ul 15 U2
80# Personality traits .......... 19 5U 10 28
81# Scholastic achievement # . # 27 76 5 13
82# Scholastic aptitude • • • • • • 1^ U2 lU Ul
83# School progress # # . # # . 30 87 1 3
8U# Social growth # # # # # # # 21 61 10 28
VI# Activities Other Than Instructional
A* Supervise the pupils* use of wrsps:
85* On entering the classroom # # # 3$ 100 0 0
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B* Acquaint pupils with such features 
of the building as:
87* Auditorium • • * • • • • • • •
88* Principal’s Office • • • • • •
8p* Library * « • • • • « • • • • •
90* Pupils' classrooms • * * • • •  
91* Restrooms • • • • • • * • • • •
C* Provide rest periods totaling a mini­
mum of 30 minutes for the pupils # *
D* Greet the pupils individually iq)on 
their arrival to the classroom * * *
E# Work and cooperate with princi' ^ 
in handling classroom discipl * *
F* Promote the integration of the guid­
ance services of the school and the 
instructional program of the class­
room * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
VII* Activities Regarding Pupils' Health 
Conditions
A* Check every pupil regarding:
92* Cleanliness * • • *  ..........
93* Cuts and abrasions ..........
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95» Condition of hearing • • • • • 27 78 7 20
96* Skin disorders • • • • • • • • 27 78 5 13
97# Condition of teeth • • • • » • 28 80 6 1798# Tençerature............ .. # 19 5$ 11 31
99# Nose............ . 13 37 17 U8
100# Throat • • • • • • • • • • • • 1$ lili 17 1*8
B# Refer pupils %dio are in need of med­
ical attention:
a) To Parents
101# By conferences # # # # # . lU Uo 15 U3
102# By letters # # .......... 1$ 55 11 31
103# By phone calls .......... 26 73 h 10
b) To Principal
lOU# By conferences • # # # # # 20 58 7 20
10$# By notes......... 7 20 19 5U
c) To School Doctor
106# By conferences .......... 2 7 25 70
107# By letters • ............ 0 0 27 76
108# By phone calls # • • • • • 2 7 26 73
d) To School Norse
109# By conferences # # # # # # 9 26 16 1*5
110# By letters ............ . 0 0 2k 69
111# By phone calls .......... U 10 22 62
collections, contacting the parents of pupils lAo have problems, dividi% 
pupils into groups for reading, correcting study habit errors, providing 
time for pupils to tell what has happened to them, and supervising the 
pupils* use of wraps on entering and leaving the classroom*
Less than a majority of the teachers in Grades One and Two 
report the utilization of flanne?. boards and sand tables* The responses
of the teachers in Grades One and Two concerning these two activities
are so similar it can be assumed that they agree upon their performance* 
More evidence of agreement in the responses of teachers in Grades One
i
and Two is shown when less than a majority of the teachers in Grade Two 
report utilization of essay tests, personality tests, and sociograms as 
measuring instroments* For an analysis of the data concerning the re-
' t




Summary of the Duties and Responsibilities of Teachers 
in Grade Three for the School Tear 1951-1952
Table S shows that ninety-six, or 81 per cent, of the activi­
ties are performed by a majority of the reporting teachers in Grade 
Three* In the majority of the reported performance responses, there is 
a variation in the nuster of teachers in Grade Three reporting perfor­
mance* Some noted exceptions are pointed out in the following paragrt^hs* 
Ten classroom activities are performed by all of the teachers 
in Grade Three* The activities perfozmed ly all of these teachers are: 
preparing displays on blackboards and bulletin boards, selecting collec­
tions of pictures, correcting, evaluating, and ing)roving study habits, 
providing-activity leadership,_instructing_prpils_in courtesies, and___ ;
51
TABLE 5
THE NUMBER AND PER CENT OF THIRTI-EIOHT TEACHERS REPORTING CLASS­
ROOM ACTIVITIES PERFORMED AND NOT-PERPORMED IN GRADE THREE 




I* Activities Involving Use of Physical 
Properties
A# Prepare displays of work being done 
nsing:
1* Blackboards . . . . . .
2# Bulletin boards . . .  . . .
3. Flannel b o a r d s ..............
U. Sand tables..................
Work tables . . . . . . . .
B. Display woric of all students
C. Make proper adjustments regarding 









II. Activities Involved in Planning and 
Assigning
A. Select for instructional purposes 
such aids as:
6. Collections of pictures • . • « . 
7* Films . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. Models and specimen . . . . . . .











































1jO« Field trips  ..........
B# Organise the instructional or illus­
trative materials for dealing with 
subject matter into:
11# Problems #  .........
12# Projects......................
13. Topics  ........ « ...........
lli# Units  ..............
C# Make instructional plans by selecting:
15^ Time for planning # # # # # # #  
16# Subject matter . , #  # . . . .
17 # Objectives # • # • • • • # • • •  
18# Methods of instruction # . # #  # 
19# Class activities # • •  ........
D# Contact parents regarding:
20# Absence from school # # • • • •
21# Inteipretation of instructional 
program to parents # • • • • • •
22# Pupil difficulties and needs # #
E# Dividing the pupils into groups on 
basis of readiness for:
23. Arithmetic..................
2U# Reading ......................
 25#- Spelling # # .. . # # . # # . . .
25 66 10
28 75 3













































F* Arrange special activities for 
ptqpils lAo finish their work ahead 
of schedule^ by such means as:
26# Adjusted instructional material 
27# Art materials (easel, paints,
and paper)  ........ ..
28. Individual play materials * # « 
29# Group play materials # # • • • «
III# Activities That Facilitate Instruction
A#
B.
Provide equal opportunity for each 
pt^il to make oral reports, prepare 
written material, and make other 
contributions in class work • • • •





Correcting errors of study 
Evaluating and appraising 
pupil study efficiency # . 
Showing ways of inp roving 
study habits • • • • • • •
C. Provide a special period for the 
pupils to show and tell:
33# New things they have seen « 
3U# What has happened to them « 
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D# Provide ways for pupils to assume
leadership in carrying out:
36# Activities.................... 38 100 0 0
37# Assignments (academic) • • • • • 37 97 0 0 ;38# Objectives (class) ..........  • 33 88 1 3
39# Objectives (individual) • • • • 33 88 1 3 I
E* Instruct pupils regarding classroom 1
conduct in such matters as:
Uo. Courtesies • • •  .............. 38 100 0 0
Ul# Greeting visitors • « • • • • • 37 97 0 0
U2. School customs • • • • • • • • • 37 97 0 0
U3# School regulations . • • • • • • 37 97 0 0
UU# School traditions ..........  • 31 82 3 9
IV. Activities Involved in Measurement and
Appraisal
A# Being responsible for:
U$. Administering t e s t s .......... 35 91 1 3
U6* Diagnosing pi:̂ il difficulties • 38 100 0 0
U7# Setting up remedial work . . . . 36 9U 1 3
U8* Evaluating of remedial work • • 35 91 2 6
Û9# Follow-tqp of remedial work . • • 31 81 5 13
5̂ 0. Grading tests ................ 35 91 1 3
$1. Recording test results . . # 32 85 2 6






52, Standardized tests • • • • • • •
53» Teacher-Rajde tests from file . •
C* Preparation of measuring devices:
Objective tests • • • • • • • •
55» Essay tests • • • • • • • • • •
56. Promotional examinations (Six 
weeks tests, final examinations)
D» Use of measuring devices:
$7» Teacher-made objective tests • 
58* Teacher-made essay tests • • • 
59» Teacher-made readiness tests •
60# Teacher check list ..........
61# Standardized readiness tests • 
62# Standardized ability tests • • 
63. Standardized achievement tests 
6L. Personality tests • * » • • •  
65» Sociograms • • • • • • • • • •
V. Activities Related to Records and Reports
A» Responsible for the making of the 
following:
66# Case study reports • • • • • • •
67» Class records » » » » » . »  






















70# Report cards • • • • • • • • * « 38 100 0 0
71# Statistical reports .......... 19 50 13 31*
72# Anecdotal records # • • • • • • 8 22 20 53
B# Responsible for maintaining for each
pupil a record of;
73$ Evidence of aptitude or special !
ability, such as speaking, tap
dancing, musical instruments * . 12 32 17 1*6
7U# General background • • • • • • # 18 1*7 12 32 i
75# General interests and activities 19 50 12 32
76. Health and plqrsical data • • • # 33 87 5 13
77» Home and family data • • • • • # 25 66 10 25
76# Kind and nature of responsibili­
ties (assumed by the pupil) # # 16 1*1 15 1*0
79# Likes and dislikes for school
subjects # . . # # # . # # . » # 18 1*7 13 31*
80# Personality traits # .......... 19 50 12 32
81# Scholastic achievement........ 31 82 3 9
82# Scholastic aptitude # ........ 11* 38 ll* 38
83. School progress............ .. 26 69 8 22
8U# Social growth ................ 16 1*2 ll* 38
VI# Activities Other Than Instructional
A# Supervise the pupils' use of wraps;
8^# On entering the classroom # • # 32 81* 6 16
86# In preparation for leaving
the classroom # # # # # # # #  I 33 87 5 13




B# Acquaint pupils with such features 
of the building as:
8?« Auditorium  .......... 32 8U 6 l6
88# Principal’s office # # # # . #  25 66 11 28
89# Library...................... 25 66 7 19
90* Pupils’ classrooms........... . 29 75 7 19
91# Restrooms • • • • • # • • • • •  33 87 3 9
C# Provide rest periods totaling a min­
imum of 30 minutes for the pupils # * 27 72 7 19
D# Greet pupils individually upon their
arrival to the classroom # • • • • #  32 8U 5 13
E# Work and cooperate with principal in
handling classroom discipline # # # # 37 97 1
F# Promote the integration of the guid­
ance services of the school and the 
instructional program of the class­
room #. #. . # .  .# # #
VII# Activities Regarding Pupils’ Health 
Conditions
A# Check every pupil regarding:
92# Cleanliness................. # 32 8U 5 13
93# Cuts and abrasions # # • • • • •  32 8U U 10
9U# Condition of vision # # # # . .  33 87 5 13
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96* Skin disorders • • • • • « • • 29 77 3 9
97# Condition of t e e t h .......... 26 69 10 2598# Temperature .......... . 13 3U 13 3U
99# Nose • • • • .  .............. 16 U3 lU 38
100* Throat ............ . 16 Ul lU 38
B# Refer pupils who are in need of medi# 
cal attention:
a) To Parents
101# conferences • • • • • • 21 56 11 28
102# By letters......... 13 3U 18 U7
103# By phone calls .......... 20 53 10 25
b) To Principal
lOU# By conferences • • • • • • 23 60 8 22
105# By notes . . . . . . 9 2U 18 U7
c) To School Doctor
106# By conferences • • • • • • 6 16 23 60
107# By letters . . . . . . . 2 6 26 69
108# By phone calls . . . . . . 5 13 26 69
d) To School Nurse
109# By conferences • ........ lU 38 16 U3
110# By letters .............. 5 13 23 60
111. phone calls . . . . . . 7 19 23 60
59
diagnoaing pupil difficulty*
The practice of the teachers in Grade Three in the utilisation 
of flannel boards and sand tables is comparable to the practice of the 
teachers in Grades One and Two. Less than a majority of the teachers in 
each of these grades report performing these two activities. Further 
agreement in the responses of the teachers in Grades One, Two, and Three 
is evidenced when less than a majority of the teachers in Grade Three 
report utilisation of essay tests, personality tests, and sociograms as 
evaluative techniques.
A compilation of the responses of all of the primaiy teachers 
as a group may be found in Table 6.
Summary of the Duties and Responsibilities of Oklahoma 
Primary Teachers in Grades One, Two, and Three 
for the School Year 1951-195?
Table 6 shows that the responding primary teachers perform 
ninety-eight, or 83 per cent, of the activities in the questionnaire. 
Responses show a contrast in the performance of classroom activities as 
reported by these teachers. The classroom activity that received the 
greatest number of performance responses was not performed by all of the 
primaly teachers. The number of primary teachers who reported the pre­
paring of displays, using blackboards, selecting picture collections, 
instructing pupils in courtesies, and supervising the pupils' use of 
wrÉÇs on leaving the classroom was one hundred seventy-six, or 98 per 
cent.
The primary teachers as a group report that less than a majority 
utilize the flannel boards and sand tables in displaying work being done.
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TABLE 6
THE NUMBER AND PER CENT OF ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY TEACHERS REPORTING 
CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES PERFORMED AND NOT-PERPORMED IN THE 








I* Activitiea Involving Use of Physical 
Properties
A# Prepare displays of work being 
done using!
1# Blackboards ..................
2. Bulletin b o a r d s .............
3* Flannel boards................
U* Sand tables ..................
5# Wbiic t a b l e s ................ ..
B# Display work of all students , . #
C# Make proper adjustments regarding 
heat, li^ts, seats, shades, and 
ventilation......................
II. Activities Involved in Planning and 
Assigning
A. Select for instructional purposes 
such aids as:
6# Collections of pictures • • • •
7* F i l m s ........................
8# Models and specimen  ........
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10* Field trips........... • • • 108 60 58 32
3# Organize the instructional or illus­
trative materials for dealing vith
subject matter into:
11# Problems • • • • • • • • • • # 121 67 32 18
12# Projects .................... 131 73 32 18 j
13# Topics ...................... 96 59 U7 26
lit# Units........... 153 85 16 9
0# Hake instructional plans by selecting:
1$# Time for planning • # # # # # • 167 93 U 2
16# Subject m a t t e r ............. 158 88 11 6
17# Objectives.............. 153 85 13 7
18# Methods of instruction • • . • 155 86 9 5
19# Class activities # • ........ 158 88 5 3
D# Contact parents regarding:
20# Absence from school • • # # # # 151 8U 20 11
21# Interpretation of instructional
program to p a rents.......... 157 87 11 6
22# Ptçil difficulties and needs # 16U 91 2 1
E# Dividing the piq>ils into groups on
basis of readiness for:
23# Arithmetic ................ . 122 68 37 26
2li# Reading........ ............ 167 93 11 6
2$* Spelling . . * . . . .. . . _86_ L8_ _76 U2
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F# Arrange special activities for
pi^ils who finish their vozic ahead
of schedule, by such means as:
26# Adjusted instructional material 173 96 5
27# Art materials (easel, paints.
and paper)  • • • • • • • • • • 153 85 18
28# Individual play materials • • • 131 73 3U
29* Group play materials • • • • • 128 71 38
Activities That Facilitate Instruction
A# Provide equal opportunity for each
pupil to make oral reports, prepare
written material, and make other
contributions in class woik # . # # 1U6 81 5
B# Utilize study period time for the
purpose of:
30# Correcting errors of study • # 169 9U 5
31# Evaluating and appraising
pupil study efficiency # ## 167 93 U
32# Showing ways of improving
study habits • # • • • • • • « 167 93 5
C# Provide a special period for the
pupils to show and tell:
33# New things they have seen • • • 171 95 7
3li# "What has happened to them # • # 171 95 5
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D. Provide ways for pupils to assume
leadership in carrying out:
36# Activities • • • • • • • • • • 169 9k 7 U
37# Assignments (academic) • * • • lliO 78 21 12
38. Objectives (class) .......... 137 76 20 12
39# Objectives (individual) . . # 133 7U 21 12
S. Instruct pupils regarding classroom
conduct in such matters as:
UO. Courtesies . . . . . . . 176 98 2 1
Ul. Greeting visitors . . . . . . 171 95 5 3
U2. School customs . ............ 167 93 U 2
U3# School regulations • ........ 17U 97 2 1
Uli. School traditions • .......... 130 78 23 13
IV. Activities Involved in Measurement and
Appraisal
A. Being responsible for:
U5# Administering tests .......... 1U9 66 16 9
U6. Diagnosing pupil difficulties . 166 92 11 6
L7# Setting up remedial work • • • 19U 86 20 12
U8. Evaluating of remedial work . . Ui8 82 23 13
Û9# Follow-up of remedial work . . lliO 78 27 15
50. Grading tests......... 153 85 16 9
51# Recording test results . . . . liiO 78 36 20
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52* Standardised tests • « « » • « 117 65 U7 26
53* Teachejvmade tests from file • loU 58 50 28
C #  Preparation of measuring devices:
5U« Objective tests .............. 115 6U la 23
Essay tests .................. 36 20 106 59
56» Promotional examinations (Six
weeks tests, final examinations) 59 33 52 29
D# Use of measuring devices:
$7» Teacher-made objective tests • 108 60 38 21
$8» Teacher-made essay tests • • • 38 21 117 65
$9. Teacher-made readiness tests • 83 U6 76 k2
60« Teacher check list .......... 81 U5 67 37
6l. Standardized readiness tests • lOU 58 61 3U
62. Standardized ability tests • . 70 39 85 U7
63. Standardized achievement tests 117 65 50 28
6U. Personality tests ............ Uo 22 113 63
65. Sociograms .................. 28 16 113 63
V. Activities Related to Records and Reports
A# Responsible for the making of the
following:
66. Case study reports . . . . . . U7 26 85 U7
67. Class records . . . . . . 157 87 16 9
68. Cumulative records . . . . . . IU2 79 22 12
69. Pocket records . . . . . . . . h3 2k 90 50
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71» Statistical reports • • • • • • 92 51 61 3k
72* Anecdotal records • • • • • • « 38 21 92 51
B. Responsible for maintaining for each
pupil a record of:
73# Evidence of aptitude or special .
ability, such as peaking, tap
dancing, musical instruments # U3 zh95 53
7U# General background data • • • • 83 k6 68 38
75» General interests and activities 76 U2 7U la
76# Health and physical data • • * 137 76 3U 19
77» Home and family data • • • • • 108 60 U9 2778* Kind and nature of responsibil­
ities (assumed by the pupil) • 67 37 no 61
79» Likes and dislikes for school
subjects • • • • • • • • • • » 59 33 86 U8
80, Personality t r a i t s .......... 9U 52 63 3581* Scholastic achievement • • • • 131 73 29 16
82# Scholastic aptitude • • • • • • 77 U3 68 38
83. School progress • • • # • • • • 13 Ik 31 17
8U» Social growth............ • • 97 5U 56 31
VI. Activities Other Than Instructional
A# Supervise the pupils' use of wraps:
85» On entering the classroom • • » 173 96 7 k
86# In preparation for leaving the
classroom • • • • • • # • • # # 176 98 k 2


















of the building as:
87» Auditorium » ................ 158 88 20 11
88» Principal’s o f f i c e .......... 139 77 29 16
89. Library ...................... 121 67 38 21 ;
90. Piq)il8* classrooms » • • • • • IU8 82 20 11
91# Restrooms .......... . 166 92 13 7 ;
c. Provide rest periods totaling a min­
imum of 30 minutes for the pupils » 131 73 32 18 !
D. Greet the pupils individually upon 
their arrival to the classroom » . » 160 89 13 7
E. Work and cooperate with principal 
in handling classroom discipline » • 173 96 2 1
F. Promote the integration of the guid­
ance services of the school and the 
instructional program of the class­
room .............................. 119 66 27 15
VII» Activities Regarding Pupils* Health 
Conditions
A# Check every pupil regarding:
92» Cleanliness • • •  ............ 166 92 11 6
93» Cuts and abrasions 157 87 9 5
9U» Condition of vision » ........ 158 88 22 12
9S» Condition of h e a r i n g........ Hi2 79 31 17
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96. Skin disorders........  . . 137 76 25 lU
97# Condition of teeth • • • • • « 133 7h 38 2198. Temperature . . .............. 85 kl 61 3U
99# N o s e ........................ 83 U6 70 39
100# Throat ............ • • • # # 76 U2 72 Uo
B# Refer pupils who are in need of medi­
cal attention:
a) To Parents
101. By conferences . . . . . . 95 53 52 29
102. By letters .............. 83 U6 59 33
103# By phone calls . . . . . . 110 61 29 16
b) To Principal
lOU# By conferences........ .. 121 67 25 lU105# By n o t e s ................ 36 20 92 51
c) To School Doctor
106# By conferences . . . . . . 22 12 117 65107# By letters .............. 9 5 130 72108. By phone call............ 16 9 128 71
d) To School Nurse
109# By conferences .......... 7U Ul 76 U2
110. By letters . . . . . . . . 22 12 113 63111. By phone calls . . . . . . 3U 19 106 59
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Each of the teachers in Grades One, Two, and Three as a group and all of 
the primary teachers as a group report performance of the above two 
classroom activities so similar that their responses are the same statis­
tically, Finally, evidence of agreement between the responses of the 
teachers in each grade as a group and of all the primary teachers as a 
group are shown when less than a majority of the primary teachers report 
using essay tests, personality tests, and sociograms as instruments of 
measurement.
The Reported Frequencies of Performance of Classroom Activities 
of Okïahoma Teachers in Grades One, Two, and Three 
---------- for'̂ fae"è'cE5or?5âr ---------
The frequencies of performance of classroom activities as re­
ported by the teachers in Grades One, Two, and Three are shown in Tables 
7 through 10, There are eight symbols used in reporting the frequency ,
of performance of classroom activities and their meanings are given on |
!
page 30 of this chapter. The frequency of performance symbol with the 
greatest number of responses for each activi^, expressed as a per cent, 
can be determined for each grade. The per cent of the teachers reporting 
each frequency of performance for the listed classroom activities are 
shown in this series of tables. For exançle, in Division I, Section B, 
Display work of all students, 10 per cent of the teachers in Grade One 
perform this activity several times daily— SD, 25 per cent perform it 
once or twice daily— 0, U9 per cent less often than once every day— W,
10 per cent less often than once every week— 6w, 2 per cent less often 
than once every six weeks— S, and h per cent once a year— I, Those 
frequency of performance responses pertaining to Grade One are found in 
the next table— Table 7*   ,
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TABLE 7
THE FHEQOENCIES OF PERFORMANCE AND THE PER CENT OF TEACHERS 
REPORTING EACH FREQUENCY OF PERFORMANCE OF CLASSROOM 
ACTIVITIES AS REPORTED BY FIFTY-EIGHT TEACHERS IN 
GRADE ONE FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1951-1952
Activity SD̂ D W 6W s Y z NA
I* Activities Involving Use of 
Physical Properties
A. Prepare displays of work 
being done using:
1. Blackboards • • • • • • • 63 25 8 2 2 0 0 0
2# Bulletin boards # • • • • 8 33 liO 13 2 0 U 0
3# Flannel boards • « • • • k 8 17 8 2 2 53 6
U# Sand tables # .......... 0 6 6 15 2 0 65 6
5# Work tables ............ 21 3U 15 12 u 0 10 U
B. Display work of all students 10 25 h9 10 2 U 0 0
C. Make proper adjus'teients re­
garding heat, lights, seats, 
shades, and ventilation • • • 83 17 0 0 0 0 0
II# Activities Involved in Planning 
and Assigning
A# Select for instructional pur­
poses such aids as:
6# Collections of pictures • 15 21 33 19 6 0 2 U
7# Films.................. 0 U U9 31 8 U 2 2
8# Models and specimen • • • U 15 37 17 8 0 13 6
9# Work books ............ 32 U8 h 6 2 6 2 0
10# Field trips # . ........ 0 0 2 25 Uo 10 21 2
B# Organize the instructional or 
illustrative materials for
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
dggr— W, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than every six 
weeks— S, Once every y e » — Y, Do not perfbrm»-Z, and^No answer— N A , ___
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TABLE 7— Continaed ~n
Activity SD W 6W NA
dealing with subject matter 
into:
11* Problems...........   •
12* Projects ..............
13. Topics • ..............
iL. Units ................
C. Make instructional plans by 
selecting:
15* Time for planning * * *
16. Subject matter........
17. Objectives . . . . . .
18. Methods of instruction .
19. Class activities . . . .
D. Contact parents regarding:
20. Absence from school , .
21. Inteiprotation of in­
structional program to 
parents . . . . . . . .
22. Pupil difficulties and 
n e e d s .............. ..
E. Dividing the pupils into groups 
on basis of readiness for:
23. Arithmetic.......... ..
2U. Reading . . . . . . . .
2$. Spelling ..............
F. Arrange special activities 
for pupils who finish their 




















































































































^Frequency of perforaiance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— B, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once every year— T, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— NA,
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TABLE 7— Contiimed
Activity SD^ D w 6w S T z NA
26. Adjusted instructional 
material • « • • • . . . 22 65 13 0 0 0 0 0
27. Art materials (easel, 
paints, and paper) . . . 10 67 17 0 0 0 2 U
28. Individual play mater­
ials • • • • • • • . . . 13 61 10 0 0 0 7 6
29. Group play materials . • 10 U6 23 2 0 0 13 6
HI. Activities That Facilitate 
Instruction
A. Provide equal opportunity for 
each pupil to make oral re­
ports, prepare written mater­
ial, and make other contri­
butions in class work . . # # 15 50 15 0 0 0 0 20
B. Utilize study period time 
for the purpose of:
30. Correcting errors of
study . . . . . . . . . 15 60 13 0 0 0 2
31. Evaluating and apprais­
ing pupil study 
efficiency ............ 15 56 13 U 0 0 U 8
32. Showing ways of improv­
ing study habits . . . . 8 65 13 2 0 0 U 8
C. Provide a special period for 
the pupils to show and tell:
33# New things they have
S6GU # # * * # # # # # # 8 53 31 2 2 0 U 0
3U. What has happened to
them . . . . . . . . . . 6 57 31 2 0 0 2 2
35. Where they have been . . 6 UO U6 2 0 0 u 2
D. Provide ways for pupils to
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances 
every ds^— SD, One performance every day— C, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— T, Dp not perform— Z# and No answer— NA.____
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table 7»-Çgntlnaed
Activity SD^ D w 6W S I z NA
assume leadership in 
carrying out:
36. Activities . . . . . . 19 50 17 U 2 0 8 u
37. Assignments (academic) . 10 51 U 3 2 0 15 15
38. Objectives (class) . . . 8 U5 15 2 2 0 11 17
39. Objectives (individual) 6 U2 13 6 2 0 10 19
E. Instruct pupils regarding 
classroom conduct in such 
matters as:
UO. Courtesies ............ 25 5U 13 U 0 2 2 0
Ul. Greeting visitors . . . 6 33 Uo 13 0 0 6 2
U2. School customs . • • • • U U8 25 10 2 2 U 5
Û3. School regulations . . . 6 UU 38 8 2 0 2 0
UU« School traditions . . . 0 15 33 12 8 u 17 u
IV. Activities Involved in Measure­
ment and Appraisal
A. Being responsible for:
U5* Administering tests • . 0 10 15 32 18 15 5 5
U6. Diagnosing pupil dif­
ficulties . . . . . . . 17 Ul 21 10 7 0 U 0
U7. Setting up remedial work 12 36 27 6 2 0 15 2
U8. Evaluating of ranedial 
work . . . . . . . . . . 8 27 38 6 0 0 17 U
U9. Follow-up of remedial 
work . . . . . . . . . 8 25 33 10 0 0 19 5
50. Grading tests • • • . . 2 15 19 28 12 12 10 2
51. Recording test results . 2 13 13 32 13 13 12 2
B. Selection of measuring 
devices:
52. Standardized tests . . . 0 2 12 3U 19 27 6
^Frequency of performance scale; Two or more performances 
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— ¥, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once every 
six weeks-rSj ̂ Once a year— >Y, Bo not perfor>^-2, ^ d  Jfo Answer— NA#___
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TABLE 7— «Contimeci
Activity SD^ D W 6W S T Z HA
53* Teacher-made tests
from file • « • • • • . 0 2 31 21 8 0 27 u
c. Preparation of measuring 
devices:
Objective tests • • • • 0 6 25 23 8 2 23 13
Essay tests .......... 0 0 h 8 0 2 65 21
^6. Promotional examinations 
(Six weeks tests, final 
examination) • • • • • • 0 0 0 15 10 10 33
D. Use of measuring devices:
57. Teacher-made objective 
tests • • • • • • • • * 0 0 17 31 2 2 25 23
Teacher-made essay tests 0 0 2 2 2 2 77 15,
59. Teacher-made readiness 
tests • .............. 0 2 21 15 8 8 35 11
60. Teacher check list • • • 0 U 23 13 10 2 37 11
61. Standardized readiness 
tests • • • • • » • • • 0 0 U 6 13 UU 25 Q'
62# Standardized ability
tests • • • • • • • • # 0 0 2 2 17 21 U3
!
11
63. Standardized achievement 
tests • • • • • • • • • 0 2 0 10 21 38 19 10
6U. Personality tests . • • 0 0 0 h 8 U 69 15
6$. Sociograms • • • • • • # 0 0 0 2 10 U 65 19
V# Activities Related to Records 
and Reports
A« Responsible for the making 
of the following:
66. Case study reports • • • 6 2 10 2 6 12 Ul 21
67. Class records • • • • • 2 h7 13 12 8 6 6 6
68. Cumulative records # # . 0 2 6 13 35 23 13 8
•‘•Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6w, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once ̂  year— Y, Do not perform— 2, and No Answer— NA.
7U
TABLE 7-*Contimed
Activity SD^ W NA
B.
69* Pocket records • • • • • 
70# Report cards • • • • • •
71* Statistical reports • • 
72* Anecdotal records • • •
Responsible for maintaining 













Evidence of aptitude or 
special ability, such as 
speaking, tap dancing, 
musical instruments • . 
General background data 
General interests and 
activities . . . . . . .
Health and physical data 
Home and family data . # 
Kind and nature of re- 
sponsiJbilities (assumed 
by the pupil) . . . . .
Likes and dislikes for 
school subjects . . . .
Personality traits . . .  
Scholastic achievement • 
Scholastic aptitude • # 
School progress . . . .
Social growth . • » • .
VI. Activities Other Than Instruc­
tional
A. Siqjervise the pupils* use of 
wraps:
85. On entering the class­
room . .  . . .  . . .
86. In preparation for 




















































































































Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— Y, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— NA.
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TABLE 7— Continued
Activity SD^ D W 6w 3 I Z NA
8 . Acquaint pupils with such 
features of the building as:
87# Auditorium............ 2 2 15 15 17 35 12 2
88# Principal’s office • # # 2 k 8 6 17 38 15 10
89# Libraiy • • • • • « . # 6 15 1* 1* 12 30 25 1*
90. Pupils’ classrooms • • # 2 25 8 2 12 35 8 6
91# Restrooms ............ 27 27 1* 1* 5 27 1* 2
0. Provide rest periods totaling 
a minimum of 30 minutes for 
the prills • • • • • • • • # 17 51* 6 0 2 0 12 8
D. Greet the pupils individually 
upon their arrival to the 
classroom • • • • • • • • • • 13 71 6 0 0 0 8 2
E. Work and cooperate with prin­
cipal in handling classroom 
discipline • • • • • • • • • 17 65 2 6 2 2 2 u;
F. Promote the integration of 
the guidance services of the 
school and the instructional 




711. Activities Regarding Pupils* 
Health Conditions
A# Check every pupil regarding: 
92# Cleanliness • • • • • • 10 77 8 0 0 0 3 2
93# Cuts and abrasions • • # 19 63 1* 0 2 0 2 10
9U# Condition of vision # # 2 10 8 10 17 1*2 11 0
95# Condition of hearing # # 2 8 8 8 12 38 17 796# Skin disorders........ h 50 8 8 2 6 11 11
97# Condition of teeth • # # 0 12 6 13 12 29 21 7
98# Temperature « # # # # # 12 21 6 h 2 6 36 13
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more perfoimances
every day— One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S> Once a year— Y, Do not perform— and No answer— I«A«
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table 7— Continaed
Activity SD^ D W 6» S Y Z NA
99# Nose . .......... 2 17 12 h Ii 15 35 11
100# Throat ..............
B# Refer pupils who are in need
2 6 12 8 Ii 15 38 15
of medical attention: 
a) To Parents
101# conferences # # 0 2 13 17 17 2 3li 15
102# By letters • • * # 0 8 6 23 6 Ii 28 25
103# By phone calls • e 0 21 21 15 Ii 0 13 26
b) To Princ^al
10b# By conferences • # 0 23 21 23 Ii 2 10 17
102# By notes « • • * * 0 2 6 U Ii 0 55 29
c) To School Doctor 1
106# By conferences # # 0 0 8 2 0 6 69 15
107# By letters « # • 0 0 0 U 0 0 83 13
108# By phone calls e « 0 2 2 1* 0 0 79 13
d) To School Nurse
109# By conferences • • 0 0 35 6 0 2 lili 13
110# By letters # # # # 0 0 10 Ii 0 0 71 15
111# By phone calls # • 0 2 10 6 0 2 65 15
Frequency of performance scale; Two or more performances every 
day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every day 
— Less often than once every week— 6M, Less often than once every 
6 weeks— A, Once a year— Y, Do not perform— Z, and No answer^-NA#
Summary of the Reported Frequencies of Performance of 
Classroom Activities in Grade One for the 
School Year 1951-19^2
The frequency of performance of the classrocm activities listed
in the questionnaire and presented in Table_7 shows a jvariety of_____
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performance responses among teachers of Grade One* Èmorig these responses 
there are some which are worthy of notice* In the area of using physical 
properties* forty-eight* or 63 per cent* of the teachers in Grade One 
make proper adjustments regarding heat* lights* seats* shades* and ven­
tilation several times daily. Forty-one* or 71 per cent* of the teachers 
in Grade One greet each pupil upon his arrival at school daily* Forty- 
five, or 77 per cent* of the teachers in Grade One check every pupil 
daily regarding cleanliness* This high percentage of teachers performing 
these three activities may be due to emphasis in training caused by de- |I
gree requirements, in-service training, personal recognition of the rela­
tionship existing between physical and emotional health and learning, or 
any combination of these#
A big majority of the teachers in Grade One do not report 
: ! 
health needs of pupils to a school nurse or a school doctor* but some
i
teachers do report to the parents and to the school principal* This 
failure to report to a school doctor or nurse may be due to a lack of 
one in the system*
Table 7 shows the frequencies of performance of classroom acti­
vities for the teachers of Grade One to be as follows: Two activities,
or 1*7 per cent* of the listed one hundred eighteen classroom activities 
are performed several times daily; thirty-eight, or 32.2 per cent, are 
performed daily; fourteen, or 11*8 per cent, are performed weekly; eleven* 
or 9*3 per cent, are performed every six weeks; three, or 2.2 per cent* 
are performed semestrally; eleven, or 9#3 per cent, are performed yearly; 
thirty-six, or 30*3 per cent, are not-performed; one, or 0#8$ per cent* 
did not- receive-a response; one* or 0#8$-per cent* _ receivedan equal---
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minber of responses for being peiformed severe! times daily, daily, and 
yearly; and one, or 0,8$ per cent, received an equal number of responses 
for being performed daily and every six weeks. A summary of the fre­
quencies of the performance of classroom activities as reported by the 
teachers of Grade Two are shown in Table 8.
Summary of the Reported Frequencies of Performance of 
Classroom Activities in Grade Two for the 
School Tear 1951-19$2
The variation in the responses of the teachers in Grade Two, as 
to the frequency of perfonuance of classroom activities, is shown in 
Table 8. Included in these responses there are some which are outstand­
ing. In the area of using physical properties, twenty-four, or 73 per 
cent, of the teachers in Grade Two do not prepare displays using flannel
boards and twenty-nine, or 8U per cent, do not prepare displays using !
!
sand tables. In activities that facilitate instruction, twenty-seven, | 
or 76 per cent, of the teachers in Grade Two instruct their pupils in 
classroom courtesies daily. In activities other than instructional, 
twenty-four, or 73 per cent, of the teachers in Grade Two promote the 
integration of the guidance services of the school and the instructional 
program of the classroom daily. In activities regarding pupils* health, 
twenty-eight, or 79 per cent, of the reporting teachers in Grade Two 
check each pupil*3 cleanliness daily. Also, in this same area, the maj­
ority of the reporting teachers do not contact the school doctor or nurse 
regarding their pupils* health. The health problems of the pupils in 
Grade Two are taken care of by reporting them to either the principal or 
parents according to the reporting teachers in Grade Two,
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TABLE 8
THE FHEQUENCISS OF PERFORMANCE AND THE PER CENT OF TEACHERS 
REPORTINO EACH FREQUENCY OF PERFORMANCE OF CLASSROOM 
ACTIVITIES AS REPORTED BY THIRTY-FIVE TEACHERS IN 
GRADE TMD FOR THE SCHOOL TEAR 1991-1992
Activity SD^ D W 6W S Y z
:
NA
I# Activities Involving Use of 
Physical Properties
A# Prepare displays of work 
being done using:
1$ Blackboards • • • • * • • 69 28 3 0 0 0 0
i
0
2# Bulletin boards . . . # 0 21 98 21 0 0 0 0
3# Flannel boards • • • • • 0 3 7 7 3 0 73 7
U# Sand tables • .......... 0 0 3 10 0 0 81* 3
9# Work tables.......... .. 10 28 21 17 0 0 21 3;
B# Display wort of all students 21 lU 1*8 11* 0 0 3 0
C, Make proper adjustwnts re­
garding heat, lights, seats, 
shades, and ventilation • • • 96 38 0 0 3 0 0 3i
II# Activities Involved in Planning 
and Assigning
A# Select for instructional pur­
poses such aids as:
6# Collections of pictures # 10 7 1*1 31* 8 0 0 0
7# Films # ................ 0 0 1*9 29 10 10 10 0
8# Models and specimen • • # 0 lU 21* 21* 7 1* 20 7
9# Work b o o k s ............ 38 31 3 0 10 10 6 0
10. Field trips ............ 0 0 3 3 11* 18 92 10
B# Organise the instructional or 
illustrative materials for
^ “requency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than every week— 6W, Less often than every six weeks 
— S, Once a year^-Y, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— NA#
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TABLE 8«»«Goatinudd
Activity SD^ D W s T Z m
dealing with subject 
matter into:
11* Problems • • • • • • • 7 2U 21 Hi 7 0 2U 3
12# Projects • .......... 3 0 18 38 18 3 10 10
13. Topics • • • • • • « • 7 21 21 Hi 3 0 2U 10
Hi* Units . ............ 0 3 21 li5 17 0 7 7
Make instructional plans by 
selecting:
1$. Time for planning • * • 3 63 26 3 0 0 0
1
3
16* Subject matter * . * * # 8 U8 2li 3 0 0 7 10
17* Objectives * • • • • • # 0 1:5 22 3 3 3 10 Hi
18# Methods of instruction 10 U6 17 0 3 0 7 17
19. Class activities * * . • lU 52 17 0 0 0 3 Hi
Contact parents regarding: 
20. Absence from school • # 0 52 21 10 3 0 7 7
21# Interpretation of in­
structional program to 
parents # 0 3 7 38 28 10 7 7
22# Pupil difficulties and 
needs . # . . . . . . 10 21 7 38 21 3 0 0
Dividing the pupils into groups 
on basis of readiness for:
23* Arithmetic # # # # . # * 8 17 7 Hi 10 10 2li 10
2U* R eading............ 31 2U 7 7 17 Hi 0 0
2$* Spelling # # • # • • # 3 21 0 3 8 17 38 10
Arrange special activities 
for pig)ils who finish their 




^Frequency of performance seals: Two or more performances 
every day-^SD, One performance eveiy day— D, Less often than once every 
day— Wf Leas often than once every week— Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— Î, Do _not_perform.^Zf _ W  No anm^ ____
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TABIÆ a-^nümiecr
Activity SD? D w 6W S T z NA
26# Adjusted instructional 
material • • • • • • • • 2h 59 7 0 0 0 3 7
27. Art materials (easel, 
paints, and psqper) • • • 3 U8 22 0 3 0 lit 10
28# Individual play mater­
ials # • • • • • • • • • 3 63 10 3 0 0 11 10
29* Group play materials # # 3 55 21 0 0 0 7 lU
in# Activities That Facilitate 
Instruction
A# Provide equal opportunity for 
each student to make oral re­
ports, prepare written mater­
ial, and make other contri­
butions in class work • « • • 7 52 21 3 0 0 7 10
B# Utilize study period time 
for the purpose of:
30# Correcting errors of
study # # • • • • # # # 21 59 17 0 0 0 0 0
31# Evaluating and apprais­
ing pupil study 
efficiency.......... .. 10 69 lU 0 0 0 0 7
32# Showing ways of improv­
ing study habits , . #  # 8 69 17 0 0 0 3 3
C# Provide a special period for 
the pupils to show and tell:
33# New things they have
S00H # # # # # # # # # # 0 52 U5 0 0 0 3 0
3U# What has happened to
thflm • • • • • • • • # • 0 59 38 3 0 0 0 0
35# Where they have been # # 0 52 U5 0 0 0 3 0
D# Provide ways for pupils to
^Freqaenc7 of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day-̂ i). Less often than once every 
dggr— Less often than once evezy week— 6w, Less often than once eveiy 
six weeks— Sj Once a year— Y, Do not perfora— Z, and No answer— NA#
' - ~ —  •' - - - *  —  — — •  • - —  A,. , . - —  —  »  —  — — ______ ____________________
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table 6*«>Contimed
Activity SD^ D W 6W 3 I z NA
assume leadership in 
carrying out:
3^9 Activities • • • • • • • 3 67 2U 3 0 0 0 3
37# Assignments (academic) # 17 U9 lU 3 0 0 10 7
38* Objectives (class) * , lU Ul 21 0 0 0 10 lU
39# Objectives (Individual) 10 5Ô lU 0 0 0 13 13
E. Instruct pupils regarding 
classroom conduct in such 
matters as:
Uo# Courtesies # # # * # # # 21 76 3 0 0 0 0 0
Ul# Greeting visitors * * # 3 U9 28 10 7 0 3 0
U2# School customs # * . * 10 U6 17 lU 3 0 0 10
U3# School regulations # * « lU U6 2U 10 3 0 0 3
UU# School traditions * # # 3 35 21 7 10 7 10 7
17# Activities Involved in Measure­
ment and Appraisal
A# Being responsible for;
Administering tests * # 3 3 2U 32 17 0 lU
j
7
U6# Diagnosing pupil dif­
ficult xes * • • • • • # 7 3U 21 17 0 0 lU 7
U7# Setting up remedial woik U 37 28 U 0 0 17 10
U8# Evaluating of remedial 
work . . * * . . , # 3 U3 2U 3 0 0 17 10
U9# FoUov-vp of remedial 
work # * * # . * * # # 3 U3 2U 3 0 0 17
50# Grading tests ........ 3 17 31 lU 21 0 7 7
51# Recording test results # 3 7 29 10 21 3 10 17
B. Selection of measuring 
devices:
!
^Frequency of performance scales Two or more performances 
eveiy day— 3D, One performance eveiy d ^ — D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once eveiy week— Less often than once eveiy 
six weeks— 8, Once a year— T, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— NA*
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table 8— Contlzmed
Activity SD^ D w 6W 8 T Z NA
52. Standardized tests • • • 0 0 3 3 39 21 2k 10
33. Teacher-made tests
from file . . . . . . . 0 3 28 35 0 0 17 17
c* Preparation of measuring 
devices:
5U. Objective tests . . . . 0 7 17 28 10 0 2h lU
55* Essay tests . . . . . . 0 3 7 0 0 3 66 2156. Promotional examinations 
(Six weeks tests, final 
examination) .......... 0 0 0 17 3 10 39 31
D. Use of measuring devices:
57o Teacher-made objective 
tests . . . . . . . . . 0 0 2h 35 7 3 17 ll:
58. Teacher-made essay tests 0 0 10 3 3 3 6U 17
59# Teacher-made readiness 
tests . * . . . . . . . 0 0 21 7 7 7 U5 13
60. Teacher check list . . . 0 lU lU 3 3 3 U6 17
61. Standardized readiness 
tests . . . . . . . . . 0 0 3 0 2U 31 39 3!
62. Standardized ability
tests . . . . . . . . . 0 0 3 0 lU lU 55 ih63. Standardized achievement 
tests •• ............ 0 0 0 3 28 35 28 6
6U. Personality tests . . . 0 0 3 0 7 10 59 21
65* Sociograms ............ 0 0 0 0 10 0 62 28
V# Activities Related to Records 
and Reports
A# Responsible for the making 
of the following:
66. Case study reports # . . 0 0 0 7 7 3 52 31
Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
eveiy day— SD, One perfoiaance eveiy day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— Y, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— HA*
8U
T^LE 8-^Contïnued
Activity SD^ D W 6w S I Z NA
67. Class records . . . . . 3 50 3 10 17 3 7 7
68. Cumulative records . . . 0 Hi 3 17 25 17 Hi 10
69. Pocket records . . . . . 0 17 0 0 7 3 li9 2U
70. Report cards . . . . . . 0 0 0 69 21 0 7 3Hi71. Statistical reports • . 0 7 0 10 2li Hi 31
72. Anecdotal records . . .
B. Responsible for maintaining 
for each pupil a record of:
73. Evidence of aptitude or 
special ability, such as 
speaking, tap dancing.
0 0 0 0 3 10 53 3U
musical instruments . . 0 0 3 0 7 7 59 2U
7U.
75.
General background data 
General interests and
0 0 3 0 21 28 28 20
activities . . . . . . . 0 3 7 7 Hi 7 li5 17
76. Health and physical data 0 3 Hi 10 Hi 35 17 7
77.
78.
Home and family data . . 
Kind and nature of re­
sponsibilities (assumed
0 0 3 0 17 31 35 Hi
79.
by the pupil) . . . . .  
Likes and dislikes for
0 Hi 3 Hi 3 3 U9 Hi,
school subjects . . . . 0 Hi 7 Hi 3 3 U2 17
80. Personality traits . . . 0 17 3 17 10 7 29 17
81. Scholastic achievement . 0 Hi 0 31 21 10 Hi 10
82. Scholastic aptitude . . 0 7 0 21 7 7 Ul 17
83. School progress . . . . 0 10 3 39 21 Hi 3 IX)
8U. Social growth ........
VI. Activities Other Than Instruct 
tional
A. Supervise the prpils* use of 
wraps:
85. On entering the class-
0 10 3 2li Hi 10 29 10
3h 60 3 0 3 0 0 0
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— 4), Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6w, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— T, Do not perfona— Z, and No answer— NA#
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tj^LE 8— Continued
Activity SD- D W 6W S Y Z NA
86. In prreparation for
leaving classroom . . . 38 59 3 0 0 0 0 0
B. Acquaint pupils with such 
features of the building as:
87. Auditorium . . . . . . 0 Hi 21 7 7 Ul 10 0
88. Principal's office . . . 0 7 Hi 3 Hi Ul Hi 7
89. Library . ............
90. Pupils* classrooms . . .
0 Hi 10 0 10 21 2U 21
0 28 3 0 10 32 17 10
91. Restrooms . . . . . . . 2h Hi 10 3 7 3U 8 0
C. Provide rest periods totaling 
a minimum of 30 minutes for 
the p u p i l s ......... 7 62 7 0 0 0 17 7
D. Greet the pupils individually 
upon their arrival to the 
classroom . . . . . . . . . 17 66 0 0 0 0 7 10
E. Work and cooperate with prin­
cipal in handling classroom 
discipline . . . . . . . . . lU 73 7 3 0 0 0 3
F. Promote the integration of 
the guidance services of the 
school and the instructional 
program of the classroom * . 7 59 0 0 0 0 17 17
VU. Activities Regarding Pupils* 
Health Conditions
A. Check every pupil regarding:
92. Cleanliness . . . . . . 7 79 7 0 0 0 0 7
93. Cuts and abrasions . . . 10 62 Hi 3 0 0 0 119n. Condition of vision . • 3 Hi 10 10 21 2U 7 11
^Yeqnency of performance scale: Two or more performances 
every day— SD> One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— V, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— I, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— SA.
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TABIÆ 8— Continued
Activity SD^ D W 6af S T Z NA
9$m Condition of hearing # 3 lU 3 10 17 31 19 3
96* Skin disorders • • • • 7 Ul 17 3 3 7 lU 8
97» Condition of teeth • • 0 21 10 0 28 21 17 3
98* Tenqperature • • • • • 10 38 7 0 0 0 31 lU
99# Nose .............. 3 17 7 0 0 10 U8 15
100# Throat • • • • « • • •  
B* Refer pupils who are in need
3 lU 7 0 0 10 U8 18
of medical attention: 
a) To Parents '
101# By conferences • • 3 3 lU 3 lU 3 U3 17
102. Ey letters • • • • 0 7 21 lU 10 3 31 lU
103. By phone calls • # 3 2U 30 10 3 3 10 17
b) To Principal
lOU. By conferences . • 7 17 21 7 3 3 21 21
105# By notes . . . . • 0 lU 3 3 0 0 53 27
c) To School Doctor
106# By conferences . # 0 0 3 3 0 0 70 2U
107# By letters . . . • 0 0 0 0 0 0 76 2h
108. By phone calls . 0 3 3 0 0 0 73 21
d) To School Nurse
109# By conferences . • 0 0 17 7 0 3 U5 28
110. By letters . • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 69 31
111. By phone calls . • 0 7 0 3 0 0 62 26
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every dîy— SD, One performance eveiy day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— âf. Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Onoe a year— Y, Do not perform— Z, and No answeiv-NA*
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A siunnaiy of the frequencies of performance of the classroom 
activities as reported by teachers of Grade Two is as follows: Three 
activities* or 2*5 per cent* of the one hundred eighteen activities are 
performed several times daily; forty-two* or 35*6 per cent* are performed 
daily; eight, or 6*8 per cent* are performed weekly; eleven* or 9*3 per 
cent, are performed every six weeks; three, or 2*5 per cent* are per­
formed semestrally; eight, or 6.8 per cent* are performed yearly; thirty- 
four, or 28 per cent* are not performed; and one, or 0*8$ per cent, re- ; 
ceived an equal number of responses for being performed for each of the 
following: weekly and six weekly, daily and not-performed, yearly and
not-performed* and weekly, no answer* and not-performed* Another ccaa- 
pilation of the reported frequencies of the perfoimance of classroom 
activities by the teachers of Grade Three are found in Table 9#
Summary of the Reported Frequencies of Performance 
of Classroom Activities in Grade Three for 
the School Year 1951-1952
The frequency of performance of classroom activities as re­
ported by the teachers of Grade Three are shown in Table 9. Some of 
these responses are worthy of farther consideration. In the area of 
using physical properties* thirty-three* or 88 per cent* of the teachers 
prepare displays using bulletin boards weekly and thirty-two* 85 per 
cent* make adjustments regarding heat* li^ts* seats* shades* and ven­
tilation several times daily. In activities other than instructional* 
thirty-one* or 81 per cent* greet each pupil upon his arrival to the 
classroom. Report cards are sent home by the pupils in Grade Three by 
thirty* or 78 per cent* eveiy six weeks* Working and cooperating with
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TABLE 9
THE FRBQDENCIES OF PERFORMANCE AND THE PER CENT OF TEACHERS 
REPORTING EACH FREQUENCY OF PERFORMANCE OF CLASSROOM 
ACTIVITIES AS REPORTED BY THIRTY-EIGHT TEACHERS IN 
GRADE THREE FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1951-1952
Activity SD^ D w 6w S Y Z NA
I# Activities Involving Use of 
Physical Properties
A. Prepare displays of work 
being done using:
1# Blackboards • • * • • • • 69 19 12 0 0 0 0 0
2# Bulletin boards ........ 0 3 88 9 0 0 0 0
3* Flannel boards ........ 0 0 12 3 3 0 66 16
L. Sand tables .......... * 0 0 3 9 0 0 69 195* Work tables ............ 16 25 16 3 0 3 31 6
B# Display work of all students 6 0 66 28 0 0 0 0
C. Make proper adjustments re­
garding heat, lights, seats, 
shades, and ventilation • • • 85 9 0 0 0 0 0 6
II. Activities Involved in Planning 
and Assigning
A. Select for instructional pur­
poses such aids as:
6# Collections of pictures . 3 16 38 37 3 3 0 0
7. Films.................. 3 0 hi 28 6 3 16 3
8# Models and specimen • • • 0 16 28 16 16 0 12 12
9. Work books ............ 19 3U 22 0 6 13 6 0
10# Field trips ............ 0 0 3 16 19 28 25 9
B. Organize the instructional or 
illustrative materials for
Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day-^. Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a yeai>-Y, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— NA*
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TABLE 9--Çontinued
Activity SD^ D W S T Z NA
dealing with subject 
matter into:
11* Problems.............. 16 38 9 9 3 0 9 16
12* Projects * ............ 3 13 28 22 9 0 25 0
13. Topics................ 9 28 26 3 3 0 22 9
lit. U n i t s ................ 0 16 16 56 3 3 6 0
c. Make instructional plans by 
selecting;
15* Time for planning # * * 9 53 26 6 3 0 0 3
16* Subject matter ........ 3 5U 19 6 6 0 9 3
17# Objectives • • ........ 3 Uli 19 19 3 3 3 6
18# Methods of instruction # 16 53 13 3 3 0 6 6
19# Class activities • • • • 19 Uli 28 6 0 0 0 3
D. Contact parents regarding:
20* Absence from school • * 0 23 3U 25 3 0 9 6
21. Interpretation of in­
structional program to 
parents * • * * • • • * 0 6 16 3U 19 6 10 9
22* Pupil difficulties and 
needs * * * * # . * * . 6 6 22 3U 16 3 0 13
E. Dividing the pupils into groiq)S 
on basis of readiness for:
23* Arithmetic * * * * * * 3 13 9 28 16 3 25 3
2U* Reading * * • • • * • * 0 31 9 22 28 6 U 0
25* Spelling .............. 0 19 9 9 16 0 UU 3
F. Arrange special activities 
for pupils who finish their 
work ahead of schedule^ by 
such means as:
Frequency of performance scale: Twro or more perfonnances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Iæ s s often than once every week— Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— I,,Do not perform— Z, and No answer— NA* ^
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TABLE 9— Contimied
Activity SD^ D w 6W s I 2 NA
26. Adjusted instructional 
mate rial . . . . . . . . 2$ 56 6 6 3 0 3 0
27. Art materials (easel, 
paints, and paper) . . . 6 50 25 0 3 0 13 328. Individual play mater­
ials . . . . . . . . . . 6 3U 11* 6 3 0 31* 329# Group play materials . . 10 31 13 3 6 0 31* 3
in. Activities That Facilitate 
Instruction
A. Provide equal opportunity for 
each student to make oral re­
ports, prepare written mater­
ial, and make other contri­
butions in class work • • • • 28 28 22 0 0 0 6 16
B. Utilize study period time 
for the purpose of:
30. Correcting errors of
s t u d y ................ 28 50 22 0 0 0 0 0
31. Evaluating and apprais­
ing pupil study . . . . 22 66 9 3 0 0 0 032. Showing ways of improv­
ing study habits . • • • 25 53 19 3 0 0 0 0
C. Provide a special period for 
the pupils to show and tell:
33# New things they have
seen . . . . . . . . . . 9 51 28 3 0 0 6 3
3U# What hais happened to
them . . . . . . . . . . 9 51 28 3 0 0 6 3
3$. *̂?here they have been . . 6 U5 3U 6 0 0 6 3
D. Provide ways for pupils to
^Frequency of performance scale: Twro or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every dggr— D, Less often than once every 
day— V, Less often than once every week— 6w, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— T, Do not perform— 2, and No answer— NA.
^  ^  —  ' - •  — * — - —  - - - w  - - - - _ —  -
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TABLE 9— Continaed
Activity SD^ D W 6W S T Z NA
assume leadership in 
carrying out:
36# Activities # » # # * # # 16 62 19 3 0 0 0 0
37# Assignments (academic) # 9 66 13 9 0 0 0 3
38# Objectives (class) # # • 0 58 9 3 6 3 3 9
39# Objectives (individual) 6 60 13 3 3 3 3 9
E# Instruct pupils regarding 
classroom conduct in such 
matters as:
UO# Courtesies ............ 28 5U 6 6 3 3 0 0
Ul# Greeting visitors • • • 3 22 22 38 6 6 0 3
U2# School customs # # . . 3 57 13 9 6 9 0 3
U3# School regulations # . # 16 Uo 19 13 6 3 0 3
Uli# School traditions # # # 3 25 19 16 3 16 9 9
IV# Activities Involved in Measure­
ment and Appraisal
A# Being responsible for:
hSm Administering tests # # 0 16 16 31 28 0 3 6
U6# Diagnosing piçil dif­
ficulties # * # # # # # 12 U7 19 16 6 0 0 0
U7# Setting up remedial work 6 35 35 9 9 0 3 3
U8# Evaluating of remedial 
work.................. 9 25 32 22 3 0 6 3
U9# Follow-up of remedial 
work................. 6 35 22 9 6 3 13 6
$0. Grading tests ........ 3 22 25 25 16 0 3 6
51# Recording test results # 3 22 19 25 16 0 6 9
B# Selection of measuring 
devices:
^Preqnency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance eveiy d ^ — D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once every 
six weeks— 8, Once a year— T, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— NA#
^  ^  ' - —  - — - M  ... —  -- . —  .      _  . . _ . _
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TABLE 9— Contlmed
Activity SD^ D w 6V S T Z NA
52# Standardized tests # # # 
53# Teacher-aaide tests
0 0 3 6 35 19 25 12
0#
from file • • • • • • •
Preparation of measuring 
devices:
0 6 19 25 3 3 28 16
Objective tests • • • • 3 19 32 19 9 3 6 9
Essay tests • • • • • •
$6. Promotional examinations 
(Six weeks tests, final
0 0 19 13 3 0 U6 19
D.
examination) • # « • • •  
Use of measuring devices:
57» Teacheremade objective
0 0 0 13 6 6 19 56
tests • • • • • • • • # 3 6 28 35 0 3 16 9
58# Teacher-made essay tests 
$9# Teacher-made readiness
0 0 13 13 6 0 52 16
tests • • • • • • • • • 0 0 9 16 13 3 U6 1360# Teacher check list . # 
6l# Standardized readiness
3 6 16 13 3 0 3h 25
tests • # • • • • • # •  
62. Standardized ability
0 0 0 6 28 16 Ul 9
tests • • • « • • • • •  
63# Standardized achievement
0 0 0 3 22 16 hi 12
tests 0 0 0 6 28 25 29 126U, Personality tests • • » 0 0 0 6 9 13 56 16
6$# Sociograms .......... ..
V# Activities Related to Records 
and Reports
A# Responsible for the making 
of the following:
0 0 0 3 6 13 62 16
66# Case study reports • • • 0 3 0 3 9 9 U8 28
Iprequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— Y, Do not perform— Z, and No amswer— NA#
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TABLE 9— Contlraied
Activity SD^ D W 6w S Y Z NA
67. Class records . . . . . 9 93 13 3 13 0 9 0
68. Cumulative records . . . 0 6 9 19 31 22 7 6
69. Pocket records . . . . . 3 6 3 6 3 0 U9 3U
70. Report cards 0 0 0 78 22 0 0 0
71* Statistical reports . . 0 3 0 9 22 16 3U 16
72. Anecdotal records . . . 0 0 0 3 13 6 93 25
B. Responsible for maintaining 
for each pupil a record of:
73. Evidence of aptitude or 
special ability, such as 
speaking, tap dancing, 
musical instruments . . 0 0 3 3 16 9 UU 25
7U. General background data 0 0 0 3 19 29 31 22
7$. General int>erests and 
activities . . . . . . . 0 9 3 3 19 16 31 19
76. Health and physical da-ta 0 6 6 16 22 37 13 0
77. Home and family data . . 0 3 0 3 16 UU 29 9
78. Kind and nature of re­
sponsibilities (assumed 
by the pupil) . . . . . 0 13 0 13 9 6 Uo 19
79. Likes and dislikes for 
school subjects . . . . 0 13 13 9 6 6 3U 19
So. Personality traits . . . 0 13 0 9 6 22 31 19
81. Scholastic achievement . 0 13 6 29 28 6 9 9
82. Scholastic sptitude . . 3 9 0 0 9 16 38 25
83. School progress . . . . 0 16 9 26 9 9 22 9
8U. Social growth . . . . . 0 9 6 13 9 6 38 19
71. Activities Other Than Instruc­
tional
A. Supervise the ptq)ils* use of 
wraps:
85. On entering the class­
room .................. 25 90 3 6 0 0 16
i
0
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances 
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— T, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— NA.
9U
TABLE 9— Contiimed
Activity SD^ D W 6w S T Z NA
86* In preparation for
leaving classroom • * * 28 SO 3 6 0 0 13 0
B* Acquaint the pupils with such 
features of the building as:
87* Auditorium . . ........ 0 3 22 19 3 37 16 0
88. Principal's office * . * 0 9 3 6 6 U2 28 6
89 • library • • • • • • • * 6 16 16 9 3 16 19 IS90. Pupils* classrooms * . * 3 31 0 9 0 32 19 6
91* Restrooms ............ 16 22 9 3 6 31 9 h
C* Provide rest periods totaling 
a minimum of 30 minutes for 
the pupils • • • • • • • • • 3 63 6 0 0 0 19 9
D. Greet the pupils individually 
upon their arrival to the 
classroom • • •  ............ 3 81 0 0 0 0 13 3
E. Work and cooperate with prin­
cipal in handling classroom 
discipline • • • • • • • • • 13 IS 3 0 3 3 0 3
F. Promote the integration of 
the guidance services of the 
school and the instructional 
program of the classroom • * 0 66 0 0 3 0 13 18
VII* Activities Regarding Ptçils* 
Health Conditions
A* Check every pupil regarding:
92* Cleanliness ........  * 3 IS 3 3 0 0 13 3
93* Cuts and abrasions • • • 6 IS 3 0 0 0 10 6
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6w, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— T, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— NA*
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TABLE 9— ^ntinraed
Activity SD^ D W 6w S T z NA
9U. Condition of vision . • 0 6 9 13 25 3U 13 0
95* Condition of hearing • 0 9 3 9 22 3U 20 396. Skin disorders • • . # 0 U7 6 6 13 3 9 16
97. Condition of teeth * # 0 6 3 16 22 22 25 698. Teaperature........ 6 25 0 0 3 0 35 31
99$ Nose . ............ 0 25 0 3 9 6 38 19
100. Throat . . . . . . .
B# Refer piq)ils who are in need
0 16 0 3 13 9 37 22
of medical attention: 
a) To Parents
101. Ry conference . • # 0 9 13 6 19 9 28 16
102. By letters . • • • 3 6 3 6 3 13 U7 19
103. By phone calls . # 3 13 9 19 9 0 25 22
b) To Principal
lOU. By conferences • # 0 13 16 16 6 9 22 18
105. By notes . . . . # 0 3 6 9 3 3 U8 28
c) To School Doctor
106. Qy conferences . • 0 0 3 0 9 3 60 25
107. By letters . . . • 0 0 0 3 3 0 69 25106. By phone calls . • 0 6 3 0 3 0 69 19
d) To School Nurse
109. By conferences . • 0 3 13 0 19 3 k3 19
110. By letters . . . # 0 0 3 6 3 0 60 28
111. By phone calls . e 0 9 6 9 3 0 60 22
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— Af, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— T, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— NA.
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the principal in: hâhdling diiTeî ïiiië, checks cleànlinea^and '
cuts and abrasions are performed by twenty-ei^t, or 75 per cent of the 
teachers in Grade Three daily. The majority of the teachers in Grade 
Three report that they do not refer piq)ils who are in need of medical 
attention to a school nurse or school doctor*
The teachers of Grade Three report their frequencies of per­
formance of classroom activities to be as follows* Two activities, or 
1*7 per cent, of the one hundred eighteen activities in the survey are 
performed several times daily; thii’ty-seven, or 31*L per cent, are per­
formed daily; eight, or 6*6 per cent, are performed weekly; twelve, or 
10*2 per cent, are performed every six weeks; two, or 1*7 per cent, are 
performed semestrally; nine, or 7*6 per cent, are performed yearly; 
forty-three, or 36*1* per cent, are not-performed; one, or 0.65 per cent, 
had no answer; one, or 0*85 per cent, received an equal number of re­
sponses for each of the following: daily and not-performed, several !
times daily and daily, daily and weekly, and weekly and every six weeks* 
On the following pages Table 10 shows the frequencies of performance of 
classroom activities as reported by all of the primary teachers*
Summary of the Reported Frequencies of Performance of 
Classroom Activities of Oklahoma Primary Teachers 
in Grades One, Two, and Three for 
the School Tear 1951-1952
Table 10 shows the responses of the responding Oklahoma Primary
Teachers in Grades One, Two, and Three* Some of the responses are worthy
of further notice* In the area of using physical properties, one hundred
thirty-five, or 75 per cent, of the reporting primary teachers make
proper adjustments regarding heat, lights,. seat8,_shade8,_and_yentilatioii
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TAH.È“ib
THE FREQUENCIES OF PERFORMANCE AND THE PER CENT OF PRIMARY 
TEACHERS REPORTING EACH FREQUENCY OF PERFORMANCE OF 
CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES AS REPORTED BY ONE HUNDRED 
EIGHTY TEACHERS IN THE PRIMARY GRADES 
FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 19^-1952
Activity SD^ D W 6W S Y Z NA
I. Activities Involving Use of 
Physical Properties
A* Prepare displays of work 
being done using;
1. Blackboards • « . • • • • • 6U 22 9 1 1 0 2 1
2. Bulletin boards . . . . 3 21 59 lU 1 0 1 1
3. Flannel boards • • • . • 1 lU 11 5 3 1 65 10
L# Sand tables . . . . . . . 0 2 6 11 1 0 69 11
$. Work tables . . . . . . . 16 29 17 9 1 1 21 6
B. Display work of all students 9 16 50 18 2 1 1 3
c. Make proper adjustments re­
garding beat* lights* seats* 
shades* and ventilation • • • 75 19 1 0 1 0 1 3
II. Activities Involved in Planning 
and Assigning
A. Select for instructional pur­
poses such aids as:
6. Collections of pictures « 9 18 37 27 6 1 1 1
7. Films . . .  ............ 1 2 U9 28 7 U 7 28. Models and specimen • . • 2 lU 29 21 8 1 16 9
9. Work books . . . . . . . 26 UO 13 2 5 6 7 1
10# Field tups • • . e » . . 0 0 2 16 26 16 32 8
B. Organize the instructional or
Frequency of perfomance scale: Two or more performances
eveiy day— SD* One performance every day— D* Less often than once eveiy 
day— W, Less often than once every week— Av* Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— Y* Do. not_ perform— Z* and ____
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TABLE 10«^ontinaed
Activity SD^ D W 6W S T Z NA
illustrative materials for 
dealing with subject 
matter into:
11# Problems • • • • • • • 6 31 Hi 12 U 0 18 1512# Projects • • • # • • • 2 26 26 13 1 18 9
13# Topics .......... . • 2U 19 9 2 0 26 15lU# Units • # • • # • • • 2 6 25 iiO 11 1 9 6
c. Make instructional plans by 
selecting:
15# Time for planning • # • 9 50 28 U 2 0 2 5;
16# Subject matter • • # • 9 hi 23 5 3 1 6 6
17# Objectives # # . . . # 6 U3 20 10 h 2 7 8
18. Methods of instruction # li: k6 19 3 3 1 5 9
19# Class activities # # # • 19 U6 19 3 1 0 3 9
D. Contact parents regarding: 
20# Absence from school # • 0 29 38 12 ii 1 11 5
21. Interpretation of in­
structional program to 
parents # . # # # . . • 0 2 9 li7 20 9 6 7
22# Pupil difficulties and 
needs # . , . . . . 5 9 19 liO 16 2 1 8
E. Dividing the pupils into groups 
on basis of readiness for:
23. Arithmetic # # . . # . # U 19 8 19 13 5 26 6
2U« Reading # . # # . . 17 22 5 26 17 6 6 1
29# Spelling ............ 2 16 5 8 11 6 U2 10
F. Arrange special activities 
for prpils who finish their 
work ahead of schedule, by 
such means as:
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— 3, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year^-T, Do not performrrZ, ____
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TABLE KX— Contiimed
Activity SD W NA
26. Adjusted instmctional iR&teri&l • • • » •  • • •  
27# Art materials (easel, 
paints, and paper) • • • 
28. Individual play mater* 
ials . • • • • • • • # .
29# Group play materials # .
Ill# Activities That Facilitate
Instruction
A# Provide equal opportunity for 
each student to make oral re­
ports, prepare written mater­
ial, and make other contri­
butions in class woik . # • .
B. Utilize study period time for 
the purpose of;
30. Correcting errors of 
study • » • • • • # • #
31. Evaluating and apprais­
ing pupil study 
efficiency . . . . . .
32. Showing ways of improv­
ing study habits # . • .
C. Provide a special period for 
the pupils to show and tell:
33# New things they have
seen # . # . # . . . . .
3U# What has happened to
them # # # . . # # . . .
35# Where they have been . .






































































Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every dUy— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6w, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— T, Do not perform— Z, and No ans^r— NA.
IX»
TABLE 10-^ntimed
Activity SD^ D W 6w S T 2 NA
assume leadership in 
carrying out:
36* Activities ............ 11 56 23 3 1 0 U 2
37# Assignments (academic) • 11 52 10 U 1 0 12 10
38* Objectives (class) • • * 9 U5 17 2 2 1 11 13
39# Objectives (individual) 8 UU 16 u 1 1 11 15
E. Instruct pupils regarding 
classroom conduct in such 
matters as:
Uo# Courtesies # * # • • • # 25 58 9 3 1 2 1 1
Ul# Greeting visitors » • # 6 26 31 17 3 2 3 2
U2* School custcms * # # # 6 U7 21 11 5 3 2 5
U3# School regulations # . # 12 Ul 30 9 U 1 1 2
UU# School traditions * *# U 25 21 12 9 7 13 9
17* Activities Involved in Measure­
ment and jÿpraisal
A* Being responsible for:
Administering tests * * 2 10 19 29 17 9 9 5
Uo* Diagnosing pupil dif­
ficulties * « # • * • • 13 Ul 21 11 5 1 6 2
U7# Setting up remedial wort 8 35 30 8 U 1 11 3
U8* Evaluating of remedial 
work • • • . # • • • • • 6 31 32 11 2 0 13 5
U9# Follow-up of remedial 
work • • • • • • • • • • 5 3U 25 10 3 1 15 7
$0* Grading tests * • • * # 3 19 23 21 12 7 9 6
$1* Recording test results * 2 13 21 19 Ui 9 13 9
B* Selection of measuring 
devices:
52* Standardized tests * * * 0 0 3 30 25 26 9
^Firequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
evBxy day— SD, One performance eveiy day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— T, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— HA*
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TABLE 10— CozitinaW
Activity SD^ D w 6W S T Z NA
Teacher-made tests 
from f H e  • • • • • • • 1 U 23 25 h 1 28 la
c. Preparation of measuring 
devices:
5U# Objective tests • • • • 1 9 2U 19 9 2 23 13
Essay tests • * » • • • 0 1 9 6 2 2 59 21
$6# Promotional examinations 
(Six weeks tests, final 
examination).......... 0 0 0 19 7 7 29 38
D. Use of measuring devices:
S7# Teacher-made objective 
tests • • • • 1 h 21 29 3 2 21 .
58* Teachernsade essay tests 0 1 7 9 3 1 65 Ik
$9* Teacher-made readiness 
tests • • • • • • • • • 1 1 15 13 10 6 12 12
60. Teacher check list • • • 1 8 17 11 6 2 37 18
61. Standardized readiness 
tests . . . . . . . . . 0 0 3 6 18 31 3U 8:
62. Standardized ability
tests . . . . . . . . . 0 0 2 3 15 19 U7 11,:
63. Standardized achievement 
tests . . . . . . . . . 0 1 1 6 22 35 28 7
6L. Personality tests . . . 0 0 3 3 8 8 63 15
6$. Sociograms............ 0 0 1 2 8 5 63 21
V» Activities Related to Records 
and Reports
A# Responsible for the making 
of the following:
66# Case study reports $ , # 2 1 h 3 7 9 U7 27
67. Class records . . . . . k U7 11 3 13 a 9 a
■^Frequency of performance scale : Two or more performances
every d ^ — SD, One performance every day— B, Less often than once every 
day-^. Less often than once every week— Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— T, Do not perform— Z. and No answer— KA*— — ...... W - . . . .    . _ _  ̂    .*___     ^
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TABLE 10.-Conti%med
Activity SD^ D w 6W S Y Z NA
0 6 6 11* 31 22 12 9
3 9 3 3 1* 2 50 26
0 0 0 69 21* 1 1* 2
0 h 1 10 19 17 31* 15
0 1 1 k 6 9 51 28
1 2 3 2 8 8 53 23
0 0 2 3 11* 27 38 16
2 h 7 3 11* 12 1*1 17
1 5 7 10 18 35 19 5
0 2 1 3 18 36 27 13
1 9 6 9 7 5 61 2
2 8 6 8 6 3 1*8
i
19
3 12 2 12 12 11 35 13
1 11 8 26 19 8 6 11
2 7 k 10 8 12 38 19
2 13 5 29 11* 11 17 9
3 8 6 18 13 6 31 15
3U 57
1
2 1 1 1 1* 0
B*
68# Cumilative records * • 
69* Pocket records # # #
70# Report cards ........
71# Statistical reports • 
72# Anecdotal records • •
Responsible for maintaining 













Evidence of aptitude or 
special ability, such as 
speaking, tap dancing, 
musical instruments . # 
General background data 
General interests and
activities . # ........
Health and physical data 
Home and family data # # 
Kind and nature of re­
sponsibilities (assumed 
by the pupil) . • • • • 
Likes and dislikes for 
school subjects • • # # 
Personality traits • • • 
Scholastic achievement # 




VI. Activities Other Than Instruc­
tional
A# Supervise the piq)ils* use of 
wraps:
85. On entering the class-
Toom • • • • • • • • # «
Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— T, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— HA#
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TABLE 10«->Contiimed
Activity SD? D W S Y Z NA
86. In preparation for
leaving classroom ## # 3h 59 2 1 1 1 2 0
B# Acquaint pupils with such 
features of the building as:
87# Auditorium # # # # # # . 2 U 19 12 12 39 11 1
88# Principal’s office # # # 1 6 9 5 Hi U2 16 7
89# Library • # • • • • • # U lU 8 3 10 28 21 12
90# Pupils* classrooms # # h 25 6 3 8 36 11 7
9I0 Restrooms • • • • • • # 22 23 6 3 9 29 7 1
C. Provide rest periods totaling 
a minimum of 30 minutes for 
the pupils • • • • • • « • # 12 56 U 0 1 0 18 9
D. Greet the pupils individually 
tq)on their arrival to the 
classroom # # . . . . # # 9 77 3 0 0 0 7 !i
E. WDiic and cooperate with prin­
cipal in handling classroom 
discipline # • • • • • • # # Hi 7h 3 2 2 1 1 3
F. Promote the integration of 
the guidance services of the 
school and the instructional 
program of the classroom # # 9 53 2 1 1 0 15 19
VII# Activities Regarding Pupils* 
Health Conditions
A# Check every pupil regarding:
92# Cleanliness # # # # # # 7 79 5 1 0 0 6 2
93# Cuts and abrasions # # # 12 9 1 1 0 5 8
9U# Condition of vision • # 2 15 8 9 21 33 12 0
Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
eveiy day— SD, One performance eveiy day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— Y, Do not perform— and No answer— NA#
loU
TABLE 10— Contimed
Activity SD̂ D W 6w S Y z NA
95* Condition of hearing e 2 Hi k 8 16 35 17 u96. Skin disorders • • • # h li6 12 5 ii 5 Hi 10
97# Condition of teeth # # 0 13 8 10 17 26 21 598# Ten^erature • • • • • 10 27 3 3 1 3 3ii 19
99# Nose . . . . . . 1 19 6 3 6 11 39 15
100. Throat ..............
B# Refer pupils who are in need
1 13 6 ii 7 11 liO 18
of medical attention: 
a) To Parents
101. By conferences . • 1 li 12 12 17 7 29 18
102. By letters . . . • 1 7 11 Hi 6 7 33 21103. By phone calls . • 1 17 19 1$ 7 2 16 23
b) To Principal
lOii. By conferences . # 2 16 23 17 5 ii Hi 19109. By notes . . . . • 1 6 6 ii 2 1 51 29
c) To School Doctor
106. By conferences . • 0 1 k 2 2 3 65 23107. By letters . . . # 0 1 0 2 1 1 72 23
108. By phone calls . e 0 k 2 1 1 1 72 20
d) To School Nurse
109. By conferences . 0 2 23 5 6 5 Ul 18
110. By letters . . . # 0 0 6 2 2 2 63 25
111. By phone calls . # 0 5 6 3 2 3 59 22
^Vequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6w, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— Y, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— NA.
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several times daily* Every six weeks, one hundred twenty-four, or 69 
per cent, of the primary teachers make out report cards* In activities 
other than instructional, one hundred thirty-nine, or 77 per cent, of 
the primary teachers greet their pupils individually upon their arrival 
to the classroom daily and one Imndred thirty-three, or 7U per cent, co­
operate with the principal daily in handling discipline. In activities 
regarding pupils’ health, one hundred forty-two, or 79 per cent, of the 
reporting primary teachers check each pupils' cleanliness. The majority 
of the primary teachers as a group report that they do not report pipils 
who are in need of medical attention to a school nurse or a school doctor*
The frequencies of performance of classroom activities for the 
teachers of Grades One, Two, and Three are as follows: Two activities,
or 1*7 per cent, are performed several times daily by the primary teachers 
of Oklahoma; forty-one activities, or 3U*7 per cent, are perfoimed daily; 
eleven activities, or 9.3 per cent, are performed weekly; ten, or 8.$ per 
cent, are performed every six weeks; two activities, or 1*7 per cent, are 
performed semestrally; eleven activities, or 9.3 per cent, are performed 
yearly; thirty-nii» activities, or 33 per cent, are not-performed; one 
activity, or 0*85 per cent, received no answer; and one activity, or 0*85 
per cent, received an equal number of responses for being performed 
weekly and every six weeks*
The Reported Differences in the Frequency with which 
tEe Oklahoma Teacheirs of Grades One, Two, and 
Tkree Perform ThaPflSlas sroom Activities 
for the School*?ear 19^1-1952
To show the differences that exist in the frequency with which 
the Oklahoma Teachers of Grades One, Two, and Three perform the. classipom
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activities listed in the questionnaire, Tables 11, 12, and 13 have been 
prepared. This series of tables is the third group and they show these 
facts: the most often occurring response— mode, per cent of teachers
reporting each mode, and the critical levels of confidence. For exanç)le, 
in Table 11, Division I, Section A, Activity number 2— prepare displays 
of work on bulletin boards— UO per cent of the teachers in Grade One re­
ported that they perform this activity weekly and $8 per cent of the 
teachers in Grade Two report that they perform this activity weekly also. 
These responses of the teachers of Grades One and Two are approximately 
the same. There is no significant difference in their responses on this 
activity. The differences that exist in the remaining frequencies of 
performance as reported by teachers of Grades One and Two are listed in 
Table 11.
Summary of the Reported Differences in the Performance of 
the Classroom Activities by Teachers of Grades One 
and Two for the School Tear 1951-1952
A comparison of the responses of the teachers in Grades One and 
Two in Table 11 shows that the differences between reported frequencies 
of performance of seven, or 5.9 per cent, of the one hundred eighteen 
classroom activities are significant at the 5 per cent level of confi­
dence, These differences are those relating to these activities:
(1) Prepare displays of work being done using sand tables, (2) Contact 
parents regarding absence from school, (3) Instruct pupils regarding 
classroom conduct in such matters as courtesies, (U) Instruct pip ils 
regarding classroom conduct in such matters as school traditions,
(5) Being responsible for recording test results, (6) Check eveiy pupil
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TABLE 11
COMPARISON OF THE MDST OFTEN OGCORRING FREQUENCY OF PERFORMANCE 
RESPONSES, SHOWING THE PER CENT OF TEACHERS REPORTING MODE AND 
THE CRITICAL LEVELS OF CONFIDENCE OF FIFTY-EIGHT TEACHERS 
IN QIADE ONE AND THIRTY-FIVE TEACHERS IN GRADE TWO 
FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1951-19^2
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I# Activities Involving Use of Physical 
Properties
A. Prepare displays of work being 
done using:
1# Blackboards ••  ............ SD 63 SD 692. Bulletin boards ............ W lo W 583. Flannel b o a r d s ............ z S3 z 73U. Sand tables • • • • • • • • • z 65 z 8U 55. Work tables • .............. D 3li D 28
B. Display work of all students . . W U9 W U8
C* Make proper adjustments regard­
ing beat, lights, seats, shades, 
and ventilation • • • • • • • • . SD 83 SD 56 1
H *  Activities Involved in Planning and 
Assigning
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once every 




Grade One Grade Two
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A. Select for instructional purposes
such aids as:
6. Collections of pictures . . . W 33 W Ul
7* Films...................... W U9 W Ul
8. Models and specimen........ w 37 w 28
9# Work books • • • • • • • • • D U8 SD 3810. Field trips • •  ............ 3 Uo z 52 1
B. Organize the instructional or
illustrative materials for deal­
ing with subject matter into:
11. Problems . ................ D 29 DZ 2U
12. Projects................ .. W 29 38
13. Topics . . .  .............. Z 31 Z 2U
Hi.. U n i t s ................ .. W 37 w U5
C. Make instructional plans by
selecting:
19. Time for planning........ D 55 D 63
16. Subject matter............ D U9 D U8
17. Objectives ................ D UU D U518. Methods of instruction . . . D U8 D U6
19. Class activities .......... D 52 D 52
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6v, Less often than once every 
























t te oo  Q.
D. Contact parents legarding:
20. Absence from school . . . W h3 D 52 5
21. Interpretation of instruc­ .
tional program to parents . 56 6a 38
22. Pupil difficulties and needs 6W 38 6w 38
E. Dividing the pupils into groups on
basis of readiness for:
23. Arithmetic . . . .  ........ D 23 z 2h
2li. R e ading .................. 6» 31 D 2k 1
2^. Spelling .................. z z 38
F. Arrange special activities for
prqpils who finish their work ahead
of schedule, by such means as:
26. Adjusted instructional
material . . . . . . . . . . D 65 D 59
27. Art materials (easel, paints.
and pE^er) . . . . . . . . . D 67 D 1:8
28. Individual play materials . D 6li D 6329. Group play materials . . . . D hh D 55
III. Activities That Facilitate Instruction
Frequency of performance scale: Two or more perfoimances
every day— SD, One performance eveiy day— D, Less often than once eveiy 
day— W, Less often than once eveiy week— Less often than once eveiy 
six weeks— S, Once a year— T, Do.not perfom— Z, and No answer— KA.____
n o
TABLE n — Continued
Activity
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A# Provide equal opportunity for
each pupil to make oral reports.
prepare written material, and
make other contributions in
class w o r k .................... D 50 D 52
B. Utilize study period time for
the purpose of:
30» Correcting errors of study • D 60 D 59
31* Evaluating and ^praising
pupil study efficiency • • • D 56 D 60
32* Showing ways of inproving
study habits.............. D 65 D 69
C* Provide a special period for the
pupils to show and tell:
33* New things they have seen • D 53 D 52
3U* What has happened to them • D 57 D 59
35»* Where they have been • • • • D Uo D 52
D* Provide ways for pupils to assume
leadership in carrying out:
36* Activities ................ D 50 D 67
^Frequency of perfomance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once every 
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37* Assignments (academic) * * . 
38. Objectives (class) . * . *














Instruct pupils regarding class* 
room conduct in such matters as:
1*0# Courtesies • • • • • • • •
Ul* Greeting visitors • • • • 
1*2* School customs . . . . . .
U3* School regulations . . . .
UU* School traditions • . . .
Activities Involved in Measurement 
and Appraisal
A* Being responsible for:
U5* Administering tests . . .
U6* Diagnosing pi^il difficul­
ties * . . . ..............
U7* Setting up remedial work . ,
U8* Evaluating of remedial work
U9* Follow-up of remedial work ,
50* Grading tests . . . . . . .
















































^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more perfoimances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
d̂ qr— W, Less often than once every week-6w. Less often than once every 


























B« Selection of measuring devices:
^2* Standardized tests • • • • • S 3h S 39
53* Teacher-made tests from file w 31 6W 35
C. Preparation of measuring devices:
5U* Objective tests ........  • w 25 28
Essay tests .............. z 65 z 66
$6# Promotional examinations
(Six weeks tests, final
examination) • ............ z 33 z 39
D. Use of measuring devices:
$?• Teacher-^aade objective tests 6W 31 6W 35
58* Teacher-made essay tests • * z 77 Z 6U
$9* Teacher-made readiness tests z 35 z U5
60» Teacher check list........ z 37 z U6
61» Standardized readiness tests T UU z 39
62. Standardized ability tests • Z U3 z 55
63. Standardized achievement
tests • • ............ .. • T 38 Y 35
6L» Personality tests . • • • • Z 69 Z 59
6$. Sociograms.......... .. Z 65 z 62
^Frequency of perfomance scale: Two or more performances
every day— S), One performance eveiy day— D, Less often than once eveiy 
day— W, Less often than once eveiy week— Less often than once eveiy 
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z la Z 22
D U7 D 20
S 32 S 22
Z h9 Z U9
6W 71 6tf 69
Z 30 Z 31
z 36 Z 23
z 36 Z 23
z là ÏZ 28
z U8 z U2
I 22 I 32
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Responsible for the making of 
the following:
66. Case study reports • . • • • 
67» Class records . . . . . .
68. Cumulative records . . . . .
69. Pocket records . . . . . . .
70. Report cards ..............
71. Statistical reports • . • .
72. Anecdotal records . ».  . ,
Responsible for maintaining for 





Evidence of aptitude or 
special ability, such as 
speaking, tap dancing, 
musical instruments . . 
General background data 
General interests and 
activities . . . . . . .
Health and physical data
Frequency of perfomance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— Less often than once every 























77# Home and family data . . . Y U2 z 35
78* Kind and nature of respon­
sibilities (assumed by the
pupil) • .................. Z U9 z U9
79* Liices and dislikes for
school subjects • • • • • • Z 57 z U2
80. Personality traits ........ Z U3 z 29
81. Scholastic achievement . . . 6W 30 6w 31
82. Scholastic aptitude . . . . Z 30 z Ul
83. School progress . . . . . . 37 6HT 398U. Social growth ............ Z 32 z 29
VI. Activities Other Than Instructional
A. Supervise the pupils' use of
yrrapsi
85# On entering the classroom . D 61 D 60
86. In preparation for leaving
the classroom . . . . . . D 58 D 59
B* Acquaint pupils with such fea­
tures of the building as;
87# Auditorium . . . .  ........ Y 35 Y Ul
‘•Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance eveiy day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once eveiy week— 6lf, Less often than once eveiy 
























88. Principal’s office # . . .
89. L i b r a r y ..................
90. Pupils' classrooms • • • • •
91. Restrooms ................
Provide rest periods totaling a 
minimum of 30 minutes for the 
piq)ils........................
Greet the pupils individually up­
on their arrival to the classroom
Work and cooperate with principal 
in handling classroom discipline
Promote the integration of the 
guidance services of the school 














VII. Activities Regarding Pupils' Health 
Conditions














^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One perfomance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6w, Less often than once eveiy 
six weeks— S, Once a year— T, Do not perfoiwH-Z, and No answer^-NA.____
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TABLE 11— Continued




















92. Cleanliness .............. D 77 D 79
93* Cuts and abrasions ........ D 63 D 62
9U# Condition of vision • • • • I la I 2U
95* Condition of hearing • • • ^ Y 28 I 31
96. Skin disorders . .......... D 50 D la
97# Condition of teeth # . . . I 29 S 28 5
98# Teaperature.............. Z 36 Z 31
99. Nose .............. . Z 35 Z U8
100# Throat...................
B# Refer pupils who are in need of 
medical attention:
Z 38 Z he
a) To Parents
101. By conferences • . • # Z 3U z U3
102. By letters . . . . . . Z 28 z 31
103. By phone calls . . . » NA 26 w 30
b) To Principal
lOU. By conferences . . . . W
6W
23 NAwz 21 5
105# By n o t e s ............
c) To School Doctor
Z 55 z 53
■̂ ■Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
eveiy day— SD, One performance eveiy day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once eveiy week— 6w, Less often than once eveiy 
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106. By conferences 
107• By letters 
108 « By phone calls
o # e #
# # # # # #  
• ♦ • ♦
d) To School Nurse
109# By conferences
110. By letters
111. By phone calls
# # * # e















Frequency of performance scale: Two or more perfomances
eveiy day— SD, One performance eveiy day— D, Less often than once eveiy 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once eveiy 
six weeks— S, Once a year— I, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— NA*
regarding condition of teeth, and (7) Refer pupils who are in need of 
medical attention to the principal by conferences*
The reported differences in frequency of performance of three, 
or 2*9 per cent, of the one hundred eighteen classroom activities are 
significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence* These three activi­
ties are: (1) Make proper adjustments regarding heat, lights, seats,
shades, and ventilation; (2) Select for instructional purposes such aids
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as field trips; and (3) Dividing the pupils into groups on basis of 
readiness for reading.
With only ten of these responses for the performance of class­
room activities showing disagreement, one hundred eight, or 91*5 per 
cent, of the one hundred eighteen classroom activities are conçarable. 
This means that the reported responses for these activities are alike, 
or so nearly alike, that statistically they are considered to be the 
same. The agreements and disagreements in the responses of teachers in 
Grades One and Three are shown in Table 12#
Summary of the Reported Differences in the Performance of 
the Classroom Activities by Teachers of Grades One 
and Three for the School Year 1951-1952
There are nine, or 7.6 per cent, of the activities listed in 
Table 12 that are significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence.
These disagreements are related to the following activities: (1) Prepare
displays of work being done using woric tables, (2) select field trips for 
instructional purposes, contact parents regarding pupils* absence,
(3) interpret the instructional program to parents, (L) arrange group 
play materials as special activities for pupils who finish their work 
ahead of schedule, (5) provide equal opportunity for each pupil to con­
tribute to the instructional period, (6) instruct pupils in greeting 
visitors, (7) prepare promotional examinations, (8) use teacherneade 
essay tests, and (9) maintain a record of pupils' likes and dislikes for 
school subjects#
The reported disagreements in frequencgr of performance of 
three, or 2..5 per cent, of the one hundred eighteen classroom activities
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TABLE 12
COMPARISON OF THE MOST OFTEN OCCURRING FREQUENCY OF PERFORMANCE 
RESPONSES, SœWING THE PER CENT OF TEACHERS REPORTING MODE AND 
THE CRITICAL LEVELS OF CONFIDENCE, OF FIFTY-EIGHT TEACHERS 
IN GRADE ONE AND THIRTY-EIGHT TEACHERS IN GRADE THREE 
FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 19$1-19^2
Activity
























I. Activities Involving Use of Physical
Properties
A. Prepare displays of work being
done using:
1* Blackboards ............ . SD 63 SD 69
2* Bulletin boards • .......... W Uo W 88 1
3* Flannel boards ............ Z $3 Z 66
U* Sand tables . . . . . . . . Z 6$ Z 69
$* Work tables . .......... . . D 3U Z 31 5
B. Display work of all students . . W h9 W 66
C. Make proper adjustments regard­
ing heat, li^ts, seats, shades.
and ventilation . . . . . . . . . SD 83 SD 85
II* Activities Involved in Planning and
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6tV, Less often than once every 
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Select for instructional pur­
poses such aids as:
6. Collections of pictures « • • 
7* Films  ..................
8. Models and specimen • • • • •
9, Work books ................
10* Field trips • • • • • • • • •
Organize the instructional or 
illustrative materials for dealing 
with subject matter into:
11* Problems * * • ............
12. Projects * . * ...........
13. Topics ....................
lU* Units ....................






































15. Time for planning









^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
eveiy day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6f, Less often than once eveiy 


































18. Methods of instruction • . .
19. Glass activities
D# Contact parents regarding:
20. Absence from school • . • •
21. Interpretation of instruc­
tional program to parents •
22. Pupil difficulties and needs
E. Dividing the pupils into groups 
on basis of readiness for:
23. Arithmetic . . . . . . . .
2U. Reading . . . . . . . . .
25. Spelling . . . . . . .
F# Arrange special activities for 
pupils who finish their work ahead 
of schedule, by such means as:
26. Adjusted instructional 
mate rial . . . . . . . . . .




































Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances 
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6w, Less often than once every 
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paints, and p ^ e r ) ........ D 67 D 50
28. Individual play materials . D 6U DZ 3h 1
29. Group play materials . . . . D U6 Z 3k 5
HI. Activities That Facilitate Instruction
A. Provide equal opportunity for
each pupil to make oral reports.
prepare written material, and
make other contributions in
class voric . .. .. . . . D SD
D
28 5
B. Utilize study period time for
the purpose of;
30. Correcting errors of study . D 60 D 50
31. Evaluating and appraising -
pupil study efficiency . . . D 56 D 66
32. Showing ways of improving
study habits . . . . . . . . D 65 D 53
C. Provide a special period for the
pupils to show and tell;
33. New things they have seen . D 53 D 51
•^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every dsy— By Less often than once eveiy 
day— W, Less often than once eveiy week— 6w, Less often than once every 


























3U, What has happened to them . D 57 D 51
35. Where they have been • • • . D UO D U5
D, Provide w ^ s  for pupils to assume
leadership in carrying out:
3 Activities D 50 D 62
37. Assignments (academic) • . • D 51 D 66
38. Objectives (class) ........ D U5 D 58
39. Objectives (individual) . . D U2 D 60
E. Instruct pupils regarding class­
room conduct in such matters as:
liO. Courtesies................ D 5U D 5U
Ul. Greeting visitors ........ W Uo 6W 38 5U2, School customs . . . . . . D U8 D 57
U3. School regulations ........ D UU D Uo
UU. School traditions . . . . . W 33 D 25
IV, Activities Involved in Measurement
and Appraisal
A. Being responsible for:
■‘■Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every dsy— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once every 
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U5* Administering tests • • • • 6H 32 6W 31
li6. Diagnosing pupil difficul­
ties ...................... D Ul D U7
U7* Setting up remedial work , • D 36 DW 35
U8, Evaluating of remedial work W 38 W 32
Follow-up of remedial work • w 33 D 35
50, Grading tests • • ........ 6W 28 6W 25
W
^1# Recording test results , • • 6W 32 6W 25
B, Selection of measuring devices:
$2. Standardized tests . . . , . S 3U S 35
^3* Teacher-made tests from file W 31 Z 28
C, Preparation of measuring devices;
SL» Objective tests • • • • • • w 2$ w 32
SS* Essay tests .............. z (6 z U6
^6. Promotional examinations
(Six weeks tests, final
examination) • .......... . 2 33 NA 56 5
D. Use of measuring devices:
57» Teachernnade objective tests 6W 31 35
^Frequency of performance scale; Two or more performances 
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once eveiy 
day— W, Less often than once eveiy week— 6W, Less often than once every 


























58. Teacher-made essay tests • • z 77 2 52 5
59. Teacher-made readiness tests 2 35 2 U6
60. Teacher check list ........ 2 37 2 3U
6l, Standardized readiness tests Y Uh 2 Ul 1
62. Standardized ability tests . Z U3 2 U7
63. Standardized achievement
tests .. ................ Y 36 2 29
6U. Personality tests . . . . . 2 69 2 56
65. Sociograms ................ Z 65 2 62
V. Activities Related to Records and
Reports
A. Responsible for the making of
the following:
66. Case study reports . . . . . 2 Ul 2 U6
67. Class records . .......... D U7 D 53
66. Cumulative records ........ S 35 S 31
69. Pocket records ............ 2 U9 2 U5
70. Report cards ............  . 71 6W 78
71. Statistical reports . . . 2 30 2 3U
72. Anecdotal records . . . . . 2 36 2 53
B. Responsible for maintaining for
each pupil a record of:
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance eveiy day— D, Less often than once every 
day— 4F, Less often than once eveiy week— â/. Less often than once every 
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73. Evidence of ^titude or
special ability, such as
speaking, tap dancing.
musical instruments . . . • z 55 Z 1*1*
7U. General background data . # z hh z 31
7$. General interests and
activities . . . . . . . . z 1:8 z 31
76. Health and physical data . # T 25 Y 37
77. Home and family data . . . # Y U2 Y 1*1*
78. Kind and nature of respon­
sibilities (assumed by the
pupil) .................. Z 1*9 Z 1*0
79. Likes and dislikes for
school subjects . . . . . Z 57 Z 31* 5
80. Personality traits . . . . Z 1*3 Z 31
81. Scholastic achievement . . # 6W 30 6W 29
82. Scholastic aptitude . . . Z 30 Z 38
83. School progress ........ • 6W 37 6W 26
8U. Social growth .......... z 32 Z 38
VI. Activities Other Than Instructional
A. Supervise the pupils’ use of
wraps:
8$. On entering the classroom • D 61 D 50
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6w, Less often than once every 


























86. In preparation for leaving
the classroom D 58 D 50
B. Acquaint pupils with such
features of the building as:
87. Auditorium............... Y 35 Y 37
88. Principalis office . # . . , Y 38 Y U2
89. Library . . . . . . . . . . Y 30 Y 19
90. Pupils* claissrooms . . . . . Y 35 Y 32
91* Re st rooms . . . . . . . . . SD 27 Y 31
DY
C. Provide rest periods totaling a
minimum of 30 minutes for the
pupils ........................ D 51; D 63
D. Greet the pupils individually up­
on their arrival to the classroom D 71 D 81
E. Work and cooperate with principal
in handling classroom discipline D 65 D 75
F. Promote the integration of the
guidance services of the school
^Frequency of perfomance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One perfomance eveiy day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often thaui once every 
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and the instructional 
program of the classroom • •
VII. Activities Regarding Pupils' Health 
Conditions










Cleanliness . . . . 
Cuts and abrasions • 
Condition of vision • 
Condition of hearing 
Skin disorders • • • 
Condition of teeth • 
Temperature . . . . , 
Nose . . . . . .













102. By letters • .
# e * e




































^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
eveiy day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once every 
sii weeks— S, Once a year^-Y, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— NA.
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TABLE 12— Continued




















103. By phone calls . . . . NA 28 z 25
b) To Principal




10$. By notes ............ 55 z U8
c) To School Doctor
106. By conferences . . . . z 69 z 60
107. By letters .......... z 83 z 69
108. By phone calls . . . . z 79 z 69
c) To School Nurse
109. By conferences . . . . z hh z U3
110. By letters .......... z 71 z 60
111. By phone calls • . • • z 65 2 60
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more perfomances
eveiy day— SD, One performance eveiy day— D, Less often than once every
day— W, Less often than once every week— , Less often than once every
sir weeks— S, Once a year— Y, Do not perfom— »2, and No answer— NA#
are significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence. These three 
activities are: (1) prepare displays of woric being done using bulletin
130
boards, (2) arrange iiKÜvidual play materials for the pupils who finish 
their wo%* ahead of schedule, and (3) use standardised readiness tests# 
With only twelve of the classroom activities shoving disagree­
ment in practice as disclosed in the above responses, one hundred six, 
or 89*8 per cent, of the one hundred eighteen classroom activities are 
comparable# The classroom activities that are conçarable in practice 
for the teachers of Grades Two and Three are listed in Table 13 on the 
following pages of this chapter#
Summaxy of the Reported Differences in the Performance of 
the Classroom Activities by Teachers of Grades Two 
and Three for the School Year 1951-19^2
An analysis of the reported frequencies of performance re­
sponses listed in Table 13 shows that eight, or 6#8 per cent, of these 
responses, when conçared statistically, are significant at the 5 per 
cent level of confidence# These disagreements are those related to the 
following: (1) make proper adjustment regarding heat, lights, seats,
shades, and ventilation, (2) contact parents regarding pupils^ absence 
from school, (3) arrange individual play materials for pupils who finish 
their work ahead of schedule, (U) provide opportunity for each pupil to 
make contributions in class, ($) instruct pupils in courtesies and in 
greeting visitors, (6) prepare promotional examinations, and (7) refer 
pupils in need of medical attention to parent by phone call#
The reported disagreements in frequency of performance of 
three, or 2#$ per cent, of the one hundred ei^teen classroom activities 
are significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence# These three activ­
ities are: prepare displays of work being done using bulletin boards.
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TABLE 13
COMPARISON OF THE MOST OFTEN OCCURRING FREQUENCY OF PERFORMANCE 
RESPONSES, SHOWING THE PER CENT OF TEACHERS REPORTING MODE AND 
THE CRITICAL LEVELS OF CONFIDENCE, OF THIRTY-FIVE TEACHERS 
IN CmADE TWO AND THIRTY-EIGHT TEACHERS IN GRADE THREE 
FOR THE SCmOL YEAR 1951-1952























I# Activities Involving Use of 
Physical Properties
A. Prepare displays of work 
being done using;
1# Blackboards.......... SD 69 SD 69
I
ii
2# Bulletin boards.......... W 58 W 88 1
3. Flannel boards • ........ Z 73 Z 66
U# Sand tables . . . . . . Z 8U Z 69
5. Work tables . . . . . . . D 28 Z 31
B. Display work of all students . W U8 w 66
C# Make proper adjustments re­
garding heat, lights, seats, 
shades, and ventilation . # . SD 56 SD 85 5
II. Activities Involved in Planning 
and Assigning
Frequency of performance scale: Two or mor<* perfomances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6w, Less often than once every 
six weeks— _S, Once a year— Y, Do not perform— Z, and No answer— NA#—  m  , —  - A  .... —  - -- ... __— _ _ . _ .. —  - . -  . . — _ —  __. , _     .
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TABLE 13— Contlmed























A. Select for instructional 
purposes such aids as:
6, Collections of pictures • • w Ul W 38
7# Films .......... .. • • . • w U5 w Ul
8. Models and specimen • • • • w 2U w 28
9* Work books ..............
6W
SD 38 D 3U
10. Field trips.............. 2 52 T 28
B. Organize the instructional or 
illustrative materials for 
dealing with subject matter 
into:
11# Problems • ............ . DZ 2U D 38
12. Projects . . . . . . . 6W 36 W 28
13. Topics • • . ............ Z 2U D 28
lU. Units .................. w U5 6W 56
G. Make instructional plans by 
selecting:
1^. Time for planning • . • • D 63 D 53
16. Subject matter .......... D U8 D 5U
Frequency of perfoimance scale: Two or more perfomances
eveiy day— SD, One perfoimance every day— D, Less often than once eveiy 
day— W, Less often than once eveiy week— 6W, Less often than once eveiy 






















17* Objectives . * . . . * D U5 D hh
18* Methods of instruction « * D U6 D 53
19* Class activities ........ D $2 D hh
D* Contact parents regarding:
20. Absence from school • • * D 52 W 3h 5
21* Interpretation of instruc­
tional program to parents 38 3U
22* Pupil difficulties and
needs * ................ 6W 38 3U
E* Dividing the pupils into groups
on basis of readiness for:
23* Arithmetic • ............ Z 2h 28
2U* R e a d i n g .............. * SD 2h D 31 1
2$* Spelling................ Z 38 Z a
F* Arrange special activities for
piq)ils who finish their work
ahead of schedule* by such
means as:
26* Adjusted instructional
mate rial * * * * . . . . * D 59 D 56
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD* One perfoimance every dsgr— D* Less often than once eveiy 
day— W, Less often than once every week— €w. Less often than once every 

























27# Art materials (easel.
paints, and paper) • • • • D us D 50
28. Individual play materials D 63 DZ 3U 5
29# Group play materials . # D Z 3U 1
HI# Activities That Facilitate
Instruction
A# Provide equal opportunity for
each pupil to make oral re­
ports, prepare written
material, and mal» other
contributions in class work # » D 52 D 28 5
SD
B# Utilize study period time for
the purpose of:
30# Correcting errors of study D 59 D 5Ô
31# Evaluating and appraising
pupil study efficiency # # D 69 D 66
32# Showing ways of improving
study habits # # # # « # # D 69 D 53
C# Provide a specinl period for
the pupils to show and tell:
1
^Frequency of perfomance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance eveiy day— D, Less often than once eveiy 
day— W, Less often than once eveiy week— 6W, Less often than once every 
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33# New things t h ^  have seen 
3U* What has happened to them 
35# Where they have been
D# Provide ways for pupils to as­
sume leadership in carrying out;
36* Activities # • • • • • • #
37# Assignments (academic) • # 
38. Objectives (class) • • • # 
39# Objectives (individual) •
E. Instruct pupils regarding class­
room conduct in such matters as:
Uo. Courtesies • • . • 
Ul# Greeting visitors 
U2. School customs • • 
U3# School regulations 
UU# School traditions
17# Activities Involved in Measurement 
and Appraisal


















































^Yequency of perfomance scale: Two or more perfomances
eveiy day— SD, One perfomance every day— D, Less often than once eveiy 
day— W, Less often than once eveiy week— 6W, Less often than once every 


























Administering tests # . . 32 31 -
16. Diagnosing pupil
difficulties • * • • • • • D 3U D 37
U7o Setting up remedial work # D 37 DW 35
18# Evaluating of remedial
wo i k ................... D U3 W 32
U9. Follow-up of remedial work D U3 D 35
SO# Grading tests • • # . • • W 31 6W 25
W
Si. Recording test results # W 29 6W 25
B# Selection of measuring devices:
S2. Standardized tests # # . , S 39 S 35
S3. Teachernaade tests from
file.................... 6tf 35 z 28
C# Preparation of measuring
devices:
SU. Objective tests . . . . 28 w 32
SS. Essay tests • • • • • • • Z 66 z U6
S6. Promotional examinations
(six weeks tests, final
examinations) • • • • • • z 39 NA 39 5
Frequency of perfoimance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One perfoimance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6tf, Less often than once every 
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D. Use of measuring devices:
SI. Teacher-made objective
tests . . . . . . . . 6v 35 6W 35
58. Teacher-made essay tests • z 6U Z 52
S9. Teacher-^aade readiness
tests . . • • •  ........ z U5 Z U6
60. Teacher check list . . . . z U6 Z 3U
61. Standardized readiness
tests .................. z 39 Z U l
62. Standardized ability tests z 55 Z U7
63. Standardised achievement
tests . . . . . . . . . . T 35 z 29
6U. Personality tests . . . . z 59 z 56
65. Sociograms .............. z 62 z 62
V# Activities Related to Records and
Reports
A. Responsible for the making of
the following;
66. Case study reports . . . . z 52 z UB
67. Class records........ .. D 50 D 53
68. Cumulative records . . . . S 25 S 31
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
eveiy day— SD, One perfoimance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once eveiy week— 6W, Less often than once eveiy 





















69. Pocket records . . . . . . Z U9 Z U570. Report cards . . . . . . . 69 6W 7871. Statistical reports . . . Z 31 Z 3U72. Anecdotal records . . . . Z 53 z 53
B. Responsible for maintaining for
each piçil a record of:
73. Evidence of ^titude or
special ability^ such as
speaking, tap dancing.
musical instruments . . . Z 59 z hh
7U. General background data . YZ 28 z 3175. General interests and
activities . . . . . . . . Z U5 z 3176. Health and physical data . T 35 T 3777. Home and family data . . . Z 35 T Wi78. Kind and nature of respon­
sibilities (assumed by the
pupil).................. Z h9 Z UO79. Likes and dislikes for
school subjects . . . . . Z U2 Z 3U80. Personality traits . . . . Z 29 Z 3181. Scholastic achievement . . 31 Af 2982. Scholastic .^titude . . . Z hi Z 38
Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— Less often than once every 


























83, School progress 
81*, Social growth < Z
39
29
71, Activities Other Than Instructional
A, Supervise the pupils' use of 
wraps:
8$, On entering the classroom 






B, Acquaint pupils with such 
features of the building as:
87, Auditorium • • . .
88, Principal's office
89, L i b r a r y ........
90, Pupils' classrooms






C, Provide rest periods totaling a 
minimum of 30 minutes for the 
























^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6w, Less often than once every 
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D# Greet the pupils individually
upon their arrival to the
classroom . . . . . # D 66 D 81
£• Work suod cooperate with prin­
cipal in handling clsissroom
discipline........ . D 73 D 75
F# Promote the integration of the
guidance services of the school
and the instructional program
of the classroom • . • • • • • D 59 D 66
VU# Activities Regarding Pupils* Health
Conditions
A. Check every pupil regarding:
92. Cleanliness • • • • • • • D 79 D 75
93# Cuts and abrasions • • • • D 62 D 75
9Û# Condition of vision • • • I 2U I 3U
95# Condition of hearing • • • T 31 I 3U
96# Skin disorders • • • • • • D la D U7
97# Condition of teeth # • • • S 28 Z 25
98# Temperature . . . . . . . z 31 Z 35
^Frequency of performance scale: Two or more performances
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week-*6W, Less often than once every 























99# Nose • • • • • • • • • • z U8 Z 38
100# Throat # .............. Z U8 Z 37
Refer pupils who are in need of
medical attention:
a) To Parents
101# conferences • # « Z U3 z 28
102# By letters • • • • # Z 31 z U7
103# By phone calls • • # w 30 z 25 5
b) To Principal
lOU# By conferences » • • vz 21 z 22
NA
lOS# By notes • ........ z 53 z U8
c) To School Doctor
106# By conferences # # z 70 z 60
107# By letters # • • • # z 76 z 69108. By phone calls • • • z 73 z 69
d) To School Nurse
Frequency of performance scale : Two or more performances 
every day— SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once every 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6w, Less often than once every 



























109» By conferences 
110» By letters » . 












Frequency of performance scale: Two or more perfoimances
evBiy day-«.SD, One performance every day— D, Less often than once eveiy 
day— W, Less often than once every week— 6W, Less often than once every 
six weeks— S, Once a year— Y, Do not perfoim— Z, and No answer— NA»
(2) dividing pupils into groups for reading, and (3) arrange group play 
materials for pupils who finish their work ahead of schedule.
With only eleven of the classroom activities showing disagree­
ment as shown in the above responses, one hundred seven, or 90»6 per 
cent, of the one hundred eighteen classroom activities are comparable *
The Teachers* Ratings of the Classroom Activities as a 
Coniribu€Ton to P^ilTAcCTevemeni by the okialtoma *" 
Teachers in Grades One, Two, and Three for the 
----------- SBE55T fëar ^ - 1 ^ 2 ------------
The fourth group of tables is comprised of Tables lU, 1$, 16,
and 17 and shows the ratings reported for each classroom activity. This
1U3
series of tables also shows the per cent of teachers in each grade rating 
each activity according to the rating scale on page 31 of this chuter# 
For example, in Table ll;. Division I, Section A, Activity number 3> pre­
pare displays using flannel boards# 21 per cent of the teachers in Grade 
One rate this activity as of no value# 2 per cent as of little value# 10 
per cent as of some value# 13 per cent as of considerable value, 12 per 
cent as of greatest value# and 33 per cent did not answer this part of 
the questionnaire* The teachers* rating of the other one hundred seven­
teen classroom activities performed are listed in Table li& of this 
chapter*
Summary of the Teachers* Ratings of the Classroom Activities 
as a Contribution to Pupil Achievement by Teachers 
in Grade One for the School Tear 19^-1952
The teachers* ratings of the one hundred eighteen classroom
activities as a contribution to pupil achievement by the responding
teachers in Grade One vary greatly. Even though there are variations
in the reported ratings, there are some salient facts shown in Table lU«
In the area of physical properties# fifty# or 86 per cent# of the teachers
in Grade One consider the making of proper adjustments regarding heat#
lights# seats# shades# and ventilation of greatest ijnportance* From
this# we may assume that the teachers in Grade One agree that the physical
conditions of the classroom contribute to the learning situation. The
teachers in Grade One also place great importance on the dividing of
pupils into groups on the basis of readiness for reading as is evidenced
by forty-five# or 77 per cent# of them following this practice* This
may be due to the enpbasis that educators are placing ipon the reading
program# today# or that teachers in Grade One prefer teaching pupils in
lUi 
TABLE Ui
TEACHERS* RATINGS AND THE PER CENT OF TEACHERS REPORTING RATINGS OF 
THE CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES IN GONTRIBÜTING TO PUPIL ACHIEVEMENTS 
AS REPORTED BY FIFTY-EIGHT TEACHERS IN GRADE ONE 
FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1951-1952
Activity 0* 1 2 3 U NA
I* Activities Involving Use of 
Physical Properties
A* Prepare displays of work being 
done using:
1, Blackboards . . . . . 0 0 10 27 63 0
2* Bulletin boards . ........ U 0 13 65 18 0
3* Flannel boards .......... 21 2 10 13 12 33
U. Sand tables .............. 29 h 17 10 6 3li
5. Work tables • ............ 6 2 17 16 31 8
B. Display work of all students . 0 2 6 36 56 0
C. Make proper adjustments re­
garding heat, lights, seats, 
shades, and ventilation . . . . 2 0 0 8 86 U
II. Activities Involved in Planning 
and Assigning
A. Select for instructional pur­
poses such aids as:
6. Collections of pictures • • 2 h 10 hh 36 li
7. Films.................... 2 0 19 U6 31 2
8. Models and Specimen . . . . U 0 33 3U 17 12
9. Work b o o k s .............. 0 0 6 36 56 2
10. Field trips .............. 8 u 37 25 17 9
B. Organize the instructional or 
illustrative materials for 
dealing with subject matter 
into:
Little.
•Rating Scale: Greatest— h. Considerable— 3, Some— 2  ̂Veiy
•1, None— 0. No answer— NA*
M
TABLE iL— Continued





























C. Make instructional plans by 
selecting:
15. Time for planning . . . .
16. Subject matter.........
17. Objectives ..............
18. Methods of instruction . .































D. Contact parents regarding:
20. Absence from school . . .
21. Interpretation of instruc­
tional program to parents




















E. Dividing the pupils into groups 






















F. Arrange special activities for 
piQîils who finish their work 
ahead of schedule^ by such 
means as:
26. Adjusted instructional 
mate rial
27. Art materials (easel, 
paints, and paper) • . • •



















^Hating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3» Some— 2, Very
Little— 1, None— 0, No Answer— NA.
l!t6
TABLE iL— Continued
Activity lo* 1 2 3 h NA
29» Group p l ^  materials . . .
m .  Activities That Facilitate 
Instruction
A. Provide equal opportunity for 
each pupil to make oral re­
ports, prepare written 
material, and make other
6 0 29 29 25 11
B.
contributions in class work • •
Utilize study period time for 
the purpose of:
30. Correcting errors of
0 0 6 21 5U 19
s t u d y ..................
31# Evaluating and appraising
0 0 13 19 56 12
pupil study efficiency • # 
32. Showing ways of ü p roving
I 2 8 27 U9 10
C.
study habits . . . . . .
Provide a special period for 
the pupils to show and tell:
2 0 17 21 50 10
33* New things they have seen 0 2 13 35 U6 h
3U. What has happened to them 0 2 10 U2 U2 h
D.
35# Where they have been . . .
Provide ways for pupils to 
assume leadership in carrying 
out:
0 2 13 38 1:0 6
3^. Activities . . . . . . . . u 0 8 29 51 8
37. Assignments (academic) . . 10 0 8 36 27 19
38. Objectives (class) . . . . 3 0 21 35 21 21
E.
39. Objectives (individual) .
Instruct pupils regarding class­
room conduct in such matters as:
6 2 15 27 27 23
bating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3, Some— 2, Veiy
Little— 1, None— 0, No answer— NA.
1U7
TABLE iL— Contizmied
Activity 0» 1 2 3 k NA
UO. Courtesies............ .. 0 0 11 33 3U 2
111. Greeting visitors • • • • 2 0 1^ Ul 37 3
U2* School customs • • • • • • 2 0 21 39 29 9
U3* School regulations • • • • 0 2 10 31 33 2
Im* School traditions • • • •
IV* Activities Involved in Measurement 
and Appraisal
A# Being responsible for:
10 6 19 32 12 19
U5* Administering tests • • • 
U6* Diagnosing pupil diffi­
2 2 13 37 33 9
culties ................ 0 2 U 23 62 7
U7* Setting up remedial woric • 
U8* Evaluating of imedial
U 2 8 29 U2 13
work • .................. 6 2 6 31 36 19
U9* Follow-up of remedial work 6 2 12 21 Uo 19
So. Grading tests ........  • 2 2 12 27 U2 13
B.
Si. Recording test results • . 
Selection of measuring devices:
2 6 8 21 U8 13
S2. Standardized tests . . . .  
S3* Teacher-made tests from
6 U 12 23 28 27
0.
file....................
Preparation of measuring 
devices:
10 2 13 19 23 29
SU. Objective tests ........ 10 2 12 23 26 23
SS« Essay tests . . . . . .
S6. Promotional examinations 
(Six weeks tests, final
31 2 6 8 2 31
D.
examinations) . . . . . .
Use of measuring devices:
S7. Teacher-made objective
8 6 6 13 10 33
tests ..  .............. 8 2 19 13 17 39
^Rating Scale: Greatest-^, Considerable— 3, Soae— 2, Veiy





0* 1 2 3 it NA
58. Teacher-made essay tests . 29 2 it it 0 61
59. Teacher-made readiness 
tests . . .............. 12 2 6 27 19 3!t
60. Teacher check list • • • • 8 it 6 23 17 it2
61. Standardized readiness 
tests .................. 6 it 8 19 38 25
62. Standardized ability tests 10 6 6 13 23 it2
63. Standardized achievement 
t e s t s .............. 6 6 8 29 30 21
6L. Personality tests . . . . 21 0 8 10 it 57
65. Sociograms . . . . . . . . 25 0 10 10 0 55
V. Activities Related to Records and 
Reports
A. Responsible for the making of 
the following:
66. Case study reports • • • . 10 8 8 12 15 lt7
67. Class records .......... 0 6 10 31 U2 11
68. Cumulative records . . . . 8 it 13 21 39 15
69. Pocket records . . . . . . 17 it 10 2 10 57
70. Report cards . . . . . . . 2 it 27 23 3it 10
71. Statistical reports . . . 19 U 8 17 17 35
72. Anecdotal records . . . . 17 2 12 it 10 55
B. Responsible for maintaining for 
each pupil a record of:
73* Evidence of aptitude or 
special ability, such as 
speaking, tap dancing, 
musicaü. instruments . . . 10 it 15 8 6 57
7U. General background data . 8 6 10 25 13 38
75. General interests and 
activities . . . . . . . . 8 6 6 21 17 it2
76. Health and physical data . it 2 12 36 27 19
77. Home and family data . . . it 8 12 25 23 28
78. Kind and nature of respon­
sibilities (assumed by 
the pupil) . . . . . . . . 6 it 12 39 12 it?
bating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3* Some— 2̂  Very-
Little— 1, None— 0, No answer— NA#
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table IL— Continmed
Activity 0* 1 2 3 U NA
79# Likes and dislikes for
school subjects • • • • • 12 U 10 17 8 U9
80. Personality traits . . . . 13 2 12 23 17 33
81. Scholastic achievement . . U 2 6 36 33 19
82. Scholastic altitude . . . 10 2 6 29 19 38
83. School progress ........ 6 2 8 31 3U 19
8U. Social growth .......... 8 2 8 2$ 2U 33
71. Activities Other Then Instructional
A# Supervise the pupils* use of 
wraps:
85* On entering the classroom 0 h 6 UO SO 0
86. In preparation for leaving 
classroom . . . . . . . . 0 h 2 UO Sh 0
B. Acquaint pupils with such 
features of the building as:
87# Auditorium . . . . . . . . 6 h 19 30 29 12
88. Principal*s office . . . . 8 6 6 U2 23 IS
89 # Library . . . . . . . . . 6 6 6 32 29 21
90# Pupils* classrooms . . . . 2 U 10 36 3S 13
91# Restrooms . . . . . . . . 0 2 8 23 62 5
C. Provide rest periods totaling a 
minimum of 30 minutes for the 
pupils .................. . 2 0 10 19 SB 11
D. Greet the pupils individually 
upon their arrival to the 
class ....................... .. U 0 U 27 62 3
E. Wbik and cooperate with princi­
pal in handling classroom 
discipline . . . . . . . . . . 0 2 2 21 67 8
F. Promote the integration of the
^Rating Scale: Greatest— 14, Considerable*
Little— 1. None— 4), No answer— NA*
•3» Some— 2, Very
1$0
TABLE IL— Continued
Activity 0* 1 2 3 li NA
guidance services of the school 
and the instructional program
of the classroom ............
VII. Activities Regarding Pupils* Health 
Conditions
A. Check every pupil regarding:
6 0 0 17 51i 23
92. Cleanliness • • • • • • • 2 2 10 19 63 li
93. Cuts and abrasions • • • • 0 2 10 23 51i 11
9U. Condition of vision • • • 2 6 6 19 56 11
95o Condition of hearing # # # li 6 li 15 li8 2396. Skin disorders • • • U li 10 17 lili 21
97. Condition of teeth • » # # li 2 12 15 liO 27
98. Tenperature • • • • # # * 10 0 12 13 3ii 31
99. Nose .............. 10 2 8 12 33 35
100. Throat ..................
B. Refer pupils who are in need of 
medical attention:
8 2 10 8 31 hi
a) To Parents
101. By conferences • • • 6 0 8 25 29 32
102. By letters . . • • • 8 2 6 21 21 li2
103. Qy phone calls • # • k 2 10 15 38 31
b) To Principal
lOU. Bty conferences • # • li 0 12 15 50 19
105 .̂ By notes . . .  
c) To School Doctor
# # * 17 0 li 10 6 63
106. By conferences • • ♦ 13 0 6 6 13 62
107. By letters • • 0 m m 17 0 6 li li 69
108. By phone calls 
d) To School Nurse
• mm 17 2 li 6 li 67
^Rating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3, Some— 2, Very
Little— 1, None— Og No answer— NA#
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TABLE il*— Contlimed
Activity 0* 1 2 3 1* 5
109# By conferences . # # 10 0 1* 19 27 1*0
110# Çy letters . # # 15 0 6 12 6 61
111# By phone calls # # 12 2 1* 13 6 63
*Rating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3» Some— 2, 
Little— 1, None— 0, No answer— NA#
Very
small groups^ or to a combination of these#
Of the activities that the greatest number of responding 
teachers in Grade One report that have no importance in contributing to 
pupil achievement, three are worthy of mention# In the area of select­
ing essay tests as measuring devices, eighteen, or 31 per cent, of the 
teachers in Grade One report that this activity as a contribution to 
pupil achievement has no value# In preparing displays on sand tables, 
only sixteen, or 29 per cent, of the teachers in Grade One rate this 
activity as of no value# The same number and per cent of teachers in 
Grade One reported a no-value for the using of essay tests#
Fifty-four, or 1*5*9 per cent, of the one hundred eighteen 
listed activities were rated by the greatest number of teachers in Grade 
One as being of greatest importance; twenty-one, or 17*9 per cent, of 
considerable importance; and thirty-nine, or 33*9 per cent, did not 
respond# This per cent of the teachers not rating the classroom activi­
ties may be due to the fact that the primary teachers were asked to rate 
only those they performed# There are two activities which received an
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equal number of ratings— two, or 1*7 per cent, of the classroom activities 
were rated to be of considerable and of greatest ii^ortancej one activity 
received one response, or 0*85 per cent, as being of some and of consid­
erable iaçortance; and ons activity has the same number of responses—  
one, or 0*65 per cent— as being of considerable importance and of having 
no reported answers* Table 15 which follows shows the ratings of the 
classroom activities as contribution to pupil achievement by the teachers 
in Grade Two*
Summary of the Teachers' Ratings of the Classroom Activities 
as a Contribution to Pupil Achievement by Teachers 
in Grade Two for the School Year 1951-1952
The compilation of the reported ratings of the classroom acti­
vities as a contribution to pupil achievement of the teachers in Grade 
Two are shown in Table 15 and differ greatly* Even though there are 
differences in the reported ratings, there are some notable facts shown 
in Table 15* In the area of physical properties, twenty-eight, or 80 
per cent, of the teachers in Grade Two consider the making of adjustments 
regarding heat, lights, seats, shades, and ventilation of greatest im­
portance; twenty-two, or 62 per cent, consider the preparing of displays 
of wozk being done using blackboards of greatest inportance; and nineteen, 
or 55 per cent, consider the preparing of displays of work being done by 
the use of bulletin boards to be of considerable value* The selection 
of films for instructional purposes is considered to be of considerable 
inportance by twenty-one, or 59 per cent, of the teachers in Grade Two*
In activities involved in planning, twenty-one, or 59 per cent, of the 
teachers in Grade Two report the dividing of their pupils into groups on
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TABLE 15
TEACHERS* RATINGS AND THE PER CENT OF TEACHERS REPORTING RATINGS OF 
THE CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES IN CONTRIBUTING TO PUPIL ACHIEVEMENTS 
AS REPORTED BY THIRTY-FIVE TEACHERS IN GRADE TWO 
FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1951-1952
Activity 0* 1 2 3 k NA
I. Activities Involving Use of 
Physical Properties
A. Prepare displays of woric being 
done using:
1. Blackboards .............. 0 0 7 31 62 0
2. Bulletin boards • ........ 0 0 28 55 17 0
3. Flannel b o a r d s .......... 31 3 10 7 U2 7
U. Sand tables • ............ 31 7 3 7 3 U95* Work tables . . . . . . 7 0 2k 31 2li lU
B. Display work of all students . 3 0 17 U2 38 0
C. Make proper adjustments re- 
barding heat, lights, seats, 
shades, and ventilation . . . . 0 3 3 11 80 3
II. Activities Involved in Planning 
and Assigning
A. Select for instructional pur­
poses such aids as:
6. Collections of pictures . . 0 0 2U 55 21 0
7. Films . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 10 59 18 78. Models and specimen . . . . 3 0 35 28 10 2U
9. Work b o o k s .............. 3 0 8 U8 Ul 0
10. Field trips .............. 21 0 37 7 7 28
B. Organize the instructional or 
illustrative materials for 
dealing with subject matter 
into:
^Rating Scale: Greatest— Considerable— 3, Some— 2, Very
Little— 1, None— 0, No answer— NA.
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table 1^— Continued
Activity 0* 1 2 3 li NA
11. Problems . . . . . . 17 0 111 31 28 10
12. Projects . .............. 7 3 111 ill 21 111
13# Topics .................. 10 0 8 3U 2li 2li
IL. Units .................. 3 0 21 32 3li 10
c. Make instructional plans by 
selecting:
1$, Time for planning . . . 0 0 7 li2 U8 3
16. Subject matter.......... 0 0 7 2li 52 7
IT# Objectives . . . . . . . . 3 0 7 21 U8 21
18# Methods of instruction . # 0 0 111 10 52 2li
19# Class activities ........ 10 0 111 17 52 17
D. Contact parents regarding:
20. Absence from school . . # 0 3 22 27 3ii 111
21. Interpretation of instruc­
tional program to parents 3 3 111 28 38 111
22# Pupil difficulties and 
n e e d s ......... 0 h 111 111 111 0
E. Dividing the pupils into groups 
on basis of readiness for:
23# Arithmetic . . . . . . . 17 0 0 35 31 17
2U# Reading ................ 27 0 3 21 28 21
25* Spelling • .............. 0 0 111 17 59 10
F. Arrange special activities for 
pupils who finish their work 
ahead of schedule^ by such 
means as:
26# Adjusted instructional
material . . . . . . . . . 0 0 111 17 59 10
27# Art materials (easel,
paints, and paper) . • • • 10 0 10 111 2U 111
28# Individual play materials 7 0 111 Wi 21 111
29* Group play materials # . # 3 0 21 38 21 17
*Rating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3  ̂Some— 2, Veiy
Little— 1, None— 0, No answer— M »
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TABLE 1$--Continued
Activity 0* 1 2 3 U NA
III* Activities That Facilitate 
Instruction
A* Provide equal opportunity for 
each pupil to make oral re­
ports, prepare written 
material, and make other 
contributions in class work * * 0 0 7 28 U8 17
B* Utilise study period time for 
the purpose of:
30# Correcting errors of
study * ................ 0 0 7 38 55 031. Evaluating and appraising 
pupil study efficiency * * 0 0 10 38 U5 732# Showing ways of improving 
study habits............ 0 3 3 Ul UU 7
C. Provide a special period for 
the pupils to show and tell:
33# New things they have seen 0 0 10 53 3U 33U# What has happened to them 0 3 10 56 31 0
35* Where they have been • • # 0 3 21 U2 31 3
D* Provide ways for pupils to 
assume leadership in carrying 
out:
36# Activities # * * * * # # * 0 0 7 56 3U 3
37* Assignments (academic) • # 3 0 17 39 28 1338. Objectives (class) * * • * 3 0 21 35 21 20
39* Objectives (indi^dual) # 3 3 10 36 2U 2U
E. Instruct pipils regarding class­
room conduct in such matters as:
Uo# Courtesies # * . . . . . 3 0 0 Ul 56 0
Ul* Greeting visitors # #  # . 7 0 lU U5 3U 0
^Bating Scale: Greatest— Considerable— 3> Some— 2, Veiy
Little— 1, None— 0, No answer— NA*
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TABLE Contiimed
Activity 0* 1 2 3 U NA
U2* School customs ........  * 3 3 Hi 39 31 10
Û3* School regulations • • • • 3 0 17 39 38 3
Wi* School traditions • • • • 10 3 21 32 2li 10
IV* Activities Involved in Measurement 
and Appraisal
A* Being responsible for:
U5* Administering tests • • • 3 3 10 39 28 17
li6. Diagnosing pupil diffi­
culties ........... . • 0 U 7 21 37 21
Ii7» Setting up remedial work . 0 0 3 21 U8 28U8* Evaluating of remedial
w o r k .................... 0 0 3 28 U8 28
lip* Follow-up of remedial work 0 0 7 17 li8 2850* Grading t e s t s ......... 0 3 Hi 31 38 Hi
5l* Recording test results • * 0 3 21 21 28 27
B* Selection of measuring devices: 
52* Standardized tests • * * * 7 0 2li 17 2li 28
53. Teacher-made tests from 
file.................... 0 0 Hi 21 31 3li
C. Preparation of measuring de­
vices:
5U* Objective tests ........ 3 3 Hi 31 Hi 3555. Essay tests ............ 28 7 3 0 0 6256* Promotional examinations 
(Six weeks tests^ final 
examination) * * • • • • • Hi 3 7 17 3 56
D. Use of measuring devices:
57. Teacher-made objective
tests . * • • • • • • • • 3 3 17 33 17 2758. Teacher-made essay tests * 21 3 3 10 3 60
^Rating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3, Some— 2, Very
Little— 1, None— 0, No answer— NA*
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TABLE 15— Continued
Activity 0* 1 2 3 li NA
59# Teacher-made readiness
tests • ................ lU 0 Hi 21 10 lil
60. Teacher check list • • • • 3 0 3 17 17 60
6l. Standardized readiness
tests • • • • • • • • • • 10 0 Hi zh 21 31
62. Standardized ability tests lU 0 7 17 10 52
63. Standardized achievement 
tests • • • • •  ........ 3 0 2li 28 Hi 31
6ii. Personality tests . . . . 2ii 0 3 10 3 60
651. Sociograms.............. 2h 0 0 7 3 66
V. Activities Related to Records and 
Reports
A. Responsible for the making of 
the following:
66. Case study reports . . . . Hi 3 3 7 7 66
67. Class records . . . . . . 6 0 Hi 38 3li Hi
68. Cumulative records . . . . 3 0 Hi 28 3li 21
69. Pocket records . . . . . . Hi 0 Hi 3 Hi 55
70. Report cards . .......... 0 3 27 38 28 10
71* Statistical reports . . . Hi 3 17 21 Hi 31
72, Anecdotal records . . . , 21 0 0 3 0 66
B. Responsible for maintaining for 
each pupil a record of:
73. Evidence of «qptitude or 
special ability, such as 
speaking, tap dancing, 
musical instruments . . . Hi 0 10 10 0 66
7li# General background data « 0 3 7 28 17 li5
75. General interests and
activities . . . . . . . . 10 0 3 17 17 53
76. Health and physical data . 3 3 7 31 35 21
77* Home and family data . . . 7 3 0 28 21 lil
78. Kind and nature of respon­
sibilities (assumed by 
the pupil) • ............ Hi 0 7 17 17 U5
^Rating Scale: Greatest— Gonsiderable»-3> Some— 2, Very
Little— 1, None— 0, No answer— NA#
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TABLE 1$— Continued
Activity 0* 1 2 3 k NA
79, Likes and dislikes for
school subjects , , • , « 10 0 7 28 10 li5
So# Personality traits • • • , Hi 0 3 1x2 10 31
81, Scholastic achievement • , 0 7 7 U5 17 21
82# Scholastic aptitude # . # 10 0 7 21 17 U5
83# School progress , . . . # 0 7 3 52 2U Hi
8U# Social growth . # . . , , lU 0 3 U5 Hi 2li
VI# Activities Other Than Instructional
A# Siqpervise the pupils’ use of 
wraps:
85# On entering the classroom 0 0 10 U5 U5 0
86, In preparation for leaving 
the classroom • • • , . , 0 0 10 U9 lil 0
B. Acquaint pupils with such 
features of the building as:
87# Auditorium............ .. 3 0 10 39 lil 7
88# Principal’s office , , # 0 3 7 38 31 21
89# Library , , , , , , , , ,  
90# Pupils’ classrooms , • • ,
7 0 3 Hi 38 38
3 7 7 28 31 2li
91# Restrooms............. 0 0 7 38 li8 7
C. Provide rest periods totaling a 
minimum of 30 minutes for the 
pupils ,, .................. 3 0 7 17 52 21
D. Greet the pupils individually 
upon their arrival to the 
classroom 3 0 7 2k 52 Hi
E# Work and cooperate with prin­
cipal in handling classroom 
discj^lins , .............. .. 0 0 0 3h 63 3
F. Promote the integration of the 
guidance services of the school 
and the instructional program
^Rating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3, Some— 2, Veiy
Little— 1, None— 0, No answer— NA»
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TÆIE 15— Continued
Activity 0* 1 2 3 1* NA
of the classroom ............
VII# Activities Regarding Pupils’ Health
3 0 0 21* 1*1 32
Conditions
A# Check eveiy pupil regarding;
92# Cleanliness # • • • • • 0 0 3 31* 59 1*
93# Cuts and abrasions • • • • 0 0 3 31* 52 11
9U. Condition of vision • . • 0 0 7 li* 62 17
95. Condition of hearing • • • 3 3 10 3 61* 17
96, Skin disorders ........ • 0 0 3 31 1*5 21
97. Condition of teeth • . • • 0 3 7 18 55 17
98. Tenq)erature « ........ • 3 0 3 21* 28 1*2
99* Nose .......... . . . • 3 0 0 7 31* 56
100# Throat......... 3 0 0 10 28 59
B# Refer pupils who are in need
of medical attention:
a) To Parents
101# conferences • • • U* 0 0 li* 28 1*1*
102# Qy letters . . . . # 7 0 3 21* 28 38
103* By phone calls # . 
b) To Principal
• 3 7 0 28 1*1 21
lOli. By conferences • • 3 0 10 17 35 35
105. By notes • • • • • • 11* 0 3 7 10 66
c) To School Doctor
106# By conferences # • • 10 0 3 7 10 70
107# By letters # • • • • 17 0 3 0 3 77
108# By phone calls • • • 10 0 3 0 li* 73
d) To School Nurse
109. By conferences • • 7 0 3 10 31 59
110. By letters # • • • e 17 0 3 0 0 80
111# By phone calls • # # li* 0 7 0 7 72
^Rating Scale; Greatest— U, Considerable— 3> Some— 2, Very
Little— 1, None— 0, No answer— KA.#
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basis of readiness for spelling to be of greatest iaçtortance. Arranging 
adjusted instructional materials for pupils who finish their work ahead 
of schedule is considered of greatest iaç>ortance by twenty-one, or 59 
per cent, of the teachers in Grade Two. In the area of classroom con­
duct, twenty, or 56 per cent, of the teachers in Grade Two report instruc­
tions in courtesies to be of greatest inçortance. Work and cooperate 
with the principal in handling classroom discipline is reported to be of 
greatest importance by twenty-two, or 63 per cent, of the teachers in 
Grade Two. In activities regarding pupils* health conditions, twenty- 
one, or 59 per cent, of the teachers in Grade Two consider the checking 
of each pupils* cleanliness to be of greatest importance; twenty-two, or 
62 per cent, checking the condition of their pupils* vision to be of 
greatest importance; and twenty-two, or 6U per cent, reported the check­
ing of their pupils* condition of hearing to be of greatest importance.
No activity received the majority of Grade Two teacher responses as being 
of no importance. Ratings of the classroom activities as a contribution 
to pupil achievement by the teachers in Grade Two are as follows: Forty-
one, or 3h.7 per cent, of the classroom activities were rated to be of 
greatest importance; thirty-four, or 28.8 per cent, were rated to be of 
considerable importance; two, or 1.7 per cent, were rated to be of some 
value; thirty-seven, or 31.U per cent, received no ratings; one, or 0.85 
per cent, of the classroom activities received ratings for each of the 
following: greatest and considerable importance and considerable and
some; and two, or 1.7 per cent, of the classroom activities received a
rating of greatest importance and no answer. The importance of the 
ratings as a contribution to pupil achievement by the teachers in Grade .
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Three are shown in Table l6.
Sunmary of the Teachers’ Ratings of the Classroom Activities 
as a Contribution to Pupil Achievement by Teachers 
in Grade Three for the School Tear 1951-1952
The reported teacher ratings of the one hundred eighteen class­
room activities as a contribution to pupil achievement by the responding 
teachers in Grade Three vary greatly. Even though there are some dis­
agreements in the reported ratings, there are some salient data shown in 
Table l6. In the area of physical properties, twenty-five or 66 per cent, 
of the teachers in Grade Three rate the preparing of displays of work 
being done using blackboards as of greatest importance and thirty, or 
78 per cent, rate the making of proper adjustments regarding heat, lights, 
seats, shades, and ventilation as of greatest importance, also. In making 
instructional plans, twenty-five, or 66 per cent, of the teachers in Grade 
Three rate selecting time for planning of greatest importance and twenty- 
four, or 63 per cent, rate the selection of subject matter of greatest 
importance. Dividing the pupils into groups based on their readiness 
for reading is rated of greatest importance by twenty-seven, or 72 per 
cent, of the teachers in Grade Three. The arranging of adjusted instruc­
tional material for pupils who finish their work ahead of schedule is 
rated to be of greatest importance by twenty-six, or 69 per cent, of the 
teachers in Grade Three. The evaluating and appraising of pupil study 
efficiency and the showing of ways to improve study habits is rated of 
greatest importance by twenty-six, or 69 per cent, of the teachers in 
Grade Three. The instructing of pupils regarding classroom courtesies 
is rated of greatest importance by twenty-six, or 69 per cent, of the
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TABLE 16
TEACHERS* RATINGS AND THE PER CENT OF TEACHERS REPORTING RATINGS OP 
THE CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES IN CONTRIBUTING TO PUPIL ACHIEVEMENTS 
AS REPORTED BY THIRTY-EIGHT TEACHERS IN GRADE THREE 
FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1951-19^2
Activity 0*
■ '
1 a 3 U NA
I# Activities Involving Use of 
Pl̂ 7sical Properties
A* Prepare displays of woric 
being done using:
1. Blackboards 0 0 3 31 66 0
2. Bulletin boards.......... 0 0 Uo UU 16 0
3. Flannel boards • • • • « • 38 0 9 6 3 UU
U. Sand tables • • •  ........ 38 0 3 9 0 50
5. Work tables • ............ 16 0 16 2U 22 22
B. Display voxk of all students . 0 3 26 Ul 38 0
C* Make proper adjustments re­
garding heat, lights, seats, 
shades, and ventilation • • • • 0 0 0 16 78 6
II. Activities Involved in Planning 
and Assigning
A. Select for instructional pur­
poses such aids as:
6. Collections of pictures • # 0 0 19 59 22 0
7. Films.................... 6 0 6 56 23 9
8. Models and specimen • . • • 6 0 25 31 19 19
9. Work b o o k s ............ .. 0 3 19 31 UU 3
10. Field trips . . . . . . 9 3 16 28 22 22
B. Organize the instructional or 
illustrative materials for 
dealing with subject matter 
into:
*Rating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3, Some— 2, Very
Little— 1, None— 0, No answer— NA.
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TABLE lô^ontijmed
Activity 0* 1 2 3 k NA
11, Problems • • •  .......... 7 0 6 31: 3h 19
12, Projects ............ . 16 0 9 3U 32 9
13, Topics .................. 6 0 16 31 22 25
lU, Units , , . . .......... 3 0 6 hh Ul 6
c. Hake instructional plans by 
selecting:
1$. Time for planning , , , 0 0 9 19 66 6
16. Subject matter......... 0 0 9 16 63 12
17, Objectives .............. 0 0 0 31 13 56
18, Methods of instruction • , 0 3 0 22 16 59
19, Glass activities , , , . . 0 3 0 32 59 6
D. Contact parents regarding:
20, Absence from school , , , 0 13 9 22 U3 13
21, Inteiprotation of the in­
structional program to 
parents , , , , , , , * , 6 3 9 38 31 13
22, Pupil difficulties and 
needs 0 3 3 25 56 13
E. Dividing the pupils into groups 
on basis of readiness for:
23, Arithmetic............ .. 3 0 3 31 Uh 19
2U, Reading ................ 0 0 0 28 72 0
29, Spelling , , ,  .......... 16 0 6 25 28 25
F. Arrange ^ecial activities for 
pupils who finish their work 
ahead of schedule, by such 
means as:
26, Adjusted instructional 
material 0 0 3 28 69 0
27, Art materials (easel,
paints, and paper) • • • • 9 0 22 28 3U 6
28, Individual play materials 19 3 12 28 22 16
^^Hating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— Some— 2^ Very
Little— 1, None— Oj No answer— NA$
16U
TABLE Ï6— Continued
Activity 0* 1 2 3 U NA
29# Group play materials • . • 19 3 9 22 31 16
in. Activities That Facilitate 
Instruction
A, Provide equal opportunity for 
each pupil to make oral re­
ports, prepare written 
material, and make other 
contributions in class woit • , 0 0 0 22 56 22
B, Utilize study period time for 
the puipose of:
30, Correcting errors of
study • « • • •  ........ 0 3 13 25 59 0
31, Evaluating and appraising 
pupil study efficiency , , 0 3 0 28 69 0
32, Slwwing ways of inçroving 
study habits • • , • • • • 0 3 6 22 69 0
C. Provide a special period for the 
pupils to show and tell:
33. New things they have seen 3 0 13 U? 30 7
3U, What has happened to them 3 0 13 Uo 38 6
35, Where they have been , , 3 0 16 Ul 3U 6
D, Provide ways for pupils to as­
sume leadership iii carrying out:
36, Activities .............. 0 0 3 Ul 56 0
37# Assignments (academic) • , 0 6 3 UU UU 3
38. Objectives (class) , , , , 0 3 6 U5 3U 12
39, Objectives (individual) . 0 0 6 3U U8 12
E. Instruct pupils regarding class­
room conduct in such matters as:
UO, Courtesies 0 3 3 25 69 0Ul, Greeting visitors , • , , 0 6 13 38 Uo 3
*Rating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3> Some— 2^ Veiy
Little— 1, None— O, No answer— NA^ - ------   _   . _
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T^LB ï6— Contlimed
Activity 0* 1 2 3 k NA
U2« School customs • • • • • . 0 3 25 hh 25 3
U3. School regulations • • • • 0 0 16 3h U7 3
uU. School traditions • • • •
IV* Activities Involved in Measurement 
and Appraisal
A# Being responsible for:
0 9 25 35 13 18
U5* Administering tests • * • 
U6* Diagnosing prçil diffi­ 3
0 16 hi 3h 6
culties • • • • • • • • # 0 0 3 16 81 0
L7# Setting \ç remedial work • 
U8* Evaluating of remedial
3 0 3 25 66 3
w o r k .................... 3 0 3 38 50 6
Ii9« Follow-up of remedial work 3 0 13 22 U6 16
50. Grading tests .......... 3 0 9 38 hh 6
B*
51» Recording test results • » 
Selection of measuring devices:
6 3 13 38 37 9
52# Standardized tests • » • • 
53» Teacher-made tests from
16 3 19 22 22 18
c .
file....................
Preparation of measuring 
devices;
16 0 9 3U 13 28
5U» Objective tests • • • • • 3 0 0 25 U8 15
55» Essay tests . . . . . .
56. Promotional examinations 
(Six weeks tests, final
25 0 9 22 3 Ul
D*
examination) . . . . . .
Use of measuring devices:
57# Teacher-made objective
13 3 6 13 3 62
tests .................. 6 0 3 53 16 22
58. Teacher-made essay tests . 
59» Teacher-^ade readiness
25 0 3 25 3 UU
*Rating Scale: Greatest— 1*, Considerable— 3, Some— 2, Veiy
Little— 1, None— 0, No answer— M * ____
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TiBLE 16— Continued
Activity 0* 1 2 3 U NA
tests . . . . . . . . . . 22 0 9 28 6 3560.
61.
Teacher check list . . . .  
Standardized readiness
19 3 9 22 9 38
tests . . . . . . . . . . 19 0 16 19 16 3062.
63.
Staundardized ability tests 
Standardized achievement
16 3 3 22 19 37
tests . . . . . . . . . . 13 3 13 31 19 21
61. Personality tests . . . . 22 0 6 19 9 UU6$. Sociograms . . . . . .
V. Activities Related to Records and 
Reports
A. Responsible for the making of 
the following:
25 0 9 13 6 U7
66. Case study reports . . . . 22 0 6 16 6 50
67. Class records . . . . . . 3 0 16 25 U7 968. Cumulative records . . . . 6 3 9 35 35 12
69. Pocket records . . . . . . 19 0 6 9 6 60
70. Report cards . .......... 0 6 16 Ul 3U 3
71. Statistical reports . . . 22 5 13 3 22 3U72. Anecdotal records . . . .
B. Responsible for maintaining for 
each pupil a record of:
73. Evidence of aptitude or 
special ability, such as 
speaking, tap dancing.
2^. 3 3 9 9 51
musical instruments . . . 19 3 13 16 3 U6
7li.
75.
General background data . 
General interests and
19 0 9 22 16 3U
aotivities . ............ 16 0 13 25 13 33
76. Health and physical data . 3 0 16 Uo 25 16
77.
78.
Home and family data . . .  
Kind and nature of respon­
sibilities (assumed by
13 0 13 30 19 25
79.
the pupil) . . . . . . . .
Likes and dislikes for
22 0 0 28 6 UU
^Rating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3^ Some— 2, Veiy
Little— 1, None--0, No answer— Ni.   ^ ..... . ....
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TABLE 16— Contimed
Activity 0* X 2 3 U NA
school subjects # . . .  # 22 3 3 16 13 U3
80# Personality traits • • • • 19 0 6 28 13 3U
81# Scholastic achievement • # 3 3 13 19 13 19
82# Scholastic aptitude # # # 22 3 6 16 9 hh
83# School progress # # . . 9 3 3 la 19 29
81i# Social g r o w t h .......... 16 3 6 9 29 Ul
VI# Activities Other Than Instructional
A# Supervise the pupils* use of 
wr^s:
8$# On entering the classroom 3 3 13 31 37 13
86* In preparation for leaving 
the classroom # # # * * # 3 3 13 31 33 9
B# Acquaint pupils with such 
features of the building as:
87# Auditorium.............. 3 3 28 3li 16 16
88# Principal*s office # . # # 9 9 16 28 13 29
89 # library # # * # * # # # # 6 3 13 28 19 3190# Pupils* classrooms # # • # 9 3 16 31 22 19
91# Restrooms # • • # • • • # 3 0 28 29 38 6
c# Provide rest periods totaling a 
minimum of 30 minutes for the 
pupils # # . # . . * . , . 9 0 0 29 U8 18
D. Greet the pupils individually 
upon their arrival to the 
classroom • • • •  ..........  # 0 0 6 29 93 16
£# Work and cooperate with prin­
cipal in handling classroom 
discipline............ * * . 3 0 9 13 69 6
F# Promote the integration of the 
guidance services of the school 
and the instructional program 
of the classroom# • • • • • • • 3 3 0 16 U7 31
■^Rating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3, Some— 2, Very
Little— 1, None— 0, No answer— NA#
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TÎüBLE 17»*Contlnaed
Activity 0* 1 2 3 U NA
11# Problems ................ 9 1 9 27 30 2U
12. Projects ................ 8 1 13 33 27 18
13# Topics..........  . . 7 1 11 27 22 32
lU# Units .................. h 1 13 31 Uo 11
c. Make instructional plans by 
selecting:
15. Time for planning • • • • 2 0 9 23 60 6
16. Subject matter........ .. 0 0 9 2U 55 12
17# Objectives .............. 1 0 6 27 52 lU
18. Methods of instruction # # 1 1 h 22 56 16
19» Class activities • • • • . 1 1 7 21 57 13
D. Contact parents regarding:
20. Absence from school . . . u 7 lU 28 38 9
21. Interpretation of instruc­
tional program to parents 2 U lit 38 31 11
22# Pupil difficulties and
needs . . . . . . . . . . 0 2 11 33 U6 8
E# Dividing the pupils into groups 
on basis of readiness for:
23. Arithmetic.............. 9 1 2 29 Uo 192ft# Reading .............. .. 1 1 2 16 ?U 6
2$# Spelling................ 17 1 7 19 26 30
F. Arrange special activities for 
pupils who finish their work 
ahead of schedule, by such 
means as:
26# Adjusted instructional
mate i*ial . # . . . . . . . 1 0 8 27 61 327# Art materials (easel,
paints, and paper) . . . . h 1 17 37 30 1128. Individual play materials 9 2 20 32 22 15
^Rating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3, Some— 2, Very
Little— 1, None— 0^ No answer— NA#
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TABLE 17— Continued
Activity 0* 1 2 3 U NA
29# Group play materials • • • 9 2 20 29 23 18
III. Activities That Facilitate 
Instruction
A. Provide equal c^portunity for 
each pupil to make oral re­
ports, prepare written 
material, and make other 
contributions in class work • . 0 0 3 23 55 19
B. Utilize study period time for 
the purpose of:
30. Correcting errors of
study . . . . . . 0 1 11 2U 59 5
31. Evaluating and appraising 
pupil study efficiency . • 1 1 6 29 56 7
32. Showing ways of improving 
study habits............ 1 1 9 28 55 6
C. Provide a special period for 
the pupils to show and tell:
33. New things they have seen 1 1 11 U2 Ul U
3U. What has happened to them 1 1 11 US 38 U
35. Where they have been . . . 1 1 15 Ul 37 5
D. Provide ways for pi:qpil8 to as­
sume leadership in carrying out:
36. Activities . . .  ........ 1 0 6 Ul U6 6
37. Assignments (academic) . . U 1 7 Ul 29 1838. Objectives (class) . . . . 3 1 11 38 26 21
39. Objectives (individual) • 2 1 9 35 29 2U
E. Instruct pupils regarding class­
room conduct in such matters as:
Uo. Courtesies . . . . . . . . 1 1 6 32 58 2
^Rating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3> Some— 2, Very
Little— 1, None— 0, No_answeiw-HA« _ ^ _ ____
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TABLE 17— Contimied
Activity 0* 1 2 3 U NA
Ul. Greeting visitors • • • • 2 1 13 Ul 39 U
U2# School customs .......... 1 1 20 U3 29 6
U3. School regulations • • • • 1 1 15 U3 38 2
Uu* School traditions • • • •
IV. Activities Involved in Measurement 
and Appraisal
A. Being responsible for:
5 6 23 32 18 16
U5* Administering tests • • • 
U6. Diagnosing pupil difficul­
2 1 lU Ul 30 12
ties .................... 9 1 U 27 59 9
U7. Setting up remedial work • 
U8. Evaluating of remedial
2 1 5 32 U6 lU
work .................... 3 1 U 25 39 18
U9. Follow-'jç) of remedial work 2 1 8 26 U2 20
5»0. Grading t e s t s ......... 1 1 13 31 38 16
B.
51. Recording test results • • 
Selection of measuring devices:
3 U 13 25 3U 21
$2. Standardized tests • • • • 
53. Teacher-made tests from
8 3 17 22 23 27
C.
file....................
Preparation of measuring 
devices:
8 1 12 2U 22 33
5U* Objective tests ........ 6 1 10 3U 19 30
55* Essay tests ............
^6. Promotional examinations 
(Six weeks tests, final
25 2 6 10 U 53
D.
examination)............
Use of measuring devices:
57. Teacher-made objective
9 U 7 lU 8 58
tests 7 1 11 29 18 3U
58. Teacher-made essay tests # 2U 1 5 11 U 55
*Rating Scale: Greatest— 1:, Considerable— 3, Some— 2, Veiy
Little— 1, None— 0, No answer— NA*_________ .. _ . _________
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TABLE 17— Contiimed
Activity 0* 1 2 3 h NA
59. Teacher-aade readiness 
tests . . . . . . . . 13 1 6 27 13 Uo60. Teacher check list . . . . 9 2 7 21 lU U7
61. Standardized readiness 
tests .................. 10 3 11 19 26 3162. Standardized ability tests 19 3 6 11 16 U5
63. Standardized achievement 
t e s t s .................. 8 U 12 27 23 26
6U. Personality tests . . . . 21 0 6 13 6 5U
65. Sociograms . . . . . . . . 25 0 6 9 U 56
V. Activities Related to Records and 
Reports
A. Responsible for the making of 
the following:
66. Case study reports • • • . 15 h 6 11 9 55
67. Class records .......... 1 3 11 28 Ui 13
68. Cumulative records . . . . 6 U 10 26 36 18
69. Pocket records .......... 18 1 8 6 11 56
70. Report cards ............ 2 h 21 33 31 9
71. Statistical reports . . . 19 5 9 16 16 3572. Anecdotal records . . . . 22 1 7 6 8 56
B. Responsible for maintaining for 
each pupil a record of:
73. Evidence of aptitude or 
special ability, such as 
speaking, tap dancing, 
musical instruments • • • 13 2 13 11 5 56
7U. General background data • 9 5 9 23 15 39
75. General interests and 
activities ............  . 9 2 7 22 15 U576. Health and physical data . h 3 11 33 28 21
77. Home and family data . . . 6 5 8 29 19 33
78. Kind and nature of respon­
sibilities (assumed by 
the pupil) • ............ 11 3 7 20 11 U8
*Rating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3j Some— 2, Very
Little— 1^ None— Oj No answer— NA*
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fÏBÏÆ 17*-Continnêd
Activity 0* 1 2 3 U NA
79# Likes and dislikes for
school subjects • • • • • 13 2 8 20 8 U9
80# Personality traits • • • • 12 1 8 29 16 3U
81. Scholastic achievement • # 3 3 7 Uo 21 26
82. Scholastic aptitude • • • 12 2 6 23 lU U3
83. School progress ........ 5 3 5 37 28 22
8U. Social growth .......... 10 2 7 25 23 33
VI# Activities Other Than Instructional
A. Supervise the pupils' use of 
wraps:
85# On entering the classroom 1 3 11 UO Ul U
86# In preparation for leaving 
the classroom . . . . . . 1 3 9 Ul U3 3
B# Acquaint pupils with such 
features of the building as:
87 # Auditorium . . . . . . . . 3 U 19 3U 29 11
88. Principal's office . . . . U 8 12 37 21 18
89. Library . . .  .......... 6 k 7 28 27 28
90. Pupils' classrooms • • • . 3 6 11 3U 30 16
91. Restrooms . ............ 1 3 lU 29 U6 7
C# Provide rest periods totaling a 
minimum of 30 minutes for the 
pupils ...................... 6 0 6 21 U9 18
D# Greet the piçils individually 
upon their arrival to the 
classroom . ................ .. 2 0 6 30 53 9
E. Work and cooperate with prin­
cipal in handling classroom 
discipline......... 1 1 3 25 6U 6
F. Promote the integration of the 
guidance services of the school 
and the instructional program 
of the classroom............ 5 1 1 18 U6 29
*Rating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3> Some— 2, Very
Little— Ij None— 0^ No answerr-KA$  _________ ____ _____
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TABLE 17-^onbImed
Activity 0* 1 2 3 u NA
VII* Activities Regarding Piq>ils* 
Health Conditions
A* Check every pttpil regarding: 
92* Cleanliness .......... » 1 3 5 31 51 9
93* Cuts and abrasions • # # » 0 3 7 31 U5 Hi
9U* Condition of vision e # * 1 2 6 21 56 Hi
9$* Condition of hearing # 2 2 U 17 55
Ul
20
96* Skin disorders • • • * • 2 3 9 22 23
97* Condition of teeth . ♦ # # 3 3 8 22 Ul 23
98* Tençerature • • • . # • * 9 1 5 Hi 33 38
99* Nose • ............ 11 1 6 11 31 Uo
100* Throat . . . . . . 9 2 6 9 30 UU
B* Refer pupils who are in need of
medical attention: 
a) To Parents
101* ty conferences • • • 6 1 h 2li 28 37
102* By letters • • • # • 8 1 k 25 18 UU
103. By phone calls * • # 5 2 6 23 3U 30
b) To Principal
lOU, By conferences • • # U 0 11 35 39 27
105. By notes • • . * # 15 0 k 9 9 63
c) To School Doctor
106* By conferences # # # 15 0 k 7 9 65
107* By letters • . # 20 0 3 5 2 70
108* By phone calls » • 18 1 2 6 6 67
d) To School Nurse
109* By conferences # e # 11 0 5 20 19 U5
110. By letters • . # * • 18 0 6 8 3 65
111. By phone calls # * # 16 1 5 8 8 62
*Rating Scale: Greatest— U, Considerable— 3> Some— 2, Veiy
Little— 1, None— 0, No answer— NA*
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Summary of ^  Teachers* Ratings of the Classroom Activities 
as a Contribution to Pupil Achievement by Primary 
Teachers of Grades One, Two, and Three 
for the School Year 19$1-19$2
The primary teachers* ratings of the one hundred eighteen 
classroom activities as a contribution to pupil achievement by the re­
sponding teachers in Grades One, Two, and Three vary greatly. Even though 
there are deviations in the reported ratings, there are some salient data 
shown in Table 17. In the area of physical properties, one hundred forty, 
or 78 per cent, of the Oklahoma Primary Teachers rate the making of proper 
adjustments regarding heat, lights, seats, shades, and ventilation to be 
of greatest inroortance. In activities involved in planning and assigning, 
one hundred eight, or 60 per cent, of the primary teachers rate the se­
lecting of time for planning to be of greatest jjçortance; one hundred 
thirty-three, or 7U per cent, rate the dividing of pupils into groiqps 
for reading, and one hundred ten, or 6l per cent, rate the arranging of
i
adjusted instructional material for pupils who finish their work ahead 
of schedule to be of greatest importance, also# One hundred fifteen, or 
6h per cent, of the priraaiy teachers rated working and cooperating with 
the principal in handling classroom discipline to be of greatest impor­
tance* In the area of activities regarding pupils* health, one hundred 
thirteen, or 63 per cent, of the reporting primary teachers did not rate 
the reporting of ill pupils to their principal by notes and the majority 
of the reporting Oklahoma Primary Teachers did not rate the reporting of 
students in need of medical attention to a school nurse or a school 
doctor#
Of the one hundred eighteen classroom activities rated as a
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contribution to pupil achievement by the Oklahoma Primary Teachers, 
forty-five, or 38*1 per cent, of the classroom activities were rated to 
be of greatest inçortance; thirty, or per cent, were rated to be of 
considerable importance; one, or 0.8$ per cent, was rated to be of some 
inportance; forty-one, or 3$*6 per cent, were not rated; one, or 0.8$ 
per cent, had an equal number of teachers rating it of considerable im­
portance and no rating.
Classroom Activities Contributed by Oklahoma Primaiy Teachers 
In the -questionnaire a place was provided for the respondent 
to list additional classroom activities (See Appendix A) for which he 
was responsible. A complete list of these activities is set forth in 
Table 18, Appendix B. A total of one hundred twenty different classroom 
activities, the majority of which were not rated, was contributed by the 
primary teachers of Oklahoma. Of these one hundred twenty classroom 
activities, only one is mentioned often enough to be considered signifi­
cant. Since it appeared in twenty-six different questionnaires, the 
writer suggests that this classroom activity be added to the original 
list. This classroom activity, contributed by the respondents, is 
listed below:
II. ACTIVITIES INVOLVED IN PLANNING AND ASSIGNING 
Select slides for instructional purposes.
The classroom activity with the next greatest frequency of con­
tribution which appeared in only five questionnaires follows:
II. ACTIVITIES INVOLVED IN PLANNING AND ASSIGNING
Provide library books for pupils who finish their
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work aheM of schedule*
Each of the other classroom activities contributed had a fre­
quency of less than five and, therefore, none is considered worthy of 
mention* However, on the basis of the number of teachers who contributed 
the classroom activity, select slides for instructional puiposes, it 
should be included in the classroom activities of the Oklahoma Primary 
Teachers and added to the list of the present study as another classroom 
activity for which the primary teachers report a duty and/or responsibil­
ity for performing.
General Summary of Classroom Activities of Oklahoma 
Teachers in Grades One, Two, and Three for the
----------------------?i5r ---------------
A study of the classroom activities listed in Tables 3, U, 
and 6 of this chapter, reveals that the teachers in Grades One, Two, and 
Three report a duty and/or responsibility for performing a majority of 
the one hundred eighteen activities listed in the survey. The teachers i 
in Grade One report a duty and/or responsibility for perfoiming ninety- 
eight, or 83 per cent, of the survey activities; teachers in Grade Two 
ninety, or ?6 per cent; teachers in Grade Three ninety-six, or 81 per 
cent; and the primary teachers as a grorp ninety-eight, or 83 per cent* 
The concrete evidence of how often these activities are per­
formed by the reporting Oklahoma Teachers in Grades One, Two, and Three 
is noted in Tables 7, 8, 9, and 10. For instance, the teachers of Grade 
One report the following frequencies for the performance of tlie one hun­
dred eighteen classroom activities in the questionnaire. Two activities, 
or 1*7 per cent, of the listed one hundred eighteen classrocxn activities
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are performed sever^ tijKs daily; thirty-eighty or 32*2 per centy are 
performed daily; fourteeny or 11.8 per cent, are performed weekly; eleven, 
or 9*3 per cent, are performed every six weeks; three, or 2.5 per cent, 
are performed semestrally; eleven, or 9*3 per cent, are performed yearly; 
thirty-six, or 30.3 per cent, are not performed; one, or 0.85 per cent, 
was not checked by any teacher; one, or 0.85 per cent, received an equal 
number of responses for being performed several times daily; daily, 
yearly; and one, or 0.85 per cent, received an equal number of responses 
for being performed daily and every six weeks.
The teachers of Grade Two report the following frequencies for 
the performance of their classroom activities. Three activities, or 2.5 
per cent, are performed several times daily; forty-two, or 35.6 per cent, 
are performed daily; eight, or 6.8 per cent, are perfoimed weekly; eleven, 
or 9.3 per cent, are performed every six weeks; three, or 2.5 per cent, 
are performed semestrally; eight, or 6.8 per cent, are perfoimed yearly; 
thirty-four, or 28 per cent, are not performed; one, or 0.35 per cent, 
received an equal number of responses for being performed for each of 
the following: weekly and every six weeks, daily and not-perfoimed,
yearly and not-perfoimed; and one, or 0.85 per cent, received an equal 
number of responses for weekly performance, not-performed, and not- 
reporting.
The teachers of Grade Three report the following frequencies 
for the performance of classroom activities. Two activities, or 1.7 per 
cent, are performed several times daily; thirty-seven, or 31.U per cent, 
are perfoimed daily; eight, or 6.8 per cent, are performed weekly; twelve, 
or 10*,2 per cent, are performed every six weeks; two, or 1.7 per cent, _
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are performed semestrally; nine, or 7.6 per cent, are perfoimed yearly; 
forty-three, or 36.U per cent, are not-performed; one, or 0.8$ per cent, 
was not checked by any teacher; and one, or 0.8$ per cent, received an 
equal number of responses for each of the following: daily and not-
performed, several times daily, daily, and weekly, and weekly and every 
six weeks.
The Oklahoma Teachers of Grades One, Two, and Three as a group 
report the frequencies for the performance of classroom activities listed 
in the survey to be as shown below. Two activities, or 1.7 per cent, are 
performed several times daily; forty-one, or 3U.7 per cent, are perfoimed 
daily; eleven, or 9.3 per cent, are performed weekly; ten, or 8.$ per 
cent, are perfoimed eveiy six weeks; two, or 1.7 per cent, are performed 
semestrally; eleven, or 9.3 per cent, are performed yearly; thirty-nine, 
or 33 per cent, are not-performed; one activity, or 0.8$ per cent, was 
not checked by any teacher in either grade; and one, or 0.8$ per cent, 
was perfoimed weekly and eveiy six weeks by an equal number of teachers.
The difference in the frequencies of performance of the survey 
activities are shown in Tables 11, 12, and 13 of this chapter. Teachers 
in Grades One and Two reported performance of classroom activities with 
only ten of the reported activities, or 8.$ per cent, showing significant 
difference; teachers in Grades Two and Three reported performance of a 
total of eleven activities, or 9.3 per cent, with significant differences; 
and teachers in Grades One and Three reported perfoimance of a total of 
twelve activities, or 10.2 per cent, with significant differences.
The ratings of the classroom activities as a contribution to 
pupil achievement ̂  reported by teachers-in-Grades One, Two, and JThree
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are shown in Titles lU, 1$, l6, and 17 of lihis chapter. Teachers in 
Grade One report the following ratings for the survey activities. Fifty- 
four activities, or U5*8 per cent, are reported as being of greatest im­
portance in contributing to pupil achievement; twenty-one, or 17*8 per 
cent, as being of considerable importance in contributing to pupil 
achievement; thirty-nine, or 33.9 per cent, did not receive a rating; 
two, or 1.7 per cent, as being of greatest and considerable importance 
in contributing to pupil achievement; one, or 0.8$ per cent, as being of 
considerable and some importance; and one, or 0.8$ per cent, as being of 
considerable importance and of not receiving a response.
Teachers in Grade Two rate the classroom activities as a con­
tribution to pupil achievement as follows: forty-one, or 3U.7 per cent,
are rated to be of greatest importance; thirty-four, or 28.8 per cent, 
are rated to be of considerable importance; two, or 1.7 per cent, are 
rated to be of some value; thirty-seven, or 31.U per cent, are not rated; 
one, or 0.8$ per cent, received ratings for each of the following: 
greatest and considerable importance and considerable and some; and two, 
or 1.7 per cent, are rated of greatest importance and two were not rated# 
The ratings of the classroom activities as a contribution to 
pupil achievement by teachers in Grade Three are as follows: forty-
;
three activities, or 36.U per cent, are rated to be of greatest importance 
as a contribution to pupil achievement; thirty-one, or 26.3 per cent, are 
rated to be of considerable importance; forty, or 33.9 per cent, are not 
rated; and four, or 3.U per cent, had an equal number of teachers rating 
them to be of greatest and considerable importance as a contribution to
" —  —  - —  - —  - —  —  ■ - - —  - ■ —  — —  — -— — — — —   ------------------- — —  j
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The Oklahoma Primaiy Teachers as a group rate the classroom 
activities as a contribution to pupil achievement as follows: forty-five
activities, or 38*1 per cent are reported to be of greatest inçortance 
as a contribution to pupil achievement; thirty, or 2^*U per cent, were 
rated of considerable importance; one, or 0.9$ per cent, was rated to be 
of some inroortance; forty-one, or 3$#6 per cent, were not rated; and one, 
or 0*8$ per cent, had an equal number of teachers rating it of consider­
able inportance and one was not rated*
In activities involved in planning and assigning, the selection 
of slides for instructional purposes was contributed by twenty-six re­
spondents* Therefore, it should be added to the list of the classroom 
activities in the present study*
CHAPTER V
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The findings in this study are based on data secured from 
Oklahoma Primary Teachers who were teaching during the 1951-1952 school 
year* Because this is a fact-finding study, no hypotheses have been 
made or tested and no conclusions have been formnlated since there were 
no hypotheses to be tested*
A review of the findings reported seems to indicate the follow­
ing facts* The problem w o n  which this survey is meant to contribute 
factual data was stated in Chapter II* The problem is restated here in 
the form of the following questions and each question is acconpanied by ! 
the findings which indicate a probable answer#
1# What are the duties and/or responsibilities of teachers in 
Grades One, Two, and Three in performing their classroom activities?
The reported responses of the teachers in Grades One, Two, 
and Three reveal that they have a duty and/or responsibility 
for performing a majority of the classroom activities listed 
in the survey instrument for the school year 1951-1952* The 
teachers of Grade One report the performance of ninety-eight, 
or 83 per cent, of the listed classroom activities; the teachers 
of Grade Two report ninety, or 76 per cent; the teachers of
18U
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Grade Hiree report ninety-slic, or 81 peFcenty and the 
primary teachers as a group report ninety-eight, or 83 per 
cent*
2, What are the frequencies with which the teachers of Grades 
One, Two, and Three perform their classroom activities?
The primary teachers perform a greater number of the listed 
classroom activities "daily" than any other reported frequency 
of performance. The teachers of Grade One report the daily 
performance of thirty-eight, or 32*2 per cent, of the one hun­
dred eighteen classroom activities; the teachers of Grade Two 
report forty-two, or 35*6 per cent; the teachers of Grade Three 
report thirty-seven, or 31*U per cent; and the primary teachers 
as a group report forty-one, or 3u*7 per cent.
3. What differences, if any, exist in the frequencies with 
which the teachers in Grades One, Two, and Three perfoim their classroom 
activities?
Teachers in Grades One and Two r^orted performances most 
nearly alike, and teachers of Grades One and Three reported 
perfoimances least alike. The teachers of Grades One and Two 
disagreed in the performance of only ten of the one hundred 
eighteen classroom activities; the teachers of Grades Two and 
Three disagreed in eleven; and the teachers of Grades One and 
Three disagreed in the performance of twelve classroom activi­
ties.
U« How is the importance of each performed activity rated by
the teachers in Grades One, TWo, and Three? ___________________ __
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The teachers in One, iw6, and Three rated a greater
imaber of the one hundred eighteen classroom activities to be 
of "greatest importance" in contributing to pupil achievement 
than any other ratings given* The teachers of Grade One rated 
fifty-four, or per cent, of the classroom activities uo be 
of greatest importance; the teachers of Grade Two rated forty- 
one, or 3b.7 per cent; the teachers of Grade Three rated forty- 
three, or 36*b per cent; and the primary teachers as a group 
rated forty-five, or 38*1 per cent, of the classroom activities 
to be of greatest isportance in contributing to pupil achieve­
ment#
In activities involved in planning and assigning, the selection 
of slides for instructional purposes was contributed by twenty-six re­
spondents* This activity should be added to the original list of the 
classroom activities in the present study#
Recommendations for Further Study 
1* Research is needed to determine the classroom activities 
and the duties and/or responsibilities of teachers in other levels of 
the public schools#
2* Additional follow-up studies need to be made so that teacher- 
training institutions can compare the classroom activities that teachers 
are taught to perform with those that graduates in the field do perform*
3* Farther research is needed to determine the relationship 
of the classroom activities of each grade within all the classes of 
schools mentioned in this study#
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APPENDIX A 
THE QUESTIONNAIRE
T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  O K L A H O M A  
N o r m a n ,  O k l a h o m a
Dear Colleague :
Teachers as a group have to meet certain responsibilities and 
discharge certain duties. Some of these are somewhat common to most all 
schools and all teachers. We are trying to learn more about the duties 
and responsibilities of primary teachers. You are requested to help us 
in this study by supplying the information requested on the question­
naire. We are interested in your regular practice and hope you will 
feel free to supply the information in that spirit.
Individual responses will not be revealed. Findings will be re­
ported in terras of group responses. A starred, self-addressed envelop 
is enclosed for your convenience. An early return of the consisted 
questionnaire will be greatly appreciated.
An attençt will be made to make the findings of the study avail­
able to those interested in reviewing them. If you would care to receive 
a copy of the findings, sign your name and address on the page of di­
rections, otherwise signing the questionnaire is optional,
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Following are some statements regarding the duties and responsi­
bilities of teachers in the primary grades for carrying on the classroaa 
activities* There are two columns for answers* The first column is for 
indicating the frequency of performance, and the second column is for 
showing the significance of the auîtivities as a contribution to the pu­
pils* achievement* Keys for marking each column are supplied* Please 
mark each statement with a value selected from the following keys*
1* Write the letter or number in the first column— FREQUENCY OF 
PERFORMANCE— that most nearly indicates the frequency with which you dis­
charge the duties and responsibilities* Use the following scale*
Three or more performances every day (several daily) * • . SD
One performance eveiy day (daily)  ...................   D
Less often than once every day (weekly) . * * * . * • • •  W
Less often than once every week (every 6 weeks) * . . . * 6W
Less often than every 6 weeks (semestral)  .......... * S
Once a year (yearly) . * ..................................Y
Do not perform ( z e r o ) ....................................Z
2* In the second column— SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ACTIVITIES AS A
191
CONTRIBUTION TO PUPIL' ACHÏÊ\nSMENt:..̂ 'ï]̂ ïcî  ̂thè significance of t h ë ^ ê ^  
formance of each duty and responsibility by recording the proper number 
from the following scale.
Greatest • • •  ........  . . . . . . . . . .  U
Considerable ...................................... 3
S o m e ................................................2
Very little  ........................................1
N o n e ...............................     0
If you think that a statement is needed to fully clarify your 
practice, please feel free to add the statement.
I. Activities Involving Use of Physical Properties
A. Prepare displays of work being done— using:
1. Blackboards. • ,
2. Bulletin boards,
3. Flannel boards , 
U. Sand tables. . , 
5« Work tables. . ,
List others
B. Display woric of all students
C. Make proper adjustments regarding heat, lights, 
seats, shades, and ventilation . . . • • •
II. Activities Involved in Planning and Assigning
A. Select for instructional purposes such aids as:
6. Collections of pictures
7. Films................
8. Models and specimen • .
9. Work books............











B$ Organize the instructional or illustrative
materials for dealing with subject matter into:
11. Problems. . . • • •  ....................
12. Projects................................
13. Topics..................................
lli. Units  ............ ...............
List others
Co Make instructional plans by selecting:
15. Time for planning......................
16. Subject matter. • • • •  ................
17. Objectives. . ........  . . . . . . . . .
18. Methods of instruction. . ..............
19. Class activities........................
List others
D. Contact parents regarding:
20# Absence from school . . . . . .
21. Interpretation of instructional program to 
parents . . . . . . . . .  ..........
22. Pupil difficulties and needs . . . . . . .
List others
E. Dividing the pupils into groups on basis of 
readiness for:
23. Arithmetic., 
2L# Reading • .
25. Spelling. . 
List others
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F# Arrange special activities for pupils who finish 
their worfc ahead of schedule, by such means as:
26. Adjusted instructional materials. • •
27. Art materials (easel, paints and paper)
28. Individual play materials...........
29. Group play materials..........
List others
III. Activities That Facilitate Instruction
A. Provide equal opportunity for each pupil to make 
oral reports, prepare written material, and make 
other contributions in class voxk.  ..........
B. Utilize study period time for the purpose of:
30. Correcting errors of study........ ..
31. Evaluating and appraising pupil study 
efficiency.  .................
32. Showing ways of improving study habits. . . .  
List others
G. Provide a special period for the pupils to show 
and tell:
33. New things they have seen 
3U. What has happened to them
35. Where they have been. . . 
List others
D. Provide ways for pupils to assume leadership in 
carrying out:













Objectives (class). . . 
Objectives (Individual) 
List others




Û2. School customs. ........................
U3. School regulations.  ...............
UU. School traditions ......................
List others
IV. Activities Involved in Measurement and Appraisal
A. Being responsible for:
U^. Administering tests . . . . . . . .
U6. Diagnosing pupil difficulties . . . . .
Û7. Setting up remedial work..............
U8. Evaluating of remedial work..........
U9. Follow up of remedial work. . . . . . .
ÿ). Grading tests  ..............
51. Recording test results. , . ..........
List others
B. Selection of measuring devices:
52# Standardized tests. . . . . 
53. Teacher-made tests from file.
C. Preparation of measuring devices:
5U. Objective tests . . . . . . .




$6# Promotional examinations (6 weeks test,
final examination)...................
List others
D. Use of measuring devices:
57* Teacher-made objective tests. ,
58. Teacheremade essay tests. . . ,
59. Teacher-made readiness tests. ,
60. Teacher check lists . ........
61. Standardized readiness tests. ,
62. Standardized ability tests. • ,




V. Activities Related to Records and Reports








Case study reports. 
Class records . . .  
Cumulative records. 
Pocket records. , . 
Report cards. . . .  
Statistical reports 
Anecdotal records . 
List others
B. Responsible for maintaining for each pupil a 
record of:
73. Evidence of aptitude or special ability, such 
as speaking, tap dancing, musical instruments
7ii. General background data .  ...............
75. General interest and activities . . . . . . .
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76. Health and physical data.............. ..
77* Home and family data.
78. Kind and nature of responsibilities (assumed
by the pupil).........................
79* Likes and dislikes for school subjects. . • .
80. Personality traits.
81. Scholastic achievement, c ..........  . . . .
82. Scholastic aptitude ........................
83. School progress............................
8U. Social growth  .................. ..
List others
VI. Activities Other Than Instructional
A. Supervise the pupils* use of wraps:
8$. On entering the classroom .. ..............
86. In preparation for leaving classroom • • • .
B. Acquaint pupils with such features of the build­
ing as:
87. Auditorium................. ............. ..
88. Principal's office. ...................... .
89. Library....................................
90. PiQ}üs* classrooms.  ................ ..
91. Restrooms . . . .  ..........................
List others
C. Provide rest periods totaling a minimum of 30 
minutes for the pupils  .......... ..
D. Greet the pupils individually içjon their arrival 
to the classroom  ........... • • • . .
E# Work and cooperate with principal in handling 
classroom discipline  .........




of the school and the instructional program 
of the classroom* • • • • • • • • • • • * •
List others
VII* Activities Regarding Pupils* Health Conditions
A* Check every pupil regarding:
92# Cleanliness ........................
93* Cuts and abrasions* • • • • • • • * •
9li* Condition of vision * .............
95* Condition of hearing* *  ..........
96* Skin disorders* * . . , ............
97# Condition of teeth* * ........ .




B* Refer pupils who are in need of medical attention:
a) To Parents
101* By conferences • • • * *  ..............
102* By letters............................
103* By phone calls * * * . * * * * . . . .
b) To Principal
lOU* By conferences * . * * . * . * . * *  
109* By notes * * * * * * *  ............
c) To School Doctor
106. By conferences * * * * * * * * * * * * *
107* By letters ............................
108* By phone calls * * * * * * * * * * *






110. By letters • •






CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES CONTRIBUTED BY OKLAHDMA 
PRIMARY TEACHERS FOR THE SCHOOL 
YEAR 19^-1952
TABLE 18
ACTIVITIES CONTRIBUTED BY OKLAHDMA PRIMARY TEACHERS 







I. Activities Involving 
Use of Physical 
Properties 1. Shelves • • ........ h
2* Cabinets. . . . . . . 3
3. Easels. . . . . . . . 3
U. Library table . . . . 3
5. Auditorium.......... 2
6# Current events. . . . 2
7. Reading charts. . . . 2
8. Experience charts « . 1
9. Library books . . . .
10. Miniature stage . . . 1
11. Pan of sand ........ 1
12. Play tables . . . . . 1
13. Reading table . . . . 1
lU. Science table . . . . 1
12. Scrap books . . . . . 1
16. Window painting . . . 1
H #  Activities Involved 





Questionnaire Activity Frequency of
Activities Contributed Occurrence
A# Select for instruc­
tional purposes such
aids as: 1. Slides ............ 26
2* Assembly program . • 3
3* Film strips. • • • • 2
U. Big scrapbook
(wallpaper). . . . . 1
Moving pictures. • * 1
6# Personal pupil-made
booklets . . . . . . 1
7. Science exhibits . . 1
8. Shadow graphs. . . . 1
9. View Master. . . # # 1
B# Organize the in­
structional or
Illustrative mater­
ials for dealing with
subject matter into: 1# Harmony band . . . . 2
2# Mkislc. . . . . . . . 2
3. Singing games. . . • 2
C. Hake Instructional
plans by selecting: 1. Making dally lesson
plans. . .......... 2
2. Choral reading . . . 1
3. Flannel graphs . . . 1
It. Plays. . . . . . . . 1
D* Contact parents
regarding: 1. Open house . . . . . 2
2# Flash cards (for
home use). . . . . . 1
3. Home games . . . . . 1
U. Home visitations . . 1
E* Dividing the pupils
Into groups on basis
of readiness for; 1. Art................ 2
2. Music.............. 2





Questionnaire Activity Frequency of
Activities Contributed Occurrence
6# Word study • • • • 1
F* Arrange special acti­
vities for pupils who
finish their work a-
head of schedule, by
such means as: 1# Read library books p
2# Play • • • • • • #
3# Puzzles# • • • • • h
km Library room • • •
5# Balls# # # # # # * 1
6# Blacld)oards# # # # 1
7. Music news # # # # 1
8# Number games . # 1
9 # Radio# • • • • » • 1
10# Riddles# • • • • • 1
11# Room monitors# # # 1
12# Sand box .. # # # 1
13# Science news • • # 1
lii# Science projects , 1
III# Activities Th^t Facili­
tate Instruction
B. Utilize study period
time for the purpose
of: 1# Group participa­
tion # # # « # # # 1
2# Read libraury books 1
0# Provide a special
period for the pu­
pils to show and tell: 1# Objects# # . .# 3
2# Tmps# • • • • • # 3
2
U# Science exhibits # 2
S# E^qperience stories 1
6# Films# # # • # # # 1




11# Television # # # # 1
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table l8--Continuad
Questionnaire Activity Frequency of
Activities Contributed Occurrence
D* Provide ways for pu­
pils to assume leader­
ship in carrying out: 1* Assembly . • • • • 1
2# Attitudes# » # # # 1
3# Care of Home Room 1
U# Care of Home Room
flowers# # # # # * 1
5# Care of Home Room
pets # # # # • • • 1
6# Care of science
exhibits # # # # # 1
7# Singing leader # • 1
E, Instruct pupils re­
garding classroom con­
duct in such matters
as: 1# Organizations 9
clubs, etc# # # # 1
2# Responsibilities
at home# # # # # # 1
IV# Activities Involved in
Measurement and Appraisal
A# Being responsible for: 1# Intelligence test 1
2# Progress charts. # 1
3# Reading vocabulary
test # # # * # # # 1
L. Weekly spelling
test # # # # # # # 1
C# Preparation of
measuring devices: 1# Oral test# # # # # k
2* Check test on sub­
jects for thought# 1
3. Flash cards# # # # 1
U# Oral problems# # # 1
5># Problems of daily
living # # # # # # 1
D# Use of measuring
devices: 1. i^titude test# # # 1









3. Weekly reader test 1
V, Activities Related to
Records and Reports
A. Responsible for
the making of the
following: 1. Library record . . 2
2. Lunch program
record # # # # # # 2
3. Health cards • • • 1
Uo Record of library
books read • ; . • 1
5. Record of test
books. • « • • • • 1
6. Report letter to
parents........ .. 1
B. Responsible for main­
taining for each
pupil a record of: 1. Creative ability
in music ........ 1
2. Creative ability
in poetry. . . . . 1
3. Creative ability
in prose • • • . . 1
Hobbies. . . . . . 1
5. Musical games. . . 1
6. Projects . . . . . 1
7. Tone placement . . 1
8. Trips. . . . . . . 1
VI. Activities Other
Than Instructional
B. Acquaint pupils with
such features of
the buildings as: 1. Firedrill. . . . . 32. Telephone usage. . 2
3. Cafeteria. . . . . 1
U. Health cards . . . 1
5. Lunch counts . . . 1









7. Money drives • • • 1
8. Playground • • • • 1
G* List others 1. Juice or milk




Ao Check every pupil
regarding: 1. Posture. . • • • • 2
2. Care of teeth. • • 1
3* Colds. . . . . . . 1
U. Contagious dis­
eases. . . . . . . 1
5. Fatigue.......... 1
6. First Aid........ 1
7. Hours of sleep . . 1
8. Nails. . . . . . . 1
APPENDn C
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PROPORTIONS NOMOGRAPH
To determine the significance of the differences between the 
frequencies of events in two different series or groups, an instrument 
called the Significance of Difference Between Proportions Nomograph^ is 
used in this study. "If the value of D ^  T.05> the difference is sig­
nificant at the .0$ level. If the value of D = T.Ol, the difference is 
significant at the ,01 level. The nomograph is so arranged that 
numbers or percentages of two different groups may be checked to deter­
mine significant difference. If the number thirty-six in one series 
would be conpared with forty-two in another group to deteimine whether 
these numbers are significant at the $ per cent level, the hairline 
when placed on these two numbers in columns N% and N2 would read .229 
on the D scale and .I4O on the T.O# scale; therefore, these numbers are 
significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Should percentages 
in two different series be coiqpared, the P-| and P2 columns are used.
Committee of Educational Research, Significance of Difference 
Between Proportion Nomograph. Minneeçolis: University of Minnesota,















































































Fig, 1, Committee of Educational Research, Significance of 
Difference Between Proportions Nomograph, Minneapolis; University of 
Minnesota, 19U6, (Used by pennission).
APPENDIX D 
IBM CARD CODING
Every item in the questionnaire was given a number according to 
a predetermined code. The number of items in the questionnaire and the 
coding method used made it necessary to use four IBM cards to record the 
responses on each returned questionnaire. Each I M  card may be read to 
show class of school reporting, classification of school district, grade 
taught by responding teacher, numerical order in which the questionnaire 
was received, the number of the IBM card, the frequency of performance 
of classroom activity and the teacher rating of each activity response.
The coded numbers for the first five items in the preceding sen­
tence were punched in the first seven columns on the IBM cards. The 
first six columns of each set of four IBM cards show identical informa­
tion, The seventh column is punched to designate the IBM card number.
This nuai)er may range from one to four.
For example, the first seven numbers of a coded questionnaire 
might be 132010U* Thus, this number would be interpreted as follows:
The first number, "1" of this coded questionnaire, appearing in column 
one of the IBM card, indicates that this questionnaire was returned by 
a teacher in a class AA school. The second number, ”3” which appears 
in column two, reveals that a teacher in a dependent school district
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returned this questionnaire* The third number, "2," appearing in column 
three, shows that the respondent is a teacher of grade two* The fourth, 
fifth, and sixth number, *010," spearing in columns four, five, and 
six of the IBM cards, shows that the questionnaire was the tenth to be 
returned* The seventh number, "U," which appears in column seven of the 
IBM card, indicates this is the fourth IBM card punched concerning this 
questionnaire*
The coding of these first seven columns is shown in Table 19* 
The other 236 columns punched on the IBM cards represent the 
frequency of performance of classroom activity responses and the signi­
ficance of the classroom activity as a contribution to pupil achievement* 
The coded number for the teacher's response of the frequency of 
performance of classroom activity in the questionnaire «appears in column 
eight of the IBM card* The recording of the coded numbers representing 
teacher responses continues in alternate columns* The coded number for 
the teacher rating of the first classroom activity of the questionnaire 
appears in column nine. The further coding of the teacher ratings con­
tinues in alternate columns*
As a means of showing the frequency of performance and teacher
ratings of each activily. Table 19 was prepared* Table 19 shows the
questionnaire activity, column number for frequency of performance, 
column number for rating each activity and the number of the IBM card 
on which recorded*
As a means of showing the frequency of performance response and
teacher rating response for each activity. Table 20 was prepared* This
TABLE 19
TOE CODING OF QUESTIONNAIRES ON IBM CARDS SHOWING THE SCHOOL GROUPS, CLASS 
OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS, GRADES, AND NUMBER OF RETURNED QUESTIONNAIRES


































Central 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
A 2
Inde­
pendent 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2
B 3
Depen­
dent 3 3 3 3 0 0 3 3 3
C U •
Not re­
ported h 10 0 1 0 U b





table shows the frequency of performance responses, row number on IBM 
card for these responses, rating responses and row number on IBM card 
for these rating responses#
There are eight possible frequency of performance responses and 
five teacher rating responses (See Appendix A)* The codes for these re­
sponses are recorded in their respective columns and rows starting at 
column eight for each activity on each IBM card. These responses with 
their row code-number are listed in Table 21# For exaz^le, if a teacher 
performed a classroom activity several times daily, SD was recorded in 
the frequency of performance column in the questionnaire for that parti­
cular activity. The code-number "1,” used for SD, is recorded in each 
column of the IBM cards to represent each activity so reported in the 
questionnaires. The code numbers, listed in Table 21, for all the other 
frequencies of performance responses are recorded in their designated 
columns. If a teacher gave a classroom activity the highest rating pos­
sible— U, that rating is recorded in the column for the significance of 
each classroom activity listed in the questionnaire# The code-number 
for the teacher rating U is ”1" and is recorded in the column of the IB4 
card representing the rating of the activity in the questionnaire# The 
code-numbers for all other teacher rating responses are recorded in the 
designated columns of the IBM cards#
In order to show how the weighted numbers representing teachers’ 
rating responses were recorded on IBM cards. Table 21 has been prepared# 
Table 21 shows (1) Frequency of Performance Response, (2) Row Number on 
IBM card for each response, (3) Rating Response, and (U) Row Ifamber on 
IBM card for each rating response#
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TABLE 20
THE COUmN NUMBERS FOR FREQUENCIES OF PERFORMANCE OF 
EACH ACTIVITY IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE AS 














I# Activities Involving Use of 
Physical Properties
A# Prepare displays of work being 
done using:
1# Blackboards........ .. 8 9 1
2# Bulletin boards • • • • • • 10 11 1
3. Flannel b o a r d s ........ . 12 13 1
U» Sand tables • • • • • • • • lU 15 1
5* Woit tables........... 16 17 1
B# Display work of all students • 18 19 1
C* Make proper adjustments regard* 
ing heat, lights, seats, shades, 
and ventilation • • • • • • • • 20 21 1
II# Activities Involved in Planning and 
Assigning
A# Select for instructional pur­
poses such aids as:
6# Collections of pictures * • 22 23 1
7# Films................. # 2U 25 1
8# Models and specimen • • • • 26 27 1
9 # WbiTC books • • • • • • • • 28 29 1
10# Field trips • # « • • • • # 30 31 1
B. Organise the instructional or 
illustrative materials for deal­
ing with subject matter into:
11# Problems . # # # . # # 32 33 1
















13. Topics . . . . . . . 36 37 1
lU. Units ................ . 38 39 1
C. Make instructional plans by
selecting:
1$. Time for planning . . . . Uo Ul 1
16. Subject matter .......... U2 U3 1
17. Objectives . . . . . . . . UU U5 1
18. Methods of instruction . . U6 U7 1
19. Class activities . . . . . U8 U9 1
D. Contact parents regarding:
20. Absence from school . . . 5Ô 51 1
21. Interpretation of instruc­
tional program to parents 52 53 1
22. Pupil difficulties and
naeds . . • •  .......... 5U 55 1
E. Dividing the pupils into groups
on basis of readiness for:
23. Arithmetic . . . . . . . . 56 57 1
2U. Reading ................ 58 59 1
2$. Spelling............ . 60 61 1
P. Arrange special activities for
pupils who finish their woric
ahead of schedule, by such
means as:
26, Adjusted instructional
materials . . . . . . . . 62 63 127. Ait materials (easel.
paints, and pagper) . . . . 6U 65 1
28. Individual play materials 66 67 1

















m #  Activitiea That Facilitate In­
struction
A. Provide equal opportunity for 
each piroil to make oral re­
ports, prepare written 
material, and make other 
contributions in class work • • 70 71 1
B. Utilize study period time for 
the purpose of:
30# Correcting errors of study 72 73 1
31* Evaluating and appraising 
pupil study efficiency , • 7U 75 1
32. Showing ways of Ib ç roving 
study habits . . . . . . 76 77 1
c. Provide a special period for the 
pupils to show and tell:
33. New things they have seen 6 9 2
3U. What has happened to them 10 11 2
3>. Where they have been 12 13 2
D. Provide ways for pupils to 
assume leadership in carrying 
out:
36. Activities . . . . . . . . lU 15 2
37. Assignments (academic) . . 16 17 2
38. Objectives (class) . . . . 18 19 2
39. Objectives (individual) . 20 21 2
E. Instruct pupils regarding class­
room conduct in such matters as:
Uo. Courtesies . . . . . . . . 22 23 2
Ul# Greeting visitors . . . . 2U 25 2
















U3« School regulations • • • • 28 29 2
Ult. School traditions . . 30 31 2
IV. Activities Involved in Measuraaent
and Appraisal
A. Being responsible for:
U5. Administering tests • . • 32 33 2
U6, Diagnosing pu^il diffi­
culties ............ .. 3U 35 2
U7. Setting up remedial work # 36 37 2
U8. Evaluating of remedial
work . . . . . . . . . 38 39 2
U9. Follow-up of remedial work Uo Ul 2
$0. Grading tests .......... U2 U3 2
51. Recording test results . . UU U5 2
B. Selection of measuring devices:
52. Standardized tests • • • . U6 U7 2
53. Teacher-made tests from
file.................... U8 U9 2
0. Preparation of measuring devices:
5U. Objective tests . . . . . 50 51 2
55. Essay tests . . . . . . . 52 53 2
56. Promotional examinations
(Six weeks test, final
examination)............ 5U 55 2
D. Use of measuring devices:
57. Teacher-made objective
tests . . . . . . . . . . 56 57 2
58. Teacher-made essay tests . 58 59 2
59. Teacher-made readiness
tests . . . . . . . . . . 60 61 2

















tests • ................ 6ii 65 2
62. Standardized ability tests 66 67 2
63. Standardized achievement
tests 68 69 2
61i. Personality tests . . • • 70 71 2
65. Sociograms............ . 72 73 2
V. Activities Related to Records and 
Reports
A. Responsible for the making of 
the following:
66. Case study reports . . . . 6 9 3
67. Class records .......... 10 11 3
68. Cumulative records • . • • 12 13 3
69. Pocket records .......... lli 15 3
70. Report cards . . . . . . 16 17 3
71. Statistical reports . . . 18 19 3
72. Anecdotal records . . . . 20 21 3
B. Responsible for maintaining for 
each pupil a record of:
73. Evidence of aptitude or 
special ability, such as 
speaking, tap dancing.
musical instruments . . . 22 23 3
7U. General background data • 2U 25 3
75. General activities and
interests . . . .  . . . . 26 27 376. Health and physical data . 28 29 3
77. Home and family data . . . 30 31 378. Kind and nature of respon­
sibilities (assumed by
the pupil) . ............
79. Likes and dislikes for
32 33 3
















82. Scholastic aptitude • • • Uo 1*1 3
83# School progress ........ k2 1*3 3
8U# Social growth . . . . . . hh 1*5 3
71. Activities Other Than Instructional
A. Supervise the pupils* use of
vr&ps
85. On entering the classroom 1*6 1*7 3
86. In preparation for leaving
classroom . . . . . . 1*8 1*9 3
B. Acquaint pupils with such fea­
tures of the buildings as;
87# Auditorium .............. 50 51 3
88. Principal's office . . . . 52 53 3
89# Library . . . . . . . . . 51* 55 3
90. Pupils' classrooms . . . . 56 57 3
91. Restrooms . . . . . . 58 59 3
C. Provide rest periods totaling a
minimum of 30 minutes for the
p u p i l s ................... 60 61 3
D. Greet the pupils individually
upon their arrival to the
classroom......... 62 63 3
E. Work and cooperate with prin­
cipal in handling classroom
discipline .................. 61* 65 3
F. Promote the integration of the
guidance services of the school
and the instructional program
of the classroom ............ 66 67 3


















A. Check every pupil regarding:
92. Cleanliness • • • • 
93* Cuts and abrasions • 
9h» Condition of vision
95. Condition of hearing
96. Skin disorders • • 
Condition of teeth 
Tençe rature • • • 






B. Refer pupils who are in need 
of medical attention:
a) To Parents
101. By conferences • •
102. By letters • « . .
103. By phone calls • .
b) To Principal
lOli. By conferences 
10$. By notes . • ,
c) To School Doctor
106. By conferences
107. By letters . ,
108. By phone calls
d) To School Nurse
109* By conferences
110. By letters . ,




























































RESPONSES FOR FREQUENCIES OF PERFORMANCE 













SD 1 U 1
D 2 3 2
W 3 2 3
6w h 1 k
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